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Abstract
The model of a fourth generation is currently not excluded by theoretical arguments.
In this thesis a search for a fourth generation down-type quark is presented with the
decay hypothesis:
pp → b′b¯′ + X → t + W− + t¯ + W+ + X → bb¯ + W+ + W− + W+ + W− + X.
The search is performed with an integrated luminosity of 2.05 fb−1, obtained with the
ATLAS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider running proton-proton collisions
at a center-of-mass energy of
√
s = 7TeV. Events for the analysis are selected with
a search signature of two same-sign charged leptons (e or μ) in the final state, which
is a rare Standard Model signature. Beside using the standard event selection from
ATLAS top analyses, the event selection criteria are optimized with a multivariate
analysis in order to maximize the significance. Furthermore, systematic uncertainties
are studied coming from the parton distribution function as well as the initial and
final state radiation. With the selected events in the signal region of two same-sign
leptons, the signal is extracted via a counting method. The extracted signal is used
for the determination of the mass limit of the fourth generation down-type quark
with a modified frequentist method. Assuming a branching ratio of 100% for the
decay b′ → t + W , b′ masses below 461GeV are excluded at 95% confidence level.
iii

Zusammenfassung
Das Modell einer vierten Familie konnte bis heute aufgrund von theoretischen Ar-
gumenten nicht ausgeschlossen werden. In dieser Arbeit wird die Suche nach einem
Down-artigen Quark der vierten Familie mit dem folgenden angenommenen Zerfall:
pp → b′b¯′ + X → t + W− + t¯ + W+ + X → bb¯ + W+ + W− + W+ + W− + X
vorgestellt. Für diese Analyse wird eine integrierte Luminosität von 2.05 fb−1 ver-
wendet, aufgenommen mit dem ATLAS Experiment bei einer Schwerpunktsenergie
von
√
s = 7TeV für die Proton-Proton Kollisionen am Large Hadron Collider. In
der Analyse werden Ereignisse mit zwei gleich geladenen Leptonen (e oder μ) in den
Endzuständen selektiert, was eine seltene Signatur im Standard Modell darstellt.
Neben einer verwendeten Standardselektierung für die Ereignisse, entnommen aus
der ATLAS Top-Quark Analyse, wird eine Optimierung der Schnitte mit einer mul-
tivariaten Analyse durchgeführt. Des Weiteren werden systematische Unsicherheiten
studiert, die durch die Partonendichteverteilungsfunktion sowie durch Abstrahlung
von Teilchen wie Gluonen im Anfangs- und im Endzustand bei der Simulation mit
dem Monte Carlo Generator entstehen. Mit den selektierten Ereignissen in der Si-
gnalregion von zwei gleich geladenen Leptonen wird durch eine Zählanalyse die An-
zahl gemessener Signalereignisss extrahiert. Mit diesen Signalereignissen wird dann
die untere Massenausschlussgrenze des b’-Quarks mit einer modifizierten Frequen-
tistmethode bestimmt. Das Ergebnis zeigt, dass mit einem angenommenem Verzwei-
gungsverhältnis von 100% für den Zerfall b′ → t + W alle Massen unterhalb einer
Grenze von 461GeV mit einem 95% Konfidenzintervall ausgeschlossen sind.
v
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1. Introduction
The Standard Model [1],[2],[3],[4],[5],[6],[7] of particle physics describes the elementary
particles and their interactions between each other successfully and has been verified
with an increasing accuracy by several collider experiments. However, the Higgs mech-
anism [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], which describes the electroweak symmetry breaking in the
Standard Model, and the corresponding Higgs particle have not been discovered yet.
Recently accomplished experiments were able to exclude certain mass ranges.
To finally exclude or confirm the Higgs particle the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), a
proton-proton accelerator, has been built together with the setup of several experiments.
The LHC produces a larger data set with a higher energy than any collider before. One
main experiment is the ATLAS detector for probing the electroweak symmetry breaking
and discovering the Higgs boson along with the measuring of its properties.
In nature there are phenomena, which cannot be described by the Standard Model like
the asymmetry between baryons and antibaryons in the early beginning of the universe.
This asymmetry can be generated by the CP violation caused by the phase in the CKM
matrix, which was postulated by Andrei Sakharov [13]. Nevertheless, the CP violation
introduced by the CKM matrix in the Standard Model is too small to explain that effect
[14]. This points to an extension of the Standard Model, which provides a possibility to
solve the problem.
The simple extension of the Standard Model with the model of a fourth generation
leads to an alternative ansatz for the generating of the baryon asymmetry [14]. Further-
more, the fourth generation can play an important role in the electroweak symmetry
breaking. If the new quarks have a very high mass, m ≈ 550GeV, the quarks could
form a condensate, which could appear as a scalar field and could be responsible for the
electroweak symmetry breaking [15], [16]. In the Standard Model of three generations
only a light Higgs is allowed. Adding the fourth generation particles in the electroweak
precision fit, a higher Higgs mass up to 750GeV is compatible with the Standard Model
at 95% confidence level [17].
The number of generations in the Standard Model is a free parameter and allows
then the extension to an additional family containing two quarks and one charged and
1
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one neutral lepton. Furthermore, the uncertainties of the measured Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa-Matrix (CKM matrix), which describe the mixing among the quarks, provides
space for an additional quark family. Direct searches at experiments like CDF, L3, CMS
and ATLAS have not been discovered the fourth generation yet and lower mass bounds
have been determined.
By the beginning of the year 2011 ATLAS started to measure the produced particles
coming from the proton-proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of
√
s = 7TeV
provided by the LHC. The data sets taken from March till August are used for this
analysis.
For the search for the fourth generation of quarks a signature is needed, for which the
Standard Model background is expected to be small. Assuming a pair production of the
down-type quark b′ and a branching ration of 100% for the decay b′ → t+W the decay
channel is as follows:
pp → b′b¯′ + X → tt¯ + W+ + W− + X → bb¯ + W+ + W− + W+ + W− + X
With the requirement of a leptonic decay into electrons and muons of two same-sign W
boson the final state provides the search signature of two same-sign leptons with any
flavor combination. This search signature is rare Standard Model signature. Requiring a
hadronic decay of the other two W bosons in addition to the b quarks the jet multiplicity
is very high in the final state. With a high jet multiplicity the background suppression
in events with two same-sign leptons can be improved. In this signal region the counted
number of events, the signal, is extracted via a method for a lower mass bound determi-
nation. For the signal event selection, standard analysis criteria optimized for the top
analysis inside ATLAS are used in this analysis due to similar properties of the final
state. Moreover, the event selection is optimized to improve the background suppression
and the results are compared with the standard event selection. Furthermore, uncer-
tainties on event selection are studied coming from parton density function as well ass
the initial state and final state radiation.
The structure of this thesis is the following: In the beginning (chapter two) the Stan-
dard Model with its main fundamental ingredients is briefly introduce followed by the
discussion of the motivation of the fourth generation model and the used search signa-
ture. Chapter three contains technical aspects of the LHC and the ATLAS detector.
Then in chapter four the Monte Carlo samples and data set used for this analysis are
described. In chapter five a brief description of the particle reconstruction is given fol-
lowing by the discussion of the physical object and event selection. Chapter seven covers
the systematic studies on the event selection coming from the generator setup. The
2
introduction of the method used for counting the events and signal extracting is done in
chapter eight together with the mass limit calculation. A summary and onclusion are
given in the last chapter.
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2. The Standard Model and the Fourth
Generation extension
The Standard Model of particle physics (SM) describes the fundamental particles of
matter together with their interactions (except gravitation). Many phenomena in nature
can be described successfully by the SM. Nevertheless, the Standard Model can not
explain the generation of the baryogenesis. This points to the requirement of an extension
of the model and a possible candidate for this is the model of a fourth generation of
fermions.
In this chapter, I discuss the main ingredients and some problems of the Standard
Model. First, I introduce the elementary particles and then the basic properties of the
their interactions together with the Higgs mechanism. Secondly, I present the simple
extension of the SM with a fourth family of leptons and quarks. Finally, I introduce the
search signature for the search of these quarks at the LHC, which is used in this thesis.
2.1. The Standard Model
The Standard Model of particle physics describes all known elementary particles and
their interactions. The basic theory is a relativistic quantum field theory, which is usu-
ally formulated within the Lagrangian formalism together with the Lagrangian density
L. Generally, the SM is based on the idea that the matter is described by fermion fields
and the interactions between the particles are interceded by gauge bosons. The particles
are grouped into particles with half-integer and integer, called fermions and bosons, re-
spectively. The gauge bosons mediate the different forces between the fermions. Finally,
the masses of the particles in the SM are generated by the Higgs mechanism.
2.1.1. Fermions
All fermions of the SM have a half-integer spin and are divided into two groups: leptons
and quarks. Both categories are split into three families. For each lepton family there
is one electrically charged lepton (e, μ, τ) and one electrically uncharged lepton (νe, νμ,
5
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ντ ). Each quark family contains an up-type (up, charm and top) and a down-type quark
(down, strange and bottom).
The electrical charge of the e, μ, τ is integer-numbered, while the charge of the up-
type quark is +23e and the charge of the down-type quark is −13e. Additionally, these
particles have a weak isospin and only the quarks have a further color charge.
Quarks interact electromagnetically, weakly and strongly. The electrically charged
leptons interact only electromagnetically and weakly, while the electrically uncharged
leptons interact only weakly.
Figure 2.1 shows the observed masses of the Standard Model fermions (except neutri-
nos) and gauge bosons. The basic properties of the leptons and quarks are summarized
in Table 2.1.
Figure 2.1.: The masses of the Standard Model particles [18]. The Higgs particle is not
discovered yet but is presented in this figure with the supposed mass.
First family Second family Third family Elm. charge [e]
Charged lepton e μ τ -1
Neutrino νe νμ ντ 0
Up type quark u (up) c (charm) t (top) +23
Down type quark d (down) s (strange) b (bottom) −13
Table 2.1.: The fermions of the Standard Model separated into their different families.
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2.1.2. Gauge bosons
As mentioned before, bosons have an integer spin. The bosons of the electromagnetic and
strong interaction, called the photon and the gluon, respectively, do not have a mass and
are electromagnetically uncharged. The weak interaction is different. The W± bosons
are electrically charged with charges of ±e and have a mass of mW± ∼ 80GeV, while
the Z boson has a similar mass (mZ ∼ 91GeV) but is electromagnetically uncharged.
Table 2.2 presents the gauge bosons of the Standard Model elementary forces and
their properties.
Boson(s) El. charge [e] Mass Range Coupling constants
Electromagn. Photon γ 0 0 ∞ α(M2Z) ≈ 1/127
Weak W± ±1 ∼ 80GeV [19] ∼ 10−18 m αW (M2Z) ≈ 1/29
Z 0 ∼ 91GeV [19]
Strong 8 Gluons g 0 0 ∼ 10−15 m αs(M2Z) ≈ 0.119
Table 2.2.: The elementary forces by the Standard Model and their properties.
2.1.3. Interactions
The several interactions are mediated by their corresponding gauge bosons. The interac-
tions between the particles in the SM can be described mathematically with the theory
of the local gauge invariance. The symmetry group of this theory is as follows:
SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y (2.1)
The SU(3)C describes the strong interaction via the gluons between quarks, where the
index C stands for color charge. The theory of quantum chromodynamics is based on this
group. The symmetry group of the electroweak interaction SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y contains
the combination of quantum electrodynamics and the weak interaction. The charged
weak bosons couple to the left handed fermions. Y is the conserved charge of the group
U(1)Y , called hypercharge, and is connected to the third component of the weak isospin
T3 and the electromagnetic charge Q by:
Q = T3 +
Y
2 (2.2)
Quantum electrodynamics
The electromagnetic interaction is mediated by the photon. This gauge boson has zero
mass and no charge. The electromagnetic interaction is based on the theory of quantum
7
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electrodynamic and the corresponding Lagrangian is defined as follows:
L = −14FμνF
μν +
∑
n
ψ¯n(iγμDμ − mn)ψn , (2.3)
where the fermion field ψ is invariant under a local U(1) transformation:
ψi → eieα(x)ψi . (2.4)
Dμ = ∂μ + ieAμ is the minimal covariant derivative and γμ are the Dirac-matrices. e
and m describe the electric charge and the mass of the fermion field ψi, respectively,
and Fμν = ∂μAν − ∂νAμ stands for the electromagnetic field tensor. With the Lorentz
gauge ∂μAμ = 0 in U(1) the potential of the electromagnetic field Aμ(x) is not com-
pletely defined. One is free to add the derivative of an additional function ∂μα(x) to the
current field, Aμ, without changing the electrical and magnetic fields and the physical
observables:
Aμ(x) → A′μ(x) = Aμ(x) + ∂μα(x) (2.5)
These are the properties of the photon field. Additionally, the requirement of local gauge
invariance of the U(1) enforces the introduction of the electromagnetic gauge field Aμ.
Together with the definition of the electromagnetic current of the electron jμ =
−eψ¯γμψ the Lagrangian in equation 2.3 results in
L = −14FμνF
μν + ψ¯(iγμ∂μ − m)ψn − jμAμ. (2.6)
This Lagrangian is defined as the sum of the photon part, the electron part and the
interaction part.
As mentioned above the photon field couples to the electrically charged fermion fields
and the relation between the coupling constant and the electromagnetic charge is defined
as follows:
α = e
2
4π ≈
1
137 (2.7)
The coupling constant shows a dependence on the momentum transfer q2 due to per-
tubative corrections as presented in Figure 2.2. In the theory with one loop correction,
the running coupling constant is given by:
α(q2) = α(μ
2)
1 − α(μ2)3π log
(
q2
μ2
) (2.8)
8
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with α(μ2) the constant at a reference energy μ. With increasing values of Q2 the
denominator in equation (2.8) becomes smaller, while α becomes larger. At a certain
energy α is infinite, which is called Landau-Pole.
=̂ + + · · ·
Figure 2.2.: The measured charge is not the same as it appears in equation (2.7) and is
not explained by the left graph. It is given by an infinite number of higher
order loop graphs [20].
Electroweak interaction
The electroweak interaction is based on the symmetry group SU(2)L ⊗ U(1) and is a
combination of the QED and weak interaction. The SU(2)L symmetry provides a gauge
boson triplet W 1,2,3μ , while from the U(1) symmetry a gauge boson singlet Bμ arise. The
electroweak symmetry breaking leads to rotation of the mass eigenstates, which are the
physically fields, to form the weak eigenstates:(
W+μ
W−μ
)
= 1√
2
(
1 −i
i 1
)(
W 1μ
W 2μ
)
(2.9)
(
Z0μ
Aμ
)
=
(
cos θW − sin θW
sin θW cos θW
)(
W 3μ
Bμ
)
(2.10)
The Weinberg angle θW (sin θW = 0.23116 ± 0.00013 1 [19]) describes the strength of
the mixing of the fields W 3μ and Bμ. W+μ and W−μ are the fields of the physically
observed charged W-bosons, while the mixing of the neutral fields Bμ and W 3μ provides
the physically particles of the photon Aμ and the Z-boson Zμ. The coupling in the
electroweak theory is described by two parameters: g and g′. g characterizes the coupling
of the vector fields W 1,2,3μ and g′ the coupling to the vector field Bμ. The relation between
both coupling constants via the Weinberg angle θW is as follows:
g sin θW = g′ cos θW = e (2.11)
1Measured value is the effective mixing angle.
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In the electroweak interaction the fermions are grouped in multiplets due to the SU(2)L
gauge symmetry: the left-handed fermions of each family are weak-isospin doublets,
which contain a charged lepton and a neutrino while the right-handed fermions form
singlets. Only the left-handed fermions and the right-handed anti-fermions couple to
the W± bosons.
The quark mass eigenstates are not identical to their weak eigenstates due to the
symmetry breaking. The bosons of the weak interaction couple only to the weak eigen-
states of the quarks, which are rotated states. The relation between the mass and weak
eigenstates is described by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa or CKM matrix:
VCKM =
⎛⎜⎜⎝
Vud Vus Vub
Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb
⎞⎟⎟⎠ (2.12)
The CKM matrix causes flavor changing charged current interaction with the W±-
bosons, while flavor changing neutral currents are absent on tree level in the Standard
Model by the GIM mechanism. The neutral currents with flavor conservation via the
Z/γ are allowed in the electroweak interaction. In the case of a 2 × 2 matrix only one
parameter θC is used, which describes the mixing between the weak (d′ and s′) and the
mass eigenstate (d and s), and is called Cabibbo angle:
(
d′
s′
)
=
(
cos θC sin θC
− sin θC cos θC
)
·
(
d
s
)
(2.13)
The value of this angle is θC ≈ 13 ◦ and due to its small value the flavor changing
charged currents are suppressed or Cabibbo disfavored, which is also called GIM mech-
anism. Thus, flavor changing neutral currents can only appear at level of quantum loop
corrections with a very small branching fractions.
For three generation the CKM matrix can be parametrized by:
VCKM =
⎛⎜⎜⎝
c12c13 s12c13 s13e−iδ13
−s12c23 − c12s23s13eiδ13 c12c23 − s12s23s13eiδ13 s23c13
s12s23 − c12c23s13eiδ13 −c12s23 − s12c23s13eiδ13 c23c13
⎞⎟⎟⎠ (2.14)
with cij = cos θij , sij = sin θij , three angles θ12, θ13, θ23 and the phase δ13. This
parametrization indicates how strong the mixing among the families is. The consequence
of the phase is the introduction of the charge-parity (CP) violating effects in the Standard
Model. The amplitude M of flavor changing processes like t → b+W is proportional to
10
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the corresponding element of the CKM matrix: M ∝ V ∗tb.
Quantum chromodynamics
Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is the quantum field theory of the strong interaction
and is based on the gauge group SU(3)C . This theory describes the interaction via
gluons. The Lagrangian is formed in this way:
L = ψ¯i(iγμ(Dμ)ij − mδij)ψj − 14G
a
μνG
μν
a , (2.15)
where ψi are the quark fields and Gaμν are the gluon fields. Dμ = ∂μ + igsGaμT a is the
covariant derivate with the eight generators T a of the SU(3) gauge group. The charge
of the QCD is called color: red, green and blue. Due to the non-abelian character of the
SU(3), the color charge of the gluons is composed of a color and a anti-color and couple
among each other.
In QCD the coupling constant αs = g2s/4π depends on q2 due to the additional loop
diagrams of gluons or quark-antiquark-pairs. The coupling constant is given by:
αs(q2) =
αs(μ2)
(1 + αs(μ2)12π )(33 − 2nf ) log
(
q2
μ2
) , (2.16)
where nf is the number of quark flavors.
With equation (2.16) the strong coupling constant gets smaller at higher energies
or at shorter distances and approaches zero for very large q2. This situation is called
asymptotic freedom. On the other hand it means that the coupling gets stronger at
higher distances. At a sufficient high potential energy a new quark-antiquark-pair can
be created. Therefore quarks do not appear isolated due to the confinement.
Higgs mechanism
From precise measurements one know that the fermions and the bosons of the weak
interaction have a mass. In the Standard Model the mass is generated in a gauge
invariant dynamical way by the interaction of the particles with a scalar field, which
is called Higgs mechanism and is based on the idea of spontaneous SU(2)L × U(1)Y
symmetry breaking.
The Lagrangian of a scalar field φ with a mass term is defined as follows:
L = 12(∂μφ)(∂
μφ) −
(1
2μ
2φ2 + 14λφ
4
)
(2.17)
11
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with the definition
V (φ) = 12μ
2φ2 + 14λφ
4 + ... (2.18)
for the potential V (φ) together with the real parameters μ and λ. The potential is
developed as a Taylor series up to the second term of a generic potential. The main
requirement for the potential V (φ) is a symmetrical property: V (φ) = V (−φ). The
parameter λ has to be positive due to V → ∞ for φ → ±∞ and with the requirement
of the bare minimum. With the choice of μ2 < 0 the minimum of the potential moves
from φ = 0 to
|φ0| =
√
−μ2
λ
= ν . (2.19)
The value of the new minimum is then the vacuum expectation value v. With the devel-
opment of this new minimum every possible ground state breaks the SU(2)L symmetry,
which is known as spontaneous symmetry breaking.
The scalar field itself can be defined as an isospin doublet with complex components
due to the local gauge symmetry of the SU(2)L:
φ =
(
φ+1/2
φ−1/2
)
= 1√
2
(
φ1 + iφ2
φ3 + iφ4
)
(2.20)
The field φ is described by real field components φi and the factor 1/
√
2 is convention.
With the definition φ1 = φ2 = φ4 = 0 and φ3 = ν + h(x) the field around the minimum
can be calculated as
φ = 1√
2
(
H1(x) + iH2(x)
ν + h(x) + iH4(x)
)
. (2.21)
The field component h(x) can be discovered as a particle with the name Higgs boson
(H). The mass of the Higgs boson is defined in the Lagrangian density as mH =
√
2μ.
The other components Hi(x) are massless and are called Goldstone bosons.
In the Standard Model the ground state is chosen such that the photon is massless.
In the case of the W boson mass, the Lagrangian in equation (2.17) is modified with the
field φ in equation (2.20):
L = (∂μφ)†(∂μφ) − μ2φ†φ − λ(φ†φ)2 . (2.22)
The first term describes the kinetic energy of the field and the other two describe the
potential. To make the equation local gauge invariant in SU(2) the rotation in the
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isospin space can be used:
φ′(x) = eiαa(x)Jaφ(x) , (2.23)
where Ja(a = 1, 2, 3) are the Pauli matrices τa with an additional factor of 12 : Ja =
1
2τa.
Then the derivative in the kinetic term has to be updated as follows:
∂μ ⇒ Dμ = ∂μ + igJaW aμ , (2.24)
which also introduces the gauge fields W aμ of SU(2) with the following transformation
properties:
W ′μ = W aμ −
1
g
∂μαa − fabcαbW cμ . (2.25)
fabc is the structure constant of the SU(2) and is defined by the total antisymmetric
tensor: fabc = abc. This fixes the commutation relation of Ja: [Ja, Jb] = iabcJc. With
the next step the following term
1
4W
a
μνW
μν
a (2.26)
needs to be added to equation (2.17), which describes the kinematics of the gauge fields
with the field tensor W aμ . With the commutation relation [Dμ, Dν ] = igJaW aμ the field
tensor can be described as follows
W aμν = ∂μW aν − ∂νW aμ − gabcW bμW cν . (2.27)
The updated Lagrangian, introduced in equation (2.22), is now given by:
L =
(
(∂μ + igJaW aμ )φ
)† (
(∂μ + igJbWμb )φ
)− μφ†φ − λ(φ†φ)2 − 14W aμνWμνa . (2.28)
With the definition of φ in equation (2.20) and using φ1 = φ2 = φ4 = 0, the first term
of this new Lagrangian can be transformed to the following equation:
1
2(∂μh(x))(∂
μh(x)) + g
2
8 ν
2W aμW
μ
a +
g2
4 ν
2h(x)W aμWμa +
g2
8 h(x)
2W aμW
μ
a . (2.29)
The first term describes the kinematics of the scalar field while the second term describes
the mass of the gauge fields W aμ :
g2
8 ν
2W aμW
μ
a =
1
2m
2
WW
a
μW
μ
a (2.30)
This defines the mass of the W boson: mW = 12gν. The third and the fourth term
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in equation (2.29) describe the coupling of the Higgs field to the gauge fields W aμ . In
the Standard Model, SU(2) × U(1) gauge invariance is required, which extends the
covariant derivative 2.24 by an additional U(1) gauge field. The physical gauge bosons
are the massive W± and Z bosons, and the massless photon. The W± fields are a linear
combination of the W 1 and W 2, while Z boson and photon are a mixing of the W 3
field and the U(1) gauge field. As discussed in [21] the mass of the Z boson is mZ =
1
2ν
√
g2 + g′2. Both boson masses relate to each other in such a way: mW = mZ cos θW .
The fermions get their mass via the Yukawa coupling. Local gauge invariance does not
allow a bare mass term for the fermion in the SM Lagrangian density. The Yukawa
coupling is the connection between the mass term of the fermion fields and the Higgs
field.
The Higgs boson has not been discovered yet. Currently, only exclusion limits for
the mass exists. LEP II sets a lower limit for the mass of the Standard Model Higgs
of mH = 114GeV at 95% confidence level (CL) [22]. Figure 2.3 shows the observed
and expected 95% CL upper limit on the ratio to the Standard Model cross section as a
function of the Higgs boson mass [23]. This result is based on the combined CDF and D0
search and the green areas represent the excluded mass regions. The results by ATLAS
experiment are presented in Figure 2.4 and 2.5 [24]. Here, the observed (full line) and
expected (dashed line) 95% CL combined upper limits on the SM Higgs boson production
cross section divided by the Standard Model expectation as a function of the Higgs mass
are shown in the low mass region (Figure 2.4) and full mass range (Figure 2.5). The red
area in Figure 2.4 displays the observed exclusion at 95% CL. As displayed in Figure 2.5
the mass is excluded for the values: 110.0GeV to 117.5GeV, 118.5GeV to 122.5GeV,
and 129GeV to 539GeV at 95% CL. ATLAS used several Higgs decay channels for the
search like H → ZZ(∗) → l+l−l+l−, H → WW (∗) → l±νll∓νl and H → γγ. An excess
is observed in these channels by the ATLAS experiment at mH ≈ 126GeV with a local
significance of 2.5σ, where the expected significance in the presence of a Standard Model
Higgs boson for that mass hypothesis is 2.9σ. The CMS experiments applied similar
decay channels. The results are shown in Figure 2.6 and 2.7 [25]. The largest excess by
the CMS experiment with a local significance of 3.1σ, is observed for a mass hypothesis
of mH = 124GeV in the channels H → ZZ(∗) → l+l−l+l− and H → γγ.
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Figure 2.3.: Observed and expected (median, for the background-only hypothesis) 95%
CL upper limits on the ratios to the SM cross section, as functions of the
Higgs boson mass for the combined CDF and D0 analyses. The bands
indicate the 68% and 95% probability regions where the limits can fluctuate,
in the absence of signal [23].
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Figure 2.4.: The observed (full line) and expected (dashed line) 95% CL combined up-
per limits on the SM Higgs boson production cross section divided by the
Standard Model expectation as a function of mH in the low mass rang. The
dotted curves show the median expected limit in the absence of a signal
and the green and yellow bands indicate the corresponding 68% and 95%
intervals [26], [24].
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Figure 2.5.: The observed (full line) and expected (dashed line) 95% CL combined up-
per limits on the SM Higgs boson production cross section divided by the
Standard Model expectation as a function of mH in the full mass rang. The
dotted curves show the median expected limit in the absence of a signal
and the green and yellow bands indicate the corresponding 68%and 95%
intervals [24].
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Figure 2.6.: The 95% CL upper limits on the signal strength parameter μ = σ/σSM
for the SM Higgs boson hypothesis as function of the Higgs boson mass in
the low mass rang with the measurements at the CMS experiment. The
observed values are shown by the solid line. The dashed line indicates the
expected median of results for the background only hypothesis, while the
green (dark) and yellow (light) bands indicate the ranges that are expected
to contain 68% and 95% of all observed excursions from the median, re-
spectively. The mass regions, which are first excluded by LEP, Tevatron
and this measurement, are shown as hatched areas. [25].
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Figure 2.7.: The 95% CL upper limits on the signal strength parameter μ = σ/σSM
for the SM Higgs boson hypothesis as function of the Higgs boson mass in
the full mass rang with the measurements at the CMS experiment.. The
observed values are shown by the solid line. The dashed line indicates the
expected median of results for the background only hypothesis, while the
green (dark) and yellow (light) bands indicate the ranges that are expected
to contain 68% and 95% of all observed excursions from the median, re-
spectively. The mass regions, which are first excluded by LEP, Tevatron
and this measurement, are shown as hatched areas [25].
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2.1.4. Problems of the Standard Model
As I already discussed in the chapters before, the Standard Model can provide an expla-
nation for many phenomena in the universe. However, as an example, the asymmetry
between the matter and antimatter in the universe, which arose directly after the big
bang, cannot be explained. This asymmetry, calling Baryogenesis, can be generated by
three conditions, which are defined by Andrei Sakharov [13]. One of these conditions is
the C and CP violation. Then the Jarlskog parameter [27] can be used for the calculation
of the asymmetry parameter value, which is the ratio of the number of baryons to the
number of photons. The calculated value is then by a factor of 1010 smaller [28] than
the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) [29] and COBE [30] measurement
[14].
Due to the energy dependence of the coupling constants one can see that at a higher
energies the three coupling constants are almost equal as shown in Figure 2.8 (dashed
lines). At this energy a new symmetry group is possible with a new coupling constant
describing the coupling constants of the U(1), SU(2) and SU(3) and the Standard Model
as a low energy approximation. The supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model is
such a candidate to provides the possibility of the coupling constant unification. Another
possible ansatz is the fourth generation model, which is discussed in chapter 2.2.
Figure 2.8.: Running of the coupling constants of U(1), SU(2) and SU(3) in the Standard
Model (dashed lines) and in the minimal supersymmetric extension of the
Standard Model as the function of the energy scale [31].
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2.2. The Fourth Generation
ATLAS and CMS observed an excess of events at a Higgs mass of mH ≈ 126GeV
[24] and mH = 124GeV [25], respectively. The channel with the highest sensitivity is
H → γγ. In a case of a fourth generation model the channel H → gg [32] has the highest
branching fraction. With a Higgs mass above than 150GeV the dominant decay channel
is H → W+W− [32]. If the Higgs boson will be discovered at a mass of mH ≈ 125GeV
then many fourth generation mass scenarios are excluded.
As described in the chapter 2.1.4 with the CP violation it is possible to explain the
baryon asymmetry in the beginning of the universe. But the CP violation introduced by
the CKM matrix in the case of three generation is too small. Introducing an additional
family of quarks involves an extension of the CKM matrix into a 4 × 4 matrix, which
introduce two more phases. The three phases supported by a sufficient high mass of the
new quarks (m ≥ 300GeV) would enhance the CP violation [14].
Another interesting property of this extension of the Standard Model is the gauge
couplings unification, which can be generated at a scale of order 1015 −1018 GeV in the
simplest non-supersymmetric Grand Unification model SU(5) [33]. Here, the function,
which describes the evolution of the gauge coupling, contains contributions from Yukawa
couplings. With fourth generation particles, which are sufficiently heavy, the Yukawa
coupling grows with higher energies and can affect the evolution of the coupling con-
stants.
The fourth generation quarks, if they have a higher mass than 550GeV, can play
an important role in electroweak symmetry breaking [15], [16]. Above this mass the
particles can form a condensate state due to a strong coupling of the Goldstone bosons
at the heavy quarks as discussed by the classical analysis of partial wave unitarity in
[34]. This condensate can be described as a pseudo-Goldstone boson which can cause a
global symmetry breaking.
The extension of the Standard Model with a fourth family also influences the oblique
electroweak corrections [17] derived from electroweak observables like the decay width
and the mass of the Z boson. The oblique correction is definition by three parameters: S,
T and U , which are also known as the Peskin-Takeuchi parameters [35]. The definition
is based on a reference point at (S, T ) = (0, 0). At this point the Standard Model is
defined together with the assumption for a Higgs mass of mH = 115GeV and for a top
mass of mt = 170.9GeV. Due to a small value of the parameter U in every calculation
the value can be set to zero and will not be considered in the following. The introduction
of the fourth generation particles causes a shift of the parameters due to their masses
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differences in the calculation. The shifts ΔS and ΔT of the parameter S and T are
defined as follows [17], [36] :
ΔS = 16π
(
1 − 2Y
[
Nc · ln m
2
t′
m2b′
− ln m
2
ν4
m24
])
(2.31)
ΔT = 112π(sin θW )2(cos θW )2
[
Nc ·
(
mt′ − mb′
mZ
)2
+
(
mν4 − m4
mZ
)2]
. (2.32)
The parameter NC is the color factor. As an example Table 2.3 provides a few masses
of the fourth generation particles together with the yield contribution to the S and T
parameter with the 68% confidence level ellipse of the electroweak precision constraints.
This applies the following constraints on the lepton masses:
m4 − mν4  30 − 60GeV (2.33)
and in the case of the quark masses:
mt′ − mb′ 
(
1 + 15 ln
mH
115GeV
)
· 50GeV . (2.34)
The effect of increasing the Higgs mass and the shifts of S and T are illustrated in figure
2.9 with blue lines. The red line in figure 2.9 shows the effect of increasing the Higgs
mass. For example, with a Higgs mass of mH = 200GeV the value of the recalculated S
and T parameter would be outside the 95% confidence level ellipse. This confirms the
incompatibility of higher Higgs masses with the Standard Model. The shifts of the S
and T parameter, due to the fourth generation, move the point back into the 68% CL
ellipse. This provides allowed Higgs masses up to 315GeV (750GeV) for 68% (95%)
CL.
Parameter set mt′ [GeV] mb′ [GeV] mH [GeV] ΔS ΔT
(a) 310 260 115 0.15 0.19
(b) 320 260 200 0.19 0.20
(f) 400 325 300 0.21 0.25
Table 2.3.: Parameter sets for the shifts in the (S, T ) parameter space (figure 2.9), due
to a 4th family. The lepton masses are fixed to m4 = 155GeV and mν4 =
100GeV [17].
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Figure 2.9.: Illustration of the shift in S,T by adding 4th generation fermions with dif-
ferent mass combinations (blue arrow lines), which are listed in table 2.3,
and increasing Higgs boson mass (red soline line). Both, the 68% and the
95% confidence level ellipses are shown.[17].
2.2.1. Searches
Generally, the mass differences of the fourth family particles are constrained by elec-
troweak precision data and searches at experiments could only determine mass limits.
In the following, I describe the relevant searches for the quarks and leptons, which pro-
vides the highest mass constraints.
Leptons
The results for the leptons are from searches at the LEP experiments, where data from
electron-positron collisions were used for the analysis. Figure 2.10 illustrates the mea-
surement of the hadronic production cross section around the Z resonance (dots) together
with the prediction for two, three and four families of light neutrinos (curves) [37]. This
shows a very good agreement with the calculation of three families of light neutrinos.
The precise result is: Nν = 2.991 ± 0.007 [19]. However, this does not exclude a fourth
generation neutrino but gives a lower mass limit of mν4 ≥ mZ/2 for the neutrino.
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Figure 2.10.: The measurements of the hadronic production cross section around the
Z resonance done at the LEP experiments [37]. The curves describe the
theoretical Standard Model prediction for two, three and four light neutrino
families.
For the search of the charged lepton l4 at L3 [38] a pair production via the decay of
a directly produced Z-boson or photon was assumed and it was distinguished between
two scenarios:
• The l4 lepton has a short lifetime and decays into a W-boson and a neutrino (νe,
νμ, ντ or ν4). The W-boson can decay into every possible channel. For the searches
the mass range 5GeV < Δm < 60GeV with Δm = m4 − mν4 is applied.
• The l4 lepton has a long lifetime and passes the whole detector without a de-
cay. In this case the search signature is the observation of two back-to-back high
momentum tracks.
With an integrated luminosity of L = 450 pb−1 the lower limit was set to 100.8GeV at
95% confidence level [39].
With searches at L3 a lower mass limit for the neutrino ν4 was set and a pair production
ν4ν¯4 via the decay of the Z-boson was assumed. The analysis was accomplished with the
assumption that ν4 is either a Dirac- or a Majorana neutrino. To ensure a high detection
and reconstruction efficiency this search was restricted to decay lengths below 1 cm. The
neutrinos are assumed to decay into electrons, muons and taus with an additional W-
boson. The lowest mass limit was set for the Dirac neutrino to mDiracν4 > 90.3GeV [39]
and for the Majorana neutrino mMajoranaν4 > 62.1GeV [40].
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Quarks
Currently. the highest mass limit for the fourth generation quarks was set by the CMS
collaboration with the assumption of a short life time of the quarks. Additionally a
100% branching fraction for the selected decay channel were assumed. Other searches
for fourth generation quarks were done by the CDF collaboration [41], [42].
For the search of the t′ quark at the CMS experiment the decay channel t′t¯′ →
WbWb¯ → lνbqq¯b¯ was required and was done in lepton-plus-jets events [43]. A single
charged and isolated lepton (e± or μ±), missing transverse momentum and at least four
jets with high transverse momenta were used as the search signature. For the electron
channel a luminosity of L = 4683 pb−1 and for the muon channel of L = 4601 pb−1 were
available. In the electron channel electrons were selected with the requirements on the
transverse momentum pT > 35GeV and on the pseudorapidity |η| < 2.5. The criteria for
the four jets is |η| < 2.45 and pT > 120 for the leading jet, 90GeV for the second leading
jet and 35GeV and 30GeV for the last two jets. At least one jet had to fulfill the b-jet
identification criteria. Every event had a missing transverse momentum of pT > 20GeV.
The Muons in the muon channel were selected with pT > 35GeV and |η| < 2.1 and
for the jets and the missing transverse energy the same criteria were applied as for the
electron channel. The mass of the t′ was calculated with a kinematic fit and together
with HT the presence of this quark was tested via a likelihood fit. HT is the sum of the
transverse energies of the leptons, the jets and the magnitude of missing pT . Masses for
the t′ below 557GeV at 95% confidence level were excluded [43].
For the search for the heavy bottom like quark at the CMS experiment the decay
channel b′ → tW with a branching fraction of 100% was assumed with the search
signature of trileptons or same-sign charged dileptons and at least one b-jet in the final
state. The integrated luminosity for the analysis was L = 1.14 fb−1. The criteria for the
isolated muons and isolated electrons were pT > 20GeV and |η| < 2.4. Every same-sign
dilepton (trilepton) event should have at least four (two) jets with pT > 25GeV and
|η| < 2.5. Events with the invariant mass of |Mll −MZ | < 10GeV for same-sign electron
or muon pairs were rejected in order to suppress the background from the Z decays. The
scalar variable ST =
∑
pT (jets)+
∑
pT (leptons)+ ET should be higher than 500GeV in
every event. With the background yields and observed data events the lower mass limit
was calculated with the Bayesian method [44] to 611GeV at 95% confidence level [45].
Searches for the t′ and b′ were done at the ATLAS experiment as well. Masses for the
b′ with less than mb′ = 495GeV were excluded at 95% confidence level [46]. Here, a pair
production of the b′ and a decay b′b¯′ → tt¯ + W+W− → bb¯W+W+W−W− → lνlqqqqqq
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were assumed in the lepton-plus-jet channel. For the analysis exactly one lepton, large
missing transverse momentum and at least six jets were applied. In the case of the t′ the
lepton-plus-jets channel were also used. As for the b′ a pair production were assumed
and the decay channel of the t′ was t′t¯′ → bb¯ + W+W− → bb¯lνlqq. An isolated electron
or muon, high missing transverse momentum and at least three jets were used in this
analysis. Here, masses below mt′ = 495GeV were excluded at 95% confidence level [47].
If the CKM matrix has tiny mixing angles between the fourth and the other three
families the fourth generation quarks could have a long lifetime. In this situation the
quarks can escape the acceptance of the analysis cuts and lower mass limits are possible
again [48]. A lower mass limit is also possible if the quarks have a smaller branching
ratio as the requirement of 100%. Thus, searches for quarks with a mass, which is lower
than the mass limit, are motivated again.
2.2.2. CKM matrix
In the case of a fourth family the CKM matrix becomes:
V 4x4CKM =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Vud Vus Vub Vub′
Vcd Vcs Vcb Vcb′
Vtd Vts Vtb Vtb′
Vt′d Vt′s Vt′b Vt′b′
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (2.35)
In this case Vnb′ with n = u, c, t and Vt′m with m = d, s, b describe the quark mixing of
the new family with the other three know families. For the extension of the parametrized
V 3x3CKM matrix, introduced in equation (2.14), into V 4x4CKM , the matrix has to be multiplied
with three new matrices. These new matrices describe the mixing of the fourth family
with the other three SM families. The parametrized V 4x4CKM is given by:
V 4x4CKM =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0
V 3x3CKM 0
0
0 0 0 1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠×
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 c34 s34
0 0 −s34 c34
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠×
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0 0
0 c24 0 s24e−iδ2
0 0 1 0
0 −s24eiδ2 0 c24
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠×
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
c14 0 0 s14e−iδ3
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
−s14eiδ3 0 0 c14
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(2.36)
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The phase angles are described by δ1, δ2 and δ3 and the parameters ci4 and si4 (i = 1, 2, 3)
are the cosine and the sine of the Euler angles θ14, θ24 and θ34. These angles denote the
mixing between the fourth family and the other three families.
Table 2.4 shows the measured values of the CKM matrix elements with their uncer-
tainties taken from the Particle Data Group [19]. With the assumption of a unitary
CKM matrix element Value [19]
Vud 0.97425 ± 0.00022
Vus 0.2252 ± 0.0009
Vcd 0.230 ± 0.011
Vcs 1.023 ± 0.036
Vcb (40.6 ± 1.3) × 10−3
Vub (3.89 ± 0.44) × 10−3
Table 2.4.: The most precisely measured CKM matrix elements with their uncertainties.
Further details on how these elements have been measured are described in
chapter 11 of ref. [19].
V 4x4CKM it is possible to calculate the value ranges of the new fourth generation elements
in V 4x4CKM . Further constraints on the values of the CKM parameters, which describes
the mixing of the fourth families with the other three know Standard Model families,
are discussed in [49] and [50].
2.2.3. Search strategy for down-type quarks with same-sign charged leptons
The LHC is a proton-proton collider (for more information see chapter 3.1) and the pair
production channels of fourth generation quarks are the following:
1. gg → g → QQ¯
2. qq¯ → g → QQ¯
3. qq¯ → γ/Z → QQ¯
The cross section for the pair production of the heavy quark is calculated with the soft-
ware tool HATHOR [51] including NNLOapprox cross sections [52], [53]. For the calcu-
lation of the NNLOapprox cross section only terms, which are dominating the results,
are taken into account for the next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) QCD correction.
The neglecting terms are not calculated without changing the result significantly. Fig-
ure 2.11 shows the NNLOapprox cross section as a function of the heavy quark mass
for proton-anti-proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of
√
s = 1.96TeV (Tevatron)
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and for proton-proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy
√
s = 7TeV, 10TeV and
14TeV (LHC). For the calculation, all possible production channels are included. The
cross section for
√
s = 7TeV is one order of magnitude higher as for the Tevatron and
provides an analysis for which less luminosity is needed. The cross section for proton-
proton collisions do not decrease as strongly with higher masses as for proton-anti-proton
collisions.
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Figure 2.11.: Approximate next-to-next-to-leading order cross sections [52], [53] for
heavy quark pair production as a function of the heavy quark mass and for
different center-of-mass energies [51].
In the case of a single quark production, the channels are the same as for single top
production introduced in Figure 4.6 (chapter 4.1.4).
Generally, the decay channel depends on the masses of the heavy quarks and the CKM
matrix elements. With the assumption of a unitary V 4x4CKM matrix many scenarios are
possible inside the uncertainties of the V 3x3CKM elements. The electroweak precision fit
prefer mt′ > mb′ and |mt′ −mb′ | < mW [17]. Adding the CKM mixing in the calculation
of the oblique parameters S, T and U shows that the probability of mass scenario,
mb′ > mt′ , is higher as without the CKM mixing [54]. In the case of mt′ > mb′ , the
b′ cannot decay into a t′ and W . With the assumption mb′ > mt′ , two scenarios are
possible: With |mt′ − mb′ | > mW the b′ prefers to decay either in b′b¯′ → tt¯ + W+W−
or in b′b¯′ → t′t¯′ + W+W−. If one assume a smaller mass difference between b′ and t′
than the W boson mass, the b′ cannot decay into t′ and a W , but it prefers the decay
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b′ → t + W . In all possible mass scenarios one can see that every scenario contains the
decay b′ → t+W and a final state of bb¯+2W+2W− listed in table 2.5. This shows that
mt′ > mb′
mt′-mb′ > mW b′b¯′ → tW−t¯W+ → bb¯ + 2W+2W−
t′t¯′ → b′b¯′ + 2W → bb¯ + 3W+3W−
mt′-mb′ < mW b′b¯′ → tt¯ + W−W+ → bb¯2W+2W−
t′t¯′ → bW+b¯W−
mb′ > mt′
mb′-mt′ > mW
b′b¯′ → t′W−t¯′W+ → bb¯ + 2W+2W−
b′b¯′ → tW−t¯W+ → bb¯ + 2W+2W−
t′t¯′ → bW+b¯W−
mb′-mt′ < mW b′b¯′ → tW−t¯W+ → bb¯2W+2W−
t′t¯′ → bW+b¯W−
Table 2.5.: Possible final states of t′ and b′ decays as a function of the mass scenarios
between t′ and b′ with the assumption of |mb′ − mt| > mW .
the decay and the final state are independent of the mass scenarios of the b′ and t′. The
complete decay channel is the following:
pp → b′b¯′ + X → tt¯ + W+ + W− + X → bb¯ + W+ + W− + W+ + W− + X (2.37)
With the assumption of a leptonic decay of two same-sign charged W bosons, this leads
to a possible final state of same-sign leptons, which can be an electron or muon pair
and also a combination of an electron and a muon. This final state is a rare Standard
Model signature and be used as an search signature for suppressing the Standard Model
background efficiently. With the hadronic decay of the other W bosons and the presence
of the two b-quarks the jet multiplicity is very high. Further, neutrinos coming from the
W decay, which cannot be measured in the detector, lead to a missing transverse energy.
Requiring a high jet multiplicity and a high missing transverse energy, this can support
the background suppression. Figure 2.12 shows the complete decay channel. It is still
possible that other effects like the charge misidentification of the leptons can fake this
search signature. A detailed discussion of this is provided in chapter 4.1.4.
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Figure 2.12.: The pair production of b′b¯′ and the complete decay channel with two same-
sign leptons (red) in the final state [20].
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3. The LHC and the ATLAS Detector
The LHC[55] is a machine for proton-proton collisions designed for a maximum center-
of-mass energy of
√
s = 14TeV. At the four collision points of the LHC the following
detectors are located: ATLAS [56], CMS [57], ALICE [58] and LHCb [59].
ATLAS and CMS are multi-purpose detectors for the discovery of new particles, while
ALICE and LHCb have been built for special physics projects. ALICE is used for the
study of the quark-gluon plasma, especially in heavy ion collisions, to understand the
situation of the universe a few minutes after the big bang. LHCb investigates b-hadron
physics for a better understanding of CP violation. In the following, I briefly describe
the LHC and the ATLAS detector in detail.
3.1. The Large Hadron Collider
The LHC has been built in the former LEP tunnel at CERN with a circumference of
27 km. The current setup of the LHC provides a center-of-mass energy of
√
s = 7TeV.
It will increase up to
√
s = 14TeV after the upgrade of the LHC during the technical
stop in 2013/2014. Before the protons enter in the LHC, they have to pass several pre-
accelerators (see Figure 3.1). In the first step, the protons are accelerated by a linear
accelerator (LINAC) to an energy of 50MeV. Then in the PS and the SPS the particles
are accelerated up to 25GeV and 450GeV, respectively. Finally, in the LHC itself the
protons reach their final energy. In the LHC, they gain their energy from superconductive
radio frequency cavities and stay on track with the magnetic fields provided by a total
of 1232 superconductive dipole magnets. These magnets have a length of 15m and a
working temperature of 1.7K. Both beams are deflected inside these magnets.
The design luminosity of the LHC at
√
s = 14TeV is L = 1034 cm−2s−1. The lumi-
nosity is defined as
L = f · n1 · n24πσxσy , (3.1)
where f is the collision frequency, n1 and n2 are the numbers of particles in the two proton
beams. σx and σy are the widths of the beam in the x and y direction, respectively. The
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Figure 3.1.: Schematic overview of the various stages of acceleration of both protons and
ions on their way to injection into LHC [60].
determination of the luminosity is presented briefly in chapter 4.2.
3.2. ATLAS Detector
As mentioned above, the ATLAS experiment (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) is a multi-
purpose detector and has been built to study a variety of physics topics at the LHC.
For this purpose, the detector has been assembled in a series of superposed concentric
cylinders for the measurement of electrons, photons, muons and jets (for the jet recon-
struction see chapter 5.3) around the beam to cover a wide range of η and φ [see Figure
3.2]. More information about the coordinate system can be found in chapter 3.2.1.
The central part is the inner detector (ID) for the reconstruction of the tracks of
charged particles with a high precision. It consists of the pixel detector, the semicon-
ductor tracker (SCT) and the transition radiation tracker (TRT). All these components
are surrounded by a superconductive solenoid with a magnetic field of 2T. The ID with
the solenoid magnet is followed by the calorimeter system, which measures the energy of
electromagnetically and strongly interacting particles. It contains the electromagnetic
calorimeter (ECAL) and hadronic calorimeter (HCAL). The outermost system is the
muon spectrometer (MS) for the muon reconstruction together with the toroid Magnet
system which provides a field up to 1T. The detector has a mass of around 7000 t, a
length of 44m and a height of 25m.
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Figure 3.2.: Overview of the ATLAS detector [56].
3.2.1. Coordinate system
ATLAS has a symmetric structure with the nominal interaction point in the center of
the detector. Due to this, a cylindrical coordinate system can be used, whose point of
origin is situated in the center of the detector. The x-axis of this system points towards
the center of the accelerator, while the y-axis is directed upwards. For the definition of
the right-handed coordinate system the z-axis points along the beam pipe of the LHC
in the clockwise direction. Using the polar angle Θ, which is measured from the positive
z-axis, the pseudorapidity η is defined as follows:
η = − ln
(
tan Θ2
)
. (3.2)
In the case of massless particles, η equals the rapidity y:
y = 12 ln
(
E + pz
E − pz
)
, (3.3)
where E is the energy of the particle and pz is the z component of the momentum. The
x- and y-axis determine the azimuthal angle φ by tanφ = xy varying between −π and
π. Due to the Lorentz invariance of the rapidity, the distance between two particles is
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defined in terms of their distances in η and φ:
ΔR =
√
(Δη)2 + (Δφ)2 . (3.4)
3.2.2. The magnet system
In ATLAS two magnet systems have been implemented for the measurement of the track
momenta of charge particles. Figure 3.3 shows a drawing of the geometry of the magnet
windings and the tile calorimeter steel. The solenoid winding lies inside the calorimeter
volume. In total, both systems together store an energy of 1.6GJ.
The magnet, which provides the magnetic field for the ID, has solenodial shape and is
placed between the ID and the ECAL. It produced an axial field of 2T. In order to reach
a good energy resolution in the calorimeter, this magnet was designed to have a relatively
law material budget of 0.66 X0. The radiation length X0 of a material designates the
average distance. A particle in their case an electron has to migrate for a reduction of
its energy to 1e of the original value. The solenoid magnet has an axial length of 5.8m
and an inner and outer radius of 2.46m and 2.56m, respectively.
The toroid magnet system is split into the barrel and the endcap part with a field of
0.5T and 1T, respectively. Every system contains coils assembled radially and symmet-
rically around the beam axis. To provide an overlap between the barrel and the endcap
magnetic field, the endcaps are rotated by 22.5◦ with respect to the barrel system.
3.2.3. The Inner detector
The innermost detector is the inner detector, which is split into three parts: the pixel
detector, the semiconducting tracker and the transition radiation tracker. The detector
was designed for the identification of the tracks and the sign of charged particles and
the vertex reconstruction with a very high precision. In the ID only the transverse
momentum pT can be measured via the bending of the track in the R−φ plane caused by
the Lorentz force in the magnetic field of the solenoid magnet. This is due to the magnetic
field being aligned parallel to the z-axis. The other components of the momentum are
calculated by a fit of the track. The relevant information is provided by the hits in the
different components of the ID. Via the primary and the secondary vertex reconstruction
it is possible to calculate the life-time of particles which decay directly in the ID. For
example b-tagging [61], an algorithm for the identification of b-jets, can be realized with
the ID. Figure 3.4 shows a drawing of an overview of the ID with the separate components
displayed. Figure 3.5 presents a drawing of the sensors and structural elements of the
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Figure 3.3.: Geometric overview of the eight barrel toroid coils and the magnet windings
of both endcaps with the tile calorimeter steel. The tile calorimeter consists
of by four layers with different magnetic properties and an outside return
yoke. [56].
ID. The momentum resolution of the ID containing all components is [56]:
σpT /pT = 0.05%pT ⊕ 1% . (3.5)
The pixel detector
The innermost part of the ID is the pixel detector which provides an excellent primary
and secondary vertex reconstruction. The pixel detector is built using three layers in
the barrel region (layer 0, layer 1 and layer 2) and three discs on each end. The first
layer in the barrel region is constructed for the identification of b-hadron decays and is
therefore called the b-layer. The high precision of the pixel detector also provides the
possibility to distinguish the primary from the secondary vertices. The detector is built
up of 1500 barrel modules and 1000 disc modules. Every disc module consists of 60000
pixel modules with a size of 50 μm × 400 μm. As a result, the pixel detector provides
three points for the determination of the position of every charged track. The resolution
of this detector is 10 μm in the R − φ plane and 115 μm in the z-direction. Each layer
has a thickness of 1% of the radiation length and covers an η range of |η| < 2.5.
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Figure 3.4.: Overview of the ATLAS inner detector [56].
The semiconductor tracker
The detector enclosing the Pixel detector is the semiconductor tracker, which is build
up of silicon sensors segmented in strips. With the SCT the position of the track in the
azimuthal R − φ plane is measured together with the transverse impact parameter d0,
which is the distance between the point of closest approach (PCA) of a track and the
reconstructed primary vertex (defined in 6.2 ). This parameter is calculated as follows:
d0 = (−→x PrimV ertex − −→x PCA) · (−→p × −→e z)), (3.6)
where −→p is the reconstructed momentum of the track and −→e z is the unit vector in z-
direction in the PCA. −→x PrimV ertex is defined as the vector from the interaction point,
which is the center of the coordinate system, to the primary vertex. The vector between
the PCA and the interaction point is −→x PCA. The distance in the z-coordinate is given
by the longitudinal impact parameter (z0), which is also determined by the SCT. In the
barrel part of the detector the strips are wire bonded together to 12.8 cm long strips
and glued together in 4mrad stereo angle back-to-back to form a module. The modules
in the forward area are similar ordered, while the stripes have a tapered shape. The
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Figure 3.5.: The diagram shows the sensors and structural elements of the ID traversed
by a charged track of pT = 10GeV in the barrel part of the ID (η = 0.3).
The track crosses the beryllium beam pipe, the three cylindrical silicon-
pixel layers, the four cylindrical double layers of the SCT and the transition
radiation tracker [56].
SCT has 4088 modules and a resolution of 17 μm in the R − φ plane and 580 μm in the
z-direction. The tracks can be distinguished, if they are at least 200 μ metre away from
each other. One segment has a surface of 6.6 cm2 × 6.40 cm2.
The transition radiation tracker
The outermost part of the ID is the transition radiation tracker. This is a drift chamber,
which is built up of 370 000 straw tubes. These tubes contain 70% Xe, 27% CO2 and
3% O2. The diameter of each tube is 4mm. The barrel part of the detector consists
of 50 000 straws with a length of 144 cm and each of the endcaps have 320 000 radial
straws in 20 wheels. The resolution of the TRT is 130 μm in the R − φ plane due to
the transition radiation fibers, which are interleaved between the straws. Low energy
transition radiation photons are then absorbed in the Xenon gas and produce larger
signal amplitudes than minimum-ionizing charged particles. With the low and high
threshold it is possible to distinguish between transition radiation signals and normal
track signals. This provides the possibility to discriminate between electrons and charged
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pions.
3.2.4. The Calorimeter system
The task of the calorimeter is to measure the energy of the particles by absorbing the
particles completely. When the particles pass the calorimeter system they interact with
the material and produce a shower of secondary particles. These particles can be mea-
sured and the information is used by the algorithm for the particle identification. The
ATLAS calorimeters are a sampling calorimeters, which contain layers of absorber and
a passive materials. The absorber material induces the shower of particles, which are
then measured by the passive material. Unlike the ID the calorimeter can detect neutral
particles as they interact electromagnetically or hadronically. The ATLAS calorimeter
system has a high granularity and due to this it provides the possibility to measure the
shape and the position of the shower. This is needed for the discrimination between
pions and electrons. Figure 3.6 shows the ATLAS calorimeter system. It consists of four
subsystems: the hadronic tile calorimeter, the electromagnetic calorimeter, the hadronic
endcap calorimeter, forward calorimeter.
Figure 3.6.: Overview of the ATLAS calorimeter system [56].
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The electromagnetic calorimeter
The inner part of the calorimeter system is the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL). It
is a liquid-argon calorimeter (LAr) with an accordion structure as shown in Figure 3.7.
In this sampling calorimeter lead layers are used as absorber and the liquid argon for
the detection of the particles. The ECAL is segmented into the barrel (η < 1.475) and
the two endcaps (1.375 < |η| < 3.2). The barrel itself is divided in two parts of 3.5m
length with a gap of 4mm at z = 0. Both endcaps are segmented into two wheels. The
inner wheels cover the η-range 1.375 < |η| < 2.5 and the outer wheels cover the η-range
2.5 < |η| < 3.2. With the accordion geometry the calorimeter has a symmetric structure
in φ without any gaps. Its main task is to measure and identify electrons and photons of
a broad energy spectrum. An important requirement of the calorimeter is the sufficient
thickness. It has to be at least several radiation length X0 thick so that the electrons
and photons do not punch through. Therefor, the barrel has a diameter of 22 X0 and
both endcaps a length of 24 X0. Between the calorimeter system and the ID, in the
range of |η| < 1.8, the LAr presampler is installed for the correction of the energy loss of
electrons and photons due to their passing through the ID, solenoid and cyrostat. The
first sampling of the calorimeter is made by fine strips for a precise measurement of the
particle η position to distinguish from each other. The second sampling is the longest
and absorbs the largest part of the energy. The resolution of this part is better than
that of the third one, which is mainly used for definition of the leakage into the hadronic
calorimeter. The resolution σE of the ECAL is defined by [56]:
σE/E = 10%/
√
E ⊕ 0.7% (3.7)
The tile hadronic calorimeter
The main task of the tile calorimeter (HCAL) is the measurement of the energy of the
jets. Here, steel is used for the absorbing layers and scintillating tiles for the detection
layers. The barrel covers the range of |η| < 1.0. From |η| = 0.8 till |η| = 1.7 two wheels
take care of the energy measurement. The resolution σE of the HCAL is defined by [56]:
σE/E = 50%/
√
E ⊕ 3% . (3.8)
LAr hadronic endcap and forward calorimeter
For the η-range 1.5 < |η| < 3.2 the hadronic endcap calorimeter (HEC) was built in two
wheels, which use parallel copper plates to cause the particle shower.
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Figure 3.7.: Sketch of a barrel module where the different layers are clearly visible. The
granularity in η and φ of the cells in the three layers and the trigger towers
is also shown. [56].
The forward calorimeter (FCAL) covers the region 3.1 < |η| < 4.9. In this system
liquid argon is the active material and two different materials are used for the absorption:
For the first of the three modules copper is used for the electromagnetic measurement
and for the other two tungsten is used for the hadronic measurement.
The resolution of the HEC is [56]:
σE/E = 50%/
√
E ⊕ 3% , (3.9)
while for FCAL the resolution is [56]:
σE/E = 100%/
√
E ⊕ 10% . (3.10)
3.2.5. The Muon Spectrometer
The outermost detector is the muon spectrometer (MS), which was built for the identi-
fication of muons. Muons are minimal ionizing particles and pass the other components
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of the ATLAS detector almost without any interaction. The magnetic field for the track
reconstruction is provided by the Toroid magnetic system. This system consists of the
barrel range (|η| < 1.4) and the forward region (1.6 < |η| < 2.7). As described above for
the transition area both systems are used. The MS is built up of different components:
monitored drift tubes (MDT), cathode strip chambers (CSC), thin gap chambers (TGC)
and resistive plate chambers (RPC).
Over most of the η range the MDTs are used for the precision measurement of tracks.
These contain three to eight layers of drift tubes made up of aluminum and have a
diameter of 30mm. The gas inside the tubes is 93% Ar and 7% CO2. Based on
this construction the resolution is 35 μm per chamber and 80 μm per tube. The muon
spectrometer contains 1088 monitored drift tubes.
In the region 2.0 < |η| < 2.7 the cathode strip chambers are used for the innermost
tracking layer. These are multiwire proportional chambers with cathode plane segments
and provide a resolution of 5mm in the transverse plane and 40 μm in the bending plane.
The CSCs have a higher rate capability and time resolution as the MDT due to the gas
mixture of 30% Ar, 50% CO2 and 20% CF4 in the CSCs.
Another task of the MS is to efficiently trigger the muon tracks and to identify the
corresponding bunch crossing. In the barrel region (|η| < 1.5) resistive plate chambers
are used with a time resolution of 1.5 ns. In the endcaps (1.05 < |η| < 2.4) the TGCs are
chosen for this task with a time resolution of 4 ns. The RPCs are built up of two resistive
plates which are parallel oriented with a distance of 2mm between each other. The thin
gap chambers are multi wire proportional chambers with a functionality comparable to
the cathode strip chambers. These chambers have a better time resolution than the
RPCs due to a different gas mixture and a smaller distance between the anode and the
cathode.
As a result of the layout of the monitored drift tubes the thin gap chambers are
needed to determine the azimuthal coordinate of a muon track for the completion of the
measurement. For the inner layers of the MDT two layers of the TGCs are used while
the middle layer is completed by seven TGC layers. The resolution of the MS is [56]:
σpT /pT = 10% at upT = 1TeV . (3.11)
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Figure 3.8.: Overview of the Muon Spectrometer [56].
3.2.6. Trigger and data acquisition
The LHC provides an approximate interaction rate of 1GHz at the design luminosity
of L = 1034 cm−2s−1 [56]. This is higher than the maximum rate of 100Hz for writing
out to the permanent storage elements. The ATLAS trigger system provides the facility
with high detection efficiency of several physical objects to reduce the rate and thus with
an enrichment of physical interesting events (see Figure 3.9).
This trigger system organizes the event selection in three levels, where the rate is
reduced by few orders of magnitude at each level providing more time for a more precise
decision at the next level. The decision at the first level (Level-1) is hardware based and
reduces the rate to 75 kHz in less than 2.5 μs. The next two levels (Level-2 and Event
Filter) are combined to the High-Level-Trigger (HLT) system. Level-2 cuts down the
rate to 1 kHz and takes 40ms for each decision. At the last step the events pass the
system with a maximum rate of 100Hz. There the decision can take up to seconds.
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Figure 3.9.: Overview of ATLAS trigger and data acquisition system. [62].
Level-1 Trigger
For a fast decision the muon trigger chambers RPC and CSC are used for the selec-
tion of muons. The electron, photon and jet selection is based only on the calorimeter
information with a reduced granularity to save time for the decision. The information
from the ID are not used due to the high number of read out channels. Applying the
information leads to an increase of the time for the decision.
During the processing of the Level-1 decision the information from all sub detectors
is retained in pipeline memories. Also the data of the corresponding bunch crossing
is stored in these memories, because the calorimeter signal extends over several bunch
crossings and the time-of-flight of the particles can be larger than the time between two
bunch crossings. Events with a very high cross section like minimum bias events can be
suppressed with an additional prescale factor. With the prescale factor x, the trigger
selects only every x-th event which passes the trigger requirement.
The Level-1 calorimeter decision is based on towers with a size of 0.1 × 0.1 in η × φ
in the central region and larger in the forward region. This result is sent to the central
trigger (CTP) within 1.5 μs after the event occurs (see Figure 3.10). The next step is
the digitalization of the signal which is done in the pre-preprocessor. Another task of
this component is to identify the bunch crossing. For the identification of the transverse
energy values of each object a look-up table is used. Afterwards the information passes
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the cluster processor (CP) for the identification of electrons, photons and τ -leptons
candidates. At the same time the Jet/Energy-sum processor reconstructs the jets and
calculate the globals sum of (missing) transverse energy from 0.2 × 0.2 trigger elements
in η × φ.
Calorimeter triggers
missEM
 Jet
ET
ET
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Muon trigger
Detector front-ends L2 trigger
Central trigger
processor
Timing, trigger and
control distribution
Calorimeters Muon detectors
DAQ
L1 trigger
Regions-
of-Interest
Figure 3.10.: Block diagram of the Level-1 trigger. The overall Level-1 decision is made
by the central trigger processor taking input from calorimeter and muon
trigger results. The paths to the detector front-ends, Level-2 trigger, and
data acquisition system are shown from left to right in red, blue and black,
respectively. [56].
Electrons and photons are identified using a 2 × 2 cluster of trigger towers if at least
one of the four possible sums of towers 1 × 2 or 2 × 1 exceeds a given threshold (see
Figure 3.11). The isolation energy is calculated with the twelve towers around the core
and with the sum of the additional 2× 2 hadronic tower to suppress the jet background.
The algorithm searches over all windows until a candidate is found. The coordinates of
the corresponding tower are the location of the region of interest (ROI).
The Level-1 trigger decision by itself is made by the central trigger processor (CTP)
with the information from the calorimeter and the muon system. The decision is based
on the multiplicity of the trigger object and the corresponding energy threshold. After
a positive decision the information about the location and threshold are sent as the ROI
to the Level-2 system. At the same time the data from the front-end is transfered over
1574 readout links (ROLs) into 1574 readout buffers (ROBs) contained in the readout
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system units (ROSs), where they are temporarily stored for later usage.
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Figure 3.11.: Sketch of the electron and photon Level-1 trigger algorithm. [56].
The High-Level Trigger
The high level trigger system is divided into Level-2 and EF. After the Level-2 has
received the data about the region of interest the ROI builder assembles the information
to an integrated data together with the corresponding ID information. The ROI builder
is a sub system of the Level-2 trigger system and collects the information from eight
dedicated ROLs. In the next step the Level-2 supervisor assigns the data to one of the
Level-2 processing units. After a positive decision the data is forwarded to the data flow
manager (DFM), which manages the event building. The outcome is a single event data
structure, which is given to the Event Filter (EF).
The EF uses the complete detector information from all subsystems. Events, which
passed the selection criteria, are sent to the output notes (SFO) of the data acquisition
system. All rejected events are removed from the system. Also the EF is a processing
farm like the Level-2 with a selection algorithm based on standard event reconstruction.
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4. Monte Carlo simulation and ATLAS data
Monte Carlo generators play a major role in particle physics analyses as they are needed
for many purposes to perform the analysis. In this chapter, I introduce the different
steps necessary to produce Monte Carlo samples suitable for analysis of ATLAS data
(generation, detector simulation, digitization and reconstruction). Furthermore, I de-
scribe the different generators which were used in this analysis. At the end, I give a
description of the ATLAS data taken in 2011, which this analysis is based on.
4.1. Monte Carlo simulation
Monte Carlo samples provide the possibility to study and to optimize the particle iden-
tification and the event selection efficiencies. Furthermore, the topology of signal and
background events can be studied. This is important if both have a similar topology.
For these studies a detailed detector simulation is needed, which describes the particle
interactions with the detector very well.
The production and the decay of the fourth generation quarks are generated with
Pythia6 [63]. For the background production AlpGen [64] at matrix element level and
Herwig [65] for the shower calculation are mainly use. The decay of the τ and the photon
radiation is simulated with Tauola [66] and Photos [67], respectively.
4.1.1. Generation of simulated events
The generation of Monte Carlo events is split into perturbatively calculable and non-
perturbative parts to allow an exact as computationally possible description of the dif-
ferent physical processes. The steps are:
• Hard scattering: This is the primary parton-parton or ”hard” interaction, which
produces the desired particles like fourth generation quarks described by the matrix
element. Figure 4.1 describe schematically the interaction of two partons (a and
b) with the momentum p1 = x1 ·P1 and p2 = x2 ·P2 coming from the protons with
the momentum P1 and P2. This is described by a calculation on matrix element
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level and the cross-section of the hard scattering is given by [68]:
σ(P1, P2) =
∑
i,j
∫
dx1dx2fi(x1, μ2)fj(x2, μ2)σˆi,j(p1, p2, αs(μ2), q2/μ2) . (4.1)
The scale of the hard scattering is defined by q, which could be the mass of a
boson or an heavy quark. The function fi,j(x1,2, μ2) in equation (4.1) is the Par-
ton distribution function (PDF), which is defined at a factorization scale μ and
determine the probability density of finding a parton of type i with the momen-
tum fraction xi in the hadron at q2. It cannot be calculated by perturbation
theory and have to be determined from experimental results, which were collected
at deep-inelastic scattering experiments at HERA and direct photon production
measurements. Further sources for the determination are W, Z and jet production
measurements at hadron colliders [69]. Different groups provide a set of PDFs,
which differ by the used data set. The uncertainties of the PDFs are obtained
with a linear propagation of the experimental uncertainties from the input data
and the uncertainties are given by a set of one sigma orthogonal error eigenvectors.
σˆi,j(p1, p2, αs(μ2), q2/μ2) in equation (4.1) denotes the short-distance cross-section,
also called partonic cross-section, for the scattering of the partons of types i and
j. The partonic cross-section can be calculated with perturbative QCD and elec-
troweak theories.
Figure 4.1.: Illustration of the hard scattering via the interaction of the partons a and b
of a proton-proton collision. [68].
• Initial and final state radiation: Quarks and gluons can radiate additional
gluons while photons can be emitted by electrons, muons, taus, quarks and charged
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hadrons. The radiation of a gluon or a photon from partons before the hard
scattering is called initial state radiation (ISR) (Figure 4.2(a)) and the radiation
in the final state is called final state radiation (FSR) (Figure 4.2(b)). The model for
the description of the radiation is different in the several Monte Carlo generators.
For example, Pythia6 uses for the modeling of the initial (final) state radiation a
space-like (time-like) shower algorithm. Herwig calculates the initial (final) state
radiation with a backward (coherent) branching algorithm. For more information
see [63] and [65].
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(a) Initial state radiation [70].
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(b) Final state radiation [70].
Figure 4.2.: Schematic illustration of initial state (4.2(a)) via a gluon radiation from
incoming quark. The final state radiation (4.2(b)) is illustrated via a gluon
radiation from the outgoing top quark.
• Underlying event: A proton contains valence quarks, sea quarks and gluons,
commonly labeled as partons, hence hadron-hadron interactions are inherently
many-body problems. “Everything“ besides the hard interaction is usually called
underlying event. The main contribution are interactions of those partons not
involved in the hardest scatter (multiple parton interactions). Also the radiation
of a quark, gluon or a photon from these particles contribute to the underlying
event. These processes cannot be calculated perturbatively. Thus, phenomenolog-
ical models are used in large parts, which need to be tuned to data.
• Hadronization: Quarks and gluons carry color charge. Due to the confinement
only colorless hadron systems can exist isolated requiring a mechanism that com-
bines colored objects into color-singlet hadrons. This can be only calculated by
phenomenological models. One example is the Lund string fragmentation model,
which is used in Pythia6. Herwig is based on a cluster hadronization model [65].
More information about these models in the chapters below.
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Pythia6
As a leading order (LO) generator Pytia6[63] provides all relevant subprocesses of event
generation which are described above. Besides the available Standard Model theory
it can calculate processes of the fourth generation model. For the simulation of the
fragmentation it uses the Lund string fragmentation model. In this model the partons
are connected via massless and relativistic color strings. Each string has color charge
at one end and its anti-color at the other. When the quark (q) and anti-quark (q)
move away from each other, the potential energy stored in the strings increases. If the
invariant mass of these string pieces becomes large enough the string breaks resulting
in the production of a new quark anti-quark (q′q′) pair, so that the system splits into
two color-singlet systems qq′ and q′q. The color strings directly or color-singlet system
via these strongs can interact among each other and new color systems can be created,
which is called color reconnection.
Every parton is characterized by a ”virtuality scale” q2, which is used for the ordering
to the cascade radiations and decays. In the time-like model for the final state radiation
the maximum for this virtuality q2max is set by the hard-scattering process. Thereafter
the virtuality is decreased down to the cut-off scale q20. In general, this cut-off scale
is used to regulate divergences in the emission probabilities caused by adding higher
leading order correction for gluon emission. The algorithm for the initial state radiation
based on a “backwards evolution”, in which the hard scattering is selected first and
then the preceded parton shower is subsequently reconstructed. This reconstruction is
started at the hard interaction scale, where q2 has its maximum. Then the algorithm
moves “backwards“in ”time“ towards smaller q2 till the parton-shower initiator. There
the cut-off scale q20 is defined as well.
MadGraph/MadEvent
MadGraph/MadEvent [71] is typically used for multiple electroweak bosons with asso-
ciated jets. It’s a matrix element generator and applies Pythia6 for the parton shower
calculation, both for ISR and FSR as well as hadronization. A matrix element generator
simulate the process on parton-level.
AlpGen & Jimmy
AlpGen is a generator for standard model processes, which is used mainly for the produc-
tion of electroweak bosons in associations with jets. It profits from the implementation
of the MLM parton-showering and the matrix element matching technique [72]. For the
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shower simulation itself Herwig is used. To get better description of the underlying event
the generator Jimmy [73] has been added.
MC@NLO
With MC@NLO [74] Standard Model processes can be calculated on tree level with NLO
QCD corrections. The output is compatible with generators like Herwig.
Herwig
Herwig [65] is a LO generator, but it calculates the physical steps using a different
model to the Pythia6 generation concept. The cluster hadronization model is based on
the pre-confinement property of the angular-ordered parton shower. All outgoing gluons
are split non-perturbatively into light quark anti-quark pairs. With the pre-confinement
these clusters have a distribution of mass and spatial size which peaks at low values and
then falls rapidly for large cluster masses and sizes. This is asymptotically independent
of the hard subprocess type and scale. Generally massive clusters decay into lighter
clusters until they are too light to decay further. evolution“ type as in Pythia6 but with
a different setup.
4.1.2. Detector Simulation
For the detector simulation step Geant4 [75] is used. Geant4 simulates the passage
of particles through matter and their interactions with the material. It also includes
the decay of the newly produced particles caused by the interactions. Furthermore, it
calculates the energy loss of particles due to their interactions and uses a geometrically
detailed material map of the ATLAS detector as an input. The detector simulation takes
into account the calculation of bremsstrahlung and photon conversion as well.
4.1.3. Digitization and Reconstruction
After the detector simulation the digitization step is applied. It formats the output
of the detector simulation into a data format, which is identical to the data streaming
from the detector. Further tasks are the simulation of the noise due to the deficient
hardware of the detector and the pileup production. The protons are grouped in packets
called bunches. During the collision of two bunches, more than one proton from each
beam can collide. The pileup simulation of the MC10b Monte Carlo production is a
mixture of in-time and out-of-time pileup. The effect of several proton-proton collisions
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during one bunch crossing is called in-time pileup and takes into account effects like
the increasing track multiplicity. With out-of-time pileup the effect of detector signals
from earlier bunch collisions are simulated. This is done technically with an overlay
of the physics signal, such as the production and decay of fourth generation quarks,
and simulated low-energy proton-proton collisions called minimun bias events. Figure
4.3(a) shows the average number of interactions per bunch crossing in the Monte Carlo
samples. The maximum is between six and eleven. The recorded luminosity as a function
of the average number of bunch crossing in data is presented in Figure 4.3(b). Here, the
maximum is at seven and is similar with the maximum in the Monte Carlo samples. In
the pileup setup for MC10b 36 bunches are collected to a bunch train with a distance of
50 ns between the bunches, which follows a gap of 225 ns and then another bunch train
with 36 bunches. This setup is similar to the beam configuration used at the LHC in
the beginning of 2011.
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Figure 4.3.:
maximum of this distribution is between six and seven. The bunch spacing is 50 ns
in the bunch train of 36 bunches which follows a gap of 225 ns and then another bunch
train with 36 bunch crossings. This setup is similar to the beam configuration used at
the LHC in the beginning of 2011.
In the last step of the Monte Carlo sample production the reconstruction algorithm
identifies the physical objects which is also done with the data from the detector. The
result is a data format with all relevant information of these objects. In chapter 5 the
reconstruction algorithms are discussed in detail.
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4.1.4. Signal and background Monte Carlo samples
In the following I introduce the signal and main background processes relevant for this
analysis. Further, I discuss the possible processes responsible for faking the search
signature of two same-sign leptons.
b’ signal samples
The signal events are generated with Pythia6 and a b′ pair production is applied. Fur-
thermore, a 100% branching ratio for the decay b′ → t + W is required in order to get
four W-bosons in the final state, where two of them have the same-sign:
pp → b′b¯′ → tt¯ + W+W− → bb¯ + 2W+2W−. (4.2)
To get a higher numbers of events with a leptonic decay of the W boson a filter selecting
generated events with the following parameters is used:
• At least one lepton (e±, μ±) from a W-boson decay
• pleptonT > 10GeV
• |ηlepton| < 2.7
This filter selects 70% of the originally generated events. Monte Carlo samples with
masses of the b′ between 300GeV and 600GeV in steps of 50GeV are available. The
NNLOapprox cross-section [52], [53], which were calculated with HATHOR [51], are pre-
sented in Table 4.1 including the branching ratio and the generator filter efficiency ε.
The values in Table 4.1 are used in the analysis.
Mass [GeV] NNLOapprox cross-section × BR × ε [pb]
300 5.944
350 2.4318
400 1.0677
450 0.5132
500 0.26233
550 0.13569
600 0.039588
Table 4.1.: The NNLOapprox cross-section [51], [52], [53] for the signal process including
the branching ratio of 100% for the decay b′ → t+W and the generator filter
efficiency of 70%.
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Background samples
The search signature of two same-sign leptons is a rare Standard Model signature. Nev-
ertheless, background processes can still contribute to the signal region, which contains
beside the two same-sign leptons additional leptons (e.g. pp → ZZ → l+l−l+l−). Then
it is possible that not every lepton is reconstructed or pass the selection criteria for the
analysis. A source for a faked search signature is the production of additional leptons by
another lepton due to bremsstrahlung and events with this final state are called trilepton
events. Figure 4.4 shows such a process, where a Z decays in an electron-positron pair
(e+1 & e−4 ). Due to the interaction with the detector material e−4 radiates a high energy
photon, which decays then in a electron-positron pair (e+2 & e−3 ). This is also possible
with processes like pp → W± → l± + νl.
Another source of faked leptons are hadron decays into leptons inside a jet. For
example, an event with a b-jet besides a leptonic W decay can produce a final state with
same-sign dileptons.
Jets pass firstly the electromagnetic calorimeter before they interact with the material
in the hadronic calorimeter. Thus, jets can produce a signature in the electromagnetic
calorimeter similar to the electron, which can be misidentified as an electron by the
corresponding algorithm.
Monte Carlo samples with directly produced pairs of light or b-quarks are not used in
this analysis due to the small statistics after the event and object selection. This results
in single entries in few bins in the final histograms, which does not allow a serious
discussion of the results. The effects caused by these jets and bremsstrahlung are taken
into account by using a data driven estimation, which is discussed in chapter 6.3.
Figure 4.4.: Feynman graph showing the production of a Z-boson and the decay into two
oppositely charged leptons (here electrons). One of the electrons radiates
a photon, which converts into another lepton-antilepton pair as it interacts
with the detector material. [20].
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The following processes can fake the search signature of two same-sign leptons and
can contribute to the signal region. All corresponding cross-sections are taking from Top
Monte Carlo working group [76] and are used in the analysis. Mainly all used generator
are leading order generators. The leading order cross-section is then multiplied with a
k-factor, which to correct the leading-order cross-section for next to leader order (NLO)
contributions
tt¯+jets: For the production of the tt¯ + jets sample AlpGen is used for the tree-level
calculation and Herwig for the shower calculation. Monte Carlo samples are generated,
in which both W bosons decay leptonically. Further samples, in which one decays lep-
tonically and the other one decays hadronically, are also used. The additional partons
are produced together with the top pair on tree level via processes like a gluon radia-
tion. Table 4.2 shows the next to leading order cross-section for the samples with several
numbers of additional partons.
Process NLO Cross Section [pb]
tt¯ (WW → lνlν) + Np0 5.788
tt¯ (WW → lνlν) + Np1 5.676
tt¯ (WW → lνlν) + Np2 3.547
tt¯ (WW → lνlν) + Np3 2.251
tt¯ (WW → lνqq) + Np0 24.087
tt¯ (WW → lνqq) + Np1 23.814
tt¯ (WW → lνqq) + Np2 14.731
tt¯ (WW → lνqq) + Np3 9.387
Table 4.2.: The NLO cross-section of samples with a top pair with several additional
numbers of partons.
Z+jets: In this process a Z-boson is generated directly, which then decays into e+e−,
μ+μ−, τ+τ− or νν¯. All decay channels are produced without and with several additional
partons streaming from gluon radiation from the initial parton. Another process is a
gluon decaying into a quark anti-quark pair, where one quark contributes to the Z-boson
production as shown in Figure 4.5. Then the additional parton can be reconstructed as
a jet. Monte Carlo samples, in which an additional bb¯ pair beside a light quark is pro-
duced, are also applied. The generator for this process is AlpGen together with Herwig.
The NLO cross-sections are listed in Table 4.3 and 4.4.
W+jets: Similar to the Z + jets the W-boson is produced directly due to quark an-
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Figure 4.5.: Feynman graph showing the production of a Z-boson together with an addi-
tional parton. This occurs, if the initial gluon splits into a quark-antiquark
pair before the scattering process [20].
nihilation and then decays only leptonically. Several additional partons are produced
for this sample varying between one and five per event on tree level. AlpGen is applied
for the tree level calculation and for the parton shower simulation Herwig is used. In
Table 4.5 the NLO cross-sections for the W± → l±νl + jets are listed. Also in this case
produced Monte Carlo samples with an additional bb¯ pair beside the light quark jets are
implemented in the analysis and the corresponding cross-sections are presented in Table
4.6. In this case, the leptonic decay channels of the W boson are not divided.
Diboson+jets The diboson samples contain a pair production of W+W−, W+Z or
ZZ with and without additional partons. The decay of the bosons include all leptonic
decay channels and the additional parton is streaming from processes like gluon radiation
on tree level. These samples are produced with AlpGen and Herwig for the tree level and
the parton shower calculation, respectively. Table 4.7 presents the NLO cross-section
for the diboson+jets samples.
Single top: In single top events only one top is produced via the s- and t-channel
and Wt associated production. Figure 4.6 shows the different possibilities for single
top production in proton proton collisions. For the s- and t-channel there are separate
samples for every leptonic decay channel of the W boson, while for the Wt-channel all
leptonic decay channel are included. MC@NLO is used for the tree level calculation and
Herwig for the parton shower simulation. Table 4.8 shows the NLO cross-section for
every single top channel, which are calculated directly with MC@NLO.
Drell-Yan: Drell-Yan is a process, in which a virtual photon or Z-boson is produced
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Process NLO Cross Section [pb]
Z → e+e− + Np0 830.125
Z → e+e− + Np1 166.237
Z → e+e− + Np2 50.282
Z → e+e− + Np3 13.922
Z → e+e− + Np4 3.616
Z → e+e− + Np5 0.942
Z → μ+μ− + Np0 830.125
Z → μ+μ− + Np1 166.237
Z → μ+μ− + Np2 50.282
Z → μ+μ− + Np3 13.922
Z → μ+μ− + Np4 3.616
Z → μ+μ− + Np5 0.942
Z → τ+τ− + Np0 830.125
Z → τ+τ− + Np1 166.237
Z → τ+τ− + Np2 50.282
Z → τ+τ− + Np3 13.922
Z → τ+τ− + Np4 3.616
Z → τ+τ− + Np5 0.942
Z → ν+ν− + Np0 3571.9
Z → ν+ν− + Np1 737.84
Z → ν+ν− + Np2 223.89
Z → ν+ν− + Np3 61.825
Z → ν+ν− + Np4 15.746
Z → ν+ν− + Np5 4.1721
Table 4.3.: The NLO cross-section of Z → e+e−, μ+μ−, τ+τ− and ν+ν− with several
numbers of additional partons.
directly with Pythia6. For efficiency reasons the generator is required to simulate decays
into a pair of electrons or muons only. An additional criterion for this process is the in-
variant mass between 15GeV and 60GeV well below the ATLAS invariant mass window
of the Z boson. In this case no additional k-factor is used and Table 4.1.4 presents the
LO cross cross-section calculated directly with Pythia6.
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Process NLO Cross Section [pb]
Z → e+e− + bb¯ + Np0 6.52
Z → e+e− + bb¯ + Np1 2.47
Z → e+e− + bb¯ + Np2 0.808
Z → e+e− + bb¯ + Np3 0.387
Z → μ+μ− + bb¯ + Np0 6.52
Z → μ+μ− + bb¯ + Np1 2.47
Z → μ+μ− + bb¯ + Np2 0.808
Z → μ+μ− + bb¯ + Np3 0.387
Z → τ+τ− + bb¯ + Np0 6.52
Z → τ+τ− + bb¯ + Np1 2.47
Z → τ+τ− + bb¯ + Np2 0.808
Z → τ+τ− + bb¯ + Np3 0.387
Z → ν+ν− + bb¯ + Np0 32.823
Z → ν+ν− + bb¯ + Np1 14.487
Z → ν+ν− + bb¯ + Np2 5.2435
Z → ν+ν− + bb¯ + Np3 1.5562
Table 4.4.: The NLO cross-section of Z → bb¯ + e+e−, μ+μ−, τ+τ− and ν+ν− with
several numbers of additional partons.
Process NLO Cross Section [pb]
W± → e±νe + Np0 8296.0
W± → e±νe + Np1 1551.6
W± → e±νe + Np2 452.5
W± → e±νe + Np3 121.1
W± → e±νe + Np4 30.4
W± → e±νe + Np5 8.3
W± → μ±νμ + Np0 8284.2
W± → μ±νμ + Np1 1561.6
W± → μ±νμ + Np2 453.25
W± → μ±νμ + Np3 121.66
W± → μ±νμ + Np4 31.01
W± → μ±νμ + Np5 8.32
W± → τ±ντ + Np0 8284.2
W± → τ±ντ + Np1 1561.6
W± → τ±ντ + Np2 453.25
W± → τ±ντ + Np3 121.66
W± → τ±ντ + Np4 31.01
W± → τ±ντ + Np5 8.32
Table 4.5.: The NLO cross-section of W± → e±νe, μ±νμ and τ±ντ with several numbers
of additional partons.
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Process NLO Cross Section [pb]
W± → l±νl + bb¯ + Np0 3.2
W± → l±νl + bb¯ + Np1 2.6
W± → l±νl + bb¯ + Np2 1.4
W± → l±νl + bb¯ + Np3 0.6
Table 4.6.: The NLO cross-section of W± → +bb¯ + l±νl with several numbers of addi-
tional partons. The decay of the W boson implicates all decays into leptons.
Process NLO Cross Section [pb]
W+W− → l+νll−ν¯l + Np0 2.6397
W+W− → l+νll−ν¯l + Np1 1.2552
W+W− → l+νll−ν¯l + Np2 0.5729
W+W− → l+νll−ν¯l + Np3 0.2215
W±Z → l±νll+l− + Np0 0.8599
W±Z → l±νll+l− + Np1 0.5297
W±Z → l±νll+l− + Np2 0.2879
W±Z → l±νll+l− + Np3 0.1216
ZZ → l+l−l+l− + Np0 0.6612
ZZ → l+l−l+l− + Np1 0.3045
ZZ → l+l−l+l− + Np2 0.1152
ZZ → l+l−l+l− + Np3 0.0408
Table 4.7.: The NLO cross-section for W+W− → l+νll−ν¯l, W±Z → l±νll+l− and ZZ →
l+l−l+l− with and without several numbers of additional partons.
Process NLO Cross Section [pb]
W± → e±νe (t-channel) 7.152
W± → μ±νμ (t-channel) 7.176
W± → τ±ντ (t-channel) 7.128
W± → e±νe (s-channel) 0.4685
W± → μ±νμ (s-channel) 0.4684
W± → τ±ντ (s-channel) 0.4700
W± → l±νl (Wt channel) 14.581
Table 4.8.: The NLO cross-section of all single top channels calculated directly with
MC@NLO.
Process LO Cross Section [pb]
Z/γ → e+e− 1253.0
Z/γ → μ+μ− 1252.9
Table 4.9.: LO cross-section of DrellYan samples with the decay into e+e− and μ+μ−.
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(a) s-channel (b) Wt associated production
(c) t-channel (d) Wt associated production
Figure 4.6.: Single top production processes in the s-channel (a), t-channel (c) and in
Wt associated production ((b) and (d)) [20].
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4.2. Data
For this analysis ATLAS data are used, which was taken in 2011 from April until August,
and was stored in streams: egamma and muon stream. If an event passed the requirement
of an electron or photon trigger it was saved in the egamma stream. For the muon
stream the events had to pass the criteria of the muon trigger. Then, the reconstruction
algorithms were running for the identification of physical objects like electrons, muons
and jets.
During the data taking the configuration of the LHC beams was updated to allow for
increased luminosity, which caused an upgrade of the detector configuration as well. Due
to this, the data was divided into periods and one period presents recorded data with a
consistent detector configuration. The periods B and D - K are used for this analysis.
Not every event is usable for the analysis. For example, non collision background can
produce a signal in the detector, which can be identified as an event [77]. Non collision
background events are inelastic or elastic interactions of protons with the residual gas
inside the beam pipe producing particles like pions or muons, which travel in the beam
halo and can deposit their energy in the calorimeter. Simulation studies have shown that
inelastic interaction from a distance greater than 550m from the interaction point can
still produce a significant contribution in the detector. It is also possible that a fraction
of protons of a bunch can leak into the neighboring bucket and can leads to collisions
called satellite collisions. These backgrounds depend on the operational conditions of the
LHC like machine optics, collimator settings, gas density and the filling scheme. Cosmic
muons are counted as beam background too. These particles can cause a trigger to fire
via a large energy loss in the calorimeter. The overlap with a standard collision event
could leads to a false trigger decision.
For the analysis in this thesis electrons, muons and jets are essential and require a
high data quality and well understood detector calibration. Therefore, only data events
are used, which were taken, when the detector operated under nominal conditions. For
example, the read-out error for all channels for the whole inner detector has to be lower
than 2% and for the calorimeter system less than 1%. Additionally, a stable beam needs
to be declared by the LHC. The selection of the events is done via applying a good run
list [78], where all usable events are registered.
The absolute luminosity is calculated via equation (3.1) in chapter 3.1. The size of the
bunches σx and σx can be determined with van der Meer scans [79], [80] or called beam-
separation or luminosity scans. The observed event rate is measured while scanning the
two beams across each other. This is done first in the horizontal (x) and then in the
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vertical direction (y). With the van der Meer method in Atlas the absolute luminosity
is calibrated. The measurement of the luminosity during the data taking is mainly
done with LUCID, a gas-filled (C4F10) Cherenkov detector, which covers the η range
5.6 < |η| < 6.0. LUCID is installed surrounding the beam pipe at each side 17m away
from the interaction point.
Together with the good run list the luminosity is calculated to be 2.05 fb−1 with an
uncertainty of ±3.7%. The main part of this uncertainty is coming from the van der
Meer scans with ±3.4% [81].
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ATLAS
In chapter 2.2.3, I introduced the search strategy, which is based on two same-sign
leptons, a high jet multiplicity and missing transverse energy. The reconstruction al-
gorithms for electrons, muons and jets are described in the following chapter. Here, I
concentrate on the identification of the objects, which are used in the analysis and are
recommended by the corresponding physics performance groups. The calculation of the
missing transverse energy is discussed in chapter 6.1.4 due to the dependence of the final
selection criteria of the electrons, muons and jets, which are described in chapter 6.1.
5.1. Electrons
In ATLAS, special electron1 reconstruction algorithms are based on the detector regions
and on the available data of the calorimeter and the inner detector. For the region
|η| < 2.5, in which the information from the electromagnetic calorimeter and the inner
detector are available, there are two different types of algorithms: the standard, also
called HighPt, algorithm and the soft electron algorithm. Outside this region, namely
2.5 < |η| < 4.9, only the information from the calorimeter can be used for the recon-
struction. Due to the similar shower shape of electrons and photons in the calorimeter
it is impossible to distinguish between these objects.
The HighPt algorithm selects isolated objects with a high transverse momentum and
is recommended for this search strategy. In the first step it identifies a cluster candidate
with the sliding window algorithm. In the second step a corresponding track is recon-
structed. Generally, every electron candidate without an associated track is tagged as
a photon. The sliding window algorithm works in three steps: the tower building, the
pre-cluster (seed) finding, and the cluster filling. First, the electromagnetic calorimeter
is divided into a grid in the η - φ plane of Nη ×Nφ = 200× 256 elements with the size of
Δη = Δφ = 0.025. Then the pre-cluster algorithm looks for a window of five towers in
1This also takes into account positrons.
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η and φ, in which the sum of the deposited transverse energy of every tower is greater
than 3GeV. After that the pre-cluster algorithm computes the position of the window.
If another window is identified, which is closer than ΔR =
√
(Δη)2 + (Δφ)2 < 0.3,
the window with the higher transverse energy is chosen. With the cluster filling step
the final electromagnetic cluster is built by using all cells inside and outside the above
defined window. After the identification of a cluster candidate a corresponding track
is selected by the calculation of the distance between the position of the cluster in the
second layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter and the position of the track. If the
distance is smaller than 0.05 in η and 0.1 in φ the track is chosen. Finally, the electron
four-momentum is computed with the deposited energy in the cluster and with the η
and φ value of the track.
The soft electron or track-based algorithm chooses a track candidate and selects a cor-
responding cluster in the second step. This provides the possibility to identify electrons
close to or inside a jet with a low transverse momentum. If an electron is tagged by the
HighPt and the soft algorithm the reconstructed information from the HighPt algorithm
is stored.
Beside the reconstruction step every electron has to pass several quality criteria and
is flagged as loose, medium or tight. This IsEM flag is based on the information from
the hadronic and the electromagnetic calorimeter and from the inner detector and uses
the following variables:
• The lateral shower shape Rη: The lateral shower shape is given by the ratio of the
energy in the cluster with the size of 3×7 cells and the energy in a 7×7 window in
η × φ. Both energies are reconstructed in the second layer of the electromagnetic
calorimeter. Electrons deposit their energy mainly in a 3 × 7 window due to their
small lateral leakage, while jets and other hadrons produce a larger tail. The
variable peaks ideally at Rη ≈ 1 for electrons as shown in Figure 5.1.
• The lateral width ω: This width in η is calculated with the deposit energy from
the cells (Ecell) in the second layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter in a window
of 3 × 7 cells in η × φ.
ω =
√∑
cell Ecell × η2cell∑
cell Ecell
−
(∑
cell Ecell × ηcell∑
cell Ecell
)2
, (5.1)
where ηcell is the η position of the cell. Generally, hadrons produce a broader shape
than electrons.
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Figure 5.1.: The lateral shower shapes in the second layer of the electromagnetic
calorimeter for electrons and jets are shown. Both distributions are nor-
malized to unit area [82].
• ΔE = E2nd − Emin: This energy difference is calculated with the value of the
second maximum E2nd and the energy reconstructed in the strip with the minimal
value Emin between the first and the second maximum. Decays like π0 → γγ lead
to two maxima in the shower. Figure 5.2 shows the ΔE distribution for electrons
and jets with a transverse momentum of pT = 20GeV. Both distributions are
normalized to unit area. The electron distribution ends at a value of ΔE ≈ 0.15,
while the jet distributions has also entries at higher values. A high jet supression
can be realized with a cut at ΔE ≈ 0.1.
• The total shower width ωtot/3strips: This variable uses the information of the first
layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter. The parameter i stands for the number
of strips and imax is the number of strips until the first local maximum:
ωtot =
√∑
Ei × (i − imax)2∑
Ei
(5.2)
In case of ω3strips the same formula is used but only 3 strips around the local
maximum are used instead of 40 as for ωtot.
• Rmax2 = Emax2/(1+9(5)×10−3ET ): ET is the transverse energy from the cluster in
the whole electromagnetic calorimeter and Emax2 stands for the second maximum.
The constant 5 (9) is for a low (high) luminosity.
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Figure 5.2.: The distribution of difference between the energy of the second maximum
E2nd and the minimum (Emin) value of electrons and jets is shown in the
layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter. Both distributions are normalized
to the unit area [82].
• Fside: This fraction describes the relation of the energy inside a core (E(±3)) and
around the core (E(±1)). The core has a size of 3 strips and the energy around
the core is taken from one strip. The shower core is defined by the strip with the
highest deposited energy.
Fside =
E(±3) − E(±1)
E(±1) (5.3)
• The hadronic leakage: This is defined as the ratio of the energy deposit in the
first sampling of the hadronic calorimeter and the reconstructed transverse energy
of the cluster in the electromagnetic calorimeter. For electrons the ratio is small
while for hadrons it peaks around one. Electrons deposit a small amount of their
energy (≈ 2%) in the hadronic calorimeter.
• Track quality cuts:
– At least nine precision hits altogether in the pixel and semiconductor tracker
are required
– At least two hits in all pixel layers with one in the b-layer.
– A transverse impact parameter |d0| < 0.1 cm is needed (For determination
see chapter 3.2.3).
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The different quality categories are defined as follows:
Loose: In this category only limited information from the calorimeters are used like
the hadronic leakage and the shower-shape variables which are derived from the
middle layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter (lateral shower shape and lateral
shower width). These cuts provide an excellent identification efficiency but a low
rejection of fake electrons.
Medium: In the medium category the quality is improved by adding selection criteria
with the information of the strips in the first layer of the electromagnetic calorime-
ter and on the track variables. For example, the rejection of processes like π → γγ
can be suppressed, because the pion decay produces two maxima in the shower,
while an electron causes one maximum. Further calorimeter criteria are Rmax2 ,
wtot, w3strips and Fside due to the broader shower width of the pions than for the
electrons. The tracking criteria include the number of hits in the pixel detector,
the number of silicon hits and the transverse impact parameter. In this category
the jet rejection increases by a factor of 3-4 with respect to the loose cuts, while
the identification efficiency is reduced by ∼ 10%.
Tight: The criteria of this category are based on the medium selections with more
additional cuts on the track and the isolation in the calorimeter. Finally, all
quality criteria have to be passed. Here, the track needs to have a hit in the b-
layer for the rejection of electrons coming from photon conversion processes. Figure
5.3(a) shows the radiation length of the material in the ID as a function of η and
Figure 5.3(b) displays the probability of a photon conversion depending on the
distance from the vertex for several η values. The overall conversion probability is
around 50% and makes the cut for the suppression of these photons an important
requirement. To reject the background from charged hadrons, further criteria for
the tracks are the ratio of high-threshold hits and the number of hits in the TRT.
The distance between the cluster and the track in η and φ has to be smaller than
for the basic candidate selection. For a better agreement between the track and
the cluster a cut on E/p is required.
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(a) Amount of material in the inner detector
given in radiation length as a function of |η| [83].
(b) Probability of a photon to have converted as
a function of the radius for different values of
pseudorapidity [83].
Figure 5.3.:
5.2. Muons
In ATLAS there are three collections of muon reconstruction algorithms: MuIdCollec-
tion and StacoCollection and for the identification in the Calorimeter: Calorimeter Muon
Collection. The algorithms in the MuIdCollection and StacoCollection are working simi-
larly to reconstruct the different components of the muon track in the inner detector and
in the muon spectrometer. The MuIdCollection is the mainly used one and is applied
for this analysis. It contains the following algorithms:
Moore and Muid Standalone: The Moore algorithm identifies the track in the muon
spectrometer. Then the Muid Standalone algorithm uses this information for the
extrapolation to the vertex and the determination of the track parameters at the
vertex.
MuTagIMO: This algorithm identifies muons with the reconstructed track in the in-
ner detector together with a segment in the muon spectrometer. A segment is
a short track, which is identified only in one of the subcomponents of the muon
spectrometer.
MuGirl: It performs the search for a track in the muon spectrometer and uses an inner
detector track as an input. If the full track is refitted successfully this muon is
flagged as a Combined Muon (CB) called Muid combined, otherwise the muon is
defined as a Tagged Muon.
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The muons in the MuIdCollection can be divided into four quality levels: Tight, Medium,
Loose and Very Loose. The definition of these levels is inclusive. For example, all tight
muons are included in the medium quality selection. The four categories are determined
as follows:
Tight All Muid combined and MuGirl muons which have a successfully combined fit
and at least two monitored drift tubes and cathode strip chambers hits or less
than six holes on the track. Outside the influence of the inner detector (|η| > 2.5)
Standalone muons need at least three monitored drift tubes and cathode strip
chambers hits.
Medium: All standalone muons.
Loose: All muons, which are found by the tagging algorithms and have an inner detector
track with silicon hits.
Very Loose: MuTagIMO muons, which only have tracks in the TRT.
After running all algorithms, an overlap removal between standalone and combined
muons is made. Standalone muons are removed if they are also identified as combined
muons.
The muon candidates with the highest purity are provided by the combined muon algo-
rithm. Figure 5.4 shows a detailed schematic drawing of the different muon spectrometer
components and Figure 5.5 presents the corresponding reconstruction efficiency. In Fig-
ure 5.6 and 5.7 the reconstruction efficiencies are presented as a function of the muon
transverse momentum and η, respectively. The overall efficiency is around 95% with
the 2010 data at
√
s = 7TeV and for Monte Carlo as well. All efficiencies are obtained
with the tag and probe method with Z → μ+μ− events. For more information about
this method see [84]. The efficiencies depend on the reconstructed muon spectrometer
track, which varies with η. In the two following regions the efficiency is very low:
• At η ∼ 0 the detector is only partially equipped with muon chambers to provide
space for services of the ID and the calorimeters.
• In the transition region between the barrel and the end caps at |η| ∼ 1.2 only
one chamber is traversed by muons due to staged end-cap chambers. Therefor,
no stand-alone momentum measurements are available and the combined muon
efficiency decreases in this region.
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The scale factors, which are presented in Figure 5.6 and 5.7, are calculated with the
ratio of the reconstruction efficiency of the muons in data and Monte Carlo. They are
used in the analysis for the correction of the discrepancy of the reconstruction efficiency
between data and Monte Carlo (for more information see chapter 6.1.2).
End cap toroid Barrel toroid coil
BEE chamber
Large barrel chambers
Small barrel chambersFeet
End cap chambers
Figure 5.4.: Schematic drawing of the ATLAS muon spectrometer [84].
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Figure 5.5.: Reconstruction efficiencies and scale factors for CB muons for the different
detector regions. The efficiencies are obtained from data (dots) without
background correction and Monte Carlo simulation (open triangles) includ-
ing backgrounds. The corresponding scale factors are shown in the lower
part. [84].
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Figure 5.6.: Reconstruction efficiencies and scale factors for CB muons as a function of
the muon pT . The efficiencies are obtained from data (dots) without back-
ground correction and Monte Carlo simulation (open triangles) including
backgrounds. The corresponding scale factors are shown in the lower part
[84].
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5.3. Jets
The LHC is a hadron collider and due to that it produces many quarks and gluons which
can be reconstructed as jets. Jets are widespread objects and the jet multiplicity and
the properties depend on the algorithm which is used for the identification. The two
main favored categories are the Cone- [85] and the Cluster-algorithm [86], [87], [88].
The Cone algorithm reconstructs a jet via the collection of the energy deposited in every
cell in a cone around a cluster. The cluster algorithm has been used at lepton colliders
and electron-proton colliders like HERA and is recommended for the physics analysis
by the Jet/EtMiss performance group [76]. It is based upon pair-wise clustering of the
initial constituents. In the first step the algorithm defines a distance, which is measured
between several objects. The distance dij between two objects and the distance diB
between an object and the beam are defined as follows:
dij = min(k2pT i, k
2p
Tj)
(ΔR)2ij
R2
(5.4)
diB = k2pT i , (5.5)
where
(ΔR)2ij = (ηi − ηj)2 + (φi − φj)2 (5.6)
and ηi is the pseudorapidity of the object i. kT is the transverse moment of the object
i. After the calculation of all possible d values the objects i and j are combined and
removed from the list if the smallest entry is dij . If the smallest entry is diB this object
is defined as a complete jet and will be removed from the list. The parameter R defines
the resolution at which jets are distinguished from each other. If the values for R are
large the distance dij will be smaller and thus more objects will be combined into a jet.
For small values of R less objects will be merged to a jet. Depending on the value of p,
which can be 0, −1 or +1, three different sub cluster algorithms have been defined: kT
[86], Cambridge/Aachen [87] and Anti-kT [88].
The kT algorithm uses p = +1 in equation (5.5). Hence, objects with a relative low
kT are merged first. Therefore, objects with the highest kT are combined at the end
and due to this it is easier to study the substructure of jets. The value p = 0 is used
in the Cambridge/Aachen algorithm, for which the kT value is irrelevant, and objects
near to each other in ΔR are formed first. Moreover, the final merge is the one with
the largest distance and thus provides the possibility to study the substructure of jets.
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For the cluster the Anti-kT algorithm p = −1 is used in equation (5.5). This entails
ΔR < R and all softer objects are merged with a harder object, which is the closest in
ΔR. Thus, soft radiation cannot affect the jet boundary. If ΔR < R is for two objects
a single jet is formed together with their soft objects in the vicinity. But if the distance
of those objects are within R < ΔR < 2R the energy is shared among them. For this
algorithm the ordering of the clustering is not relevant. The Anti-kT is the recommended
algorithm for the jet reconstruction [76].
In ATLAS this jet algorithm uses clusters, which are identified in the electromagnetic
and in the hadronic calorimeter system with the TopoCluster algorithm [76]. In general,
cells are ordered by the significance of their deposited energy. Cells are tagged as seeds,
neighbors or others depending on their significance above the noise level. Cells with
a deposited energy value higher than 4σ above the noise level are flagged as seed. All
directly neighboring cells with 2σ over the noise level are tagged as neighbor and with 0σ
over the noise level as other. More detailed information about the Topological Clustering
are explained in [76].
For the jet finding algorithm also the four momentum vector of the cluster is necessary.
The cluster is defined as massless and the energy of the jet is the sum of the deposited
energy in every cluster i:
Ejet =
∑
i
Ei. (5.7)
The position in η and φ is measured for every cluster in the calorimeter. The η and φ
value of the jet, weighted by the energy of the jet, is defined as follows:
ηjet =
1
Ejet
∑
i
Eiηi (5.8)
φjet =
1
Ejet
∑
i
Eiφi . (5.9)
Various sources, ranging from hardware problems, LHC beam conditions, cosmic ray
showers to noise bursts [76], can fake a jet. Thus, jets have to pass a set of quality
criteria in order to suppress the fakes, which are the following: bad, ugly and good [76].
In general physical objects like electrons or photons are also reconstructed as a jet,
which implies the need of an overlap removal between the object and the jets in the
analysis. More information about this in chapter 6.1.1.
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In chapter 5, the reconstruction algorithm for electrons, muons and jets are described.
Based on this the object selection and the calculation of the missing transverse energy
are introduced in this section together with the event selection criteria for an efficient
background suppression. The definition of the electrons, muons, jets and missing trans-
verse energy depend on the Top Common Objects [76], which are optimized for the top
analyses by the ATLAS Top Group. The reason for applying these criteria is the similar
event topology between the decays of fourth generation quarks and the top quarks. This
is also done for the event selection criteria. The final agreement in the distributions be-
tween the Monte Carlo samples and the data are presented in this chapter as well. At the
end of this chapter a method and the results for a further event selection optimization
for this signal channel is discussed.
6.1. Object selection
6.1.1. Electrons
Reconstructed object
The electron in this analysis has to be reconstructed by the HighPt algorithm and pass
the tight quality selection criteria. Using the tight quality criteria results in a low fake
rate of the electrons. Every electron is selected with a transverse energy of ET ≥ 25GeV,
because with this energy the trigger efficiency reach its highest efficiency (Figure 6.2(a)).
The energy is calculated as follows:
ET = Ecluster/cosh(ηtrack) (6.1)
where Ecluster is the calorimeter cluster energy and ηtrack is the direction of the electron
track. This is done for the case NSCT + NPix ≥ 4. In the case of NSCT + NPix < 4
the transverse energy is then used directly from the cluster (EclusterT ), which is recom-
mended by the ATLAS egamma performance group [76]. For the calculation of the
transverse energy of the cluster the measured deposited energy, η, φ are used and for
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the mass of the cluster the value mcluster = 0GeV is applied. The electrons, which are
reconstructed in the pseudorapidity range 1.37 < |ηcluster| < 1.52, are not used in the
analysis. There, the resolution of the detector is worse than in the other regions of
the electromagnetic calorimeter due to the gap between the barrel and endcaps of the
electromagnetic calorimeter.
In chapter 2.2.3 the search strategy of two same-sign leptons is discussed, for which
a leptonic decay into electrons and muons of the W boson is assumed. To select only
prompt electrons from the W boson decay these electrons have to pass the following
isolation criteria: The sum of the deposited energy in every calorimeter cell in a cone
of ΔR < 0.2 around the cluster has to be lower than Econe20T < 3.5GeV. Due to the
pileup this energy needs to be corrected depending on the transverse momentum and
the position of the corresponding electron and the number of vertices in the event. The
factors for the correction are measured with Z → e+e− data events with a systematic un-
certainty of 2%, which covers a possible unmeasured data and Monte Carlo discrepancy
introduced by the used cuts [89].
The energy scale of the electron cluster is corrected in data as a function of the cluster
position ηcluster via Enew = E1+α [76]. Figure 6.1 shows the α values depending on the
pseudorapidity. In the η range |η| < 1 the scale factors are smaller than zero and lead
to a higher corrected energy, while for 1 < |η| < 2.5 and excluding the region 1.37 <
|ηcluster| < 1.52 the factor are positive. The systematic uncertainties are within 1−1.5%
dominated by the detector material and the presampler energy scale. For the electrons
in the Monte Carlo samples a randomised Gaussian resolution function is applied for the
energy correction together with the statistical and systematic uncertainties [76].
During the data taking read-out modules of the electromagnetic calorimeter were
broken and due to this it is impossible to measure the electron energy in this region of
the calorimeter. If an electron is reconstructed very close to this region it is possible
that a wrong energy is measured. Thus, it cannot be considered in the analysis [76].
Trigger object
At least one electron in every event of the egamma stream passing the reconstruction
selection criteria has to match with an electron trigger object. A match is successfully
if the distance is ΔR < 0.15 between the trigger and the reconstructed object. For the
periods B - I the chain e20_medium is used and for the period K e22_medium is applied.
Both trigger chains are unprescaled and use the same quality selection criteria excluding
the ET requirement, which is increased for e22_medium. The reason for changing the
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Figure 6.1.: Energy scale correction factors versus the pseudorapidity determined in Z →
e+e− events [76].
threshold is a higher event rate provided by an improved proton beam setup. For the
Monte Carlo events the chain e20_medium is used.
The variables, which are used for the trigger decision, are the same as for the IsEM
selection (chapter 5.1).
The criteria on Level-1 of the electron trigger is a simple requirement on the transverse
energy (ET ) of the cluster in the calorimeter which is in detail for each of the two chains:
• e20_medium: ET > 14GeV
• e22_medium: ET > 18GeV
The more complex decision on Level-2 is based on the hadronic leakage, the lateral
shower shape Rη and ET > 19GeV for the cluster in the calorimeter.
On Event Filter level the hadronic leakage is also used for the trigger decision together
with the total shower width (ωtot) and Eratio. The track of the electron trigger object
has to pass the following criteria:
• Number of pixel hits NPixel ≥ 1.
• Number of hits in the pixel and SCT N ≥ 7.
• Transverse impact parameter d0 < 5mm.
and a track matching with Δη < 0.01 between the cluster and the track is made. On
this trigger level the requirement for the cluster is ET > 20GeV [90].
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Figure 6.2 shows the efficiencies for e20_medium at each trigger level (Level-1, Level-2
and Event Filter), which are measured with Z → e+e− events using the tag and probe
method [91]. These efficiencies are determined as a function of the reconstructed electron
transverse energy for the candidates satisfying the tight identification requirements with
|ηcluster| < 2.47. The invariant mass of both electrons with the opposite-sign is in
the range of 80GeV < Me+e− < 100GeV. The luminosity for this measurement is
L = 206 pb−1. The efficiencies rise up fast and are close to one for all three levels with
ET  25GEV as expected.
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Figure 6.2.: Trigger efficiencies for e20_medium at each trigger level (Level-1, Level-2
and Event Filter) measured with Z → e+e− events using the tag-and-probe
method [91].
6.1.2. Muons
Reconstructed object
All muons, which are reconstructed with the combined muon algorithm, are used with
the following additional requirements: pT > 20GeV and |η| < 2.5. These muons also
have to pass the quality criteria for the tight category.
Further the selection criteria for the quality of the inner detector track, which are
recommended by the muon performance group [76], are applied as follows [76]:
• At least one hit in the b-layer
• Number of pixel hits + number of crossed dead pixel sensors > 1
• Number of SCT hits + number of crossed dead SCT sensors >= 6
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• Number of pixel holes + number of SCT holes < 3
• TRT (define n = number of TRTHits + number of TRTOutliers):
– for |η| < 1.9: require n > 5 and nTRTOutliers/n < 0.9
– for |η| >= 1.9: if n>5 then require nTRToutliers/n < 0.9 (this means for n <= 5
and |η| >= 1.9: no additional cut)
These cuts take into account the current detector conditions like dead modules and reject
muons coming from hadron decays.
The muons for the analysis should be isolated to use only prompt muons from W
boson decays. The sum of the pT of all tracks in a cone of ΔR = 0.3 around the
track of the muon has to be lower than 4GeV. All tracks for this isolation criteria are
reconstructed in the inner detector. For the isolation requirement in the calorimeter the
deposited transverse energy Econe20T in all clusters in a cone of ΔR < 0.3 around the
muon cluster is used and has to fulfill Econe20T < 4GeV. The clusters are build in the the
electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter.
The third requirement is the overlap removal with jets. All muons are removed if
the distance ΔR to the next jet with pT > 20GeV is smaller than ΔR < 0.4. To
reduce the muon charge misreconstruction the track in the inner detector has to have
the same charge as the track in the muon spectrometer. Fake muons can be produced
also by cosmic ray events. These muons can be suppressed by a cut on the extrapolated
transverse impact parameter (|d0| < 0.5mm), because then the tracks of the cosmic
muons are more away from the interaction point. Additionally, a cut on the distance
in φ is required, Δφ < 3.1, because comic muons have a back-to-back track in both
hemisphere of the detector and the distance between both track in φ is Δφ ≈ 3.14. The
track of a cosmic muon, which goes through the whole detector, can be reconstructed as
two tracks. Then, a cosmic muon is identified as two muons. The momentum vectors
of these two tracks point to opposite directions. The vector between the primary vertex
and the PCA (−→x PrimV ertex − −→x PCA in Equation 3.6 ) is the same for both tracks. Due
to this, the scalar product in Equation 3.6 is sign d0 > 0 for one track and sign d0 < 0
for the other. In the case of two prompt muons, sign d0 will be positive or negative
for both tracks as long as the vector between the primary vertex and the PCA is not
the same for both tracks. The vectors are not the same when the distance in φ for
both tracks is Δφ  3, which is mostly the case. However, requiring sign d0 > 0 or
sign d0 < 0 for both tracks in order to suppress cosmic muons has a low influence on
the cosmic rejection. Hence, the criteria for both muon tracks Δφ < 3.1 is applied as
before.
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The differences in the muon momentum resolution between data and Monte Carlo
were corrected by applying a Gaussian function on the transverse momentum of the
muons in the Monte Carlo. For the correction of the reconstruction discrepancy between
Monte Carlo and data scale factors as function of the transverse momentum and the
pseudorapidity are applied (Figure 5.6 - 5.7 in chapter 5.2). These scale factors were
determined with a tag and probe method on Z → μ+μ− events on data and were
compared with Monte Carlo events [76]. The trigger efficiency of the muon trigger chain
is corrected as well and the scale were measured with the same method.
Trigger object
In the case of the muon stream at least one reconstructed muon has to match to a trigger
object with the requirement ΔR < 0.15, which passed the trigger item EF_mu18 (for
period B-I) or EF_mu18_medium (for period J-K). Both trigger items are recommended
and the update to the second one is needed due to a higher instant luminosity in the
periods J-K than in the periods B-I [76]. In the case of Monte Carlo events the chain
EF_mu18 is used.
On Level 1 the requirement is based only on the transverse momentum of the muon in
the muon spectrometer. The corresponding item on Level-1 for EF_mu18 is L1_MU10,
for which a pT > 10GeV is required. L1_MU11 is the item on Level-1 for EF_mu18_medium
and pT > 11GeV is applied. Further, with L1_MU10 a hit in two inner RPC layers are
required, while for L1_MU11 a hit in three RPC layers is needed.
On Level-2 and Event Filter the selection are the same. Beside a requirement on
the transverse momentum a fit between the track in the inner detector and the muon
spectrometer is made.
6.1.3. Jets
The recommended jets for this analysis are AntiKt4TopoEMJets. These jets are recon-
structed with the Anti-kt algorithm with R = 0.4 and use topological clusters in the
calorimeter system as an input. The calibration is based on the electromagnetic scale
with a jet energy scale factor depending on the transverse momentum and the pseudora-
pidity. These jets were calibrated with a Monte Carlo sample which was produced with
an pileup event average < μ >= 8 and a bunch spacing of 75 ns. Further, a transverse
momentum of 20GeV for every jet is required. As mentioned in chapter 5.3 an over-
lap removal between electrons and jets needs to be applied. Every jet is removed from
the analysis if there is an electron closer than ΔR < 0.2, because for this distance the
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whole cluster of the electron is inside the reconstruction area of the jet. For the overlap
removal all electrons are used, which pass the selection criteria in chapter 6.1.1. Due
to the overlap removal only jets with |η| < 2.5 are selected. The jet energy resolution
is determined with the data from 2010 and then extrapolated to the data of 2011 [92].
It shows a agreement between Monte Carlo and data within 2%. The disagreement is
corrected via a smearing of the jet energy [76]. Another source of the jet energy scale
uncertainty is the pile up which is 5% for jets with pT > 30GeV [76].
6.1.4. Missing transverse energy
The missing transverse energy is calculated with the vectorial negative sum of all de-
posited energy in the calorimeter and reconstructed energy of the muons in the muon
spectrometer [93], [94]:
Ex = −
∑
i
Ei sin θi cosφi , (6.2)
Ey = −
∑
i
Ei sin θi sinφi , (6.3)
ET =
√
Ex2+ Ey2 . (6.4)
With the missing transverse energy it is possible to determine the transverse energy of
the neutrinos, which do not interact with the detector.
In ATLAS the deposited energy in the calorimeter is associated with reconstructed
physical objects like electrons (e±), muons (μ±), photons (γ), taus (tau±) and jets. Ex(y)
is defined as follows [93], [94]:
Ex(y) =Ex(y)e+ Ex(y)μ+ Ex(y)γ Ex(y)τ Ex(y)jets+ Ex(y)softjets+ Ex(y)CellOut , (6.5)
where Ex(y)jets contains reconstructed jets with pT > 20GeV and Ex(y)softjets summarize
all jets with 7GeV < pT < 20GeV. The reason for the distinction is the different
calibration. The energy of reconstructed muons in the muon spectrometer and in the
calorimeter are combined in the term Ex(y)μ. Ex(y)CellOut contains the deposited energy
in the calorimeter, which cannot be associated to a reconstructed physical object. For
the term Ex(y)e electrons with pT > 10GeV are used, which pass the tight quality
selection criteria.
In general, the missing transverse energy follows an approximately stochastic be-
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haviour and the resolution can be defined as follows [93], [94]:
σ[GeV ] = k ·
√∑
i
EiT , (6.6)
where∑i EiT is the sum of the reconstructed transverse energy in the muon spectrometer
and the deposited transverse energy in the calorimeter. The parameter k depends on
the physical channel in the event and is k = 0.42GeV1/2 for Z → l+l− events and
k = 0.51GeV1/2 for di-jets events.
6.2. Event selection
6.2.1. Top Event Selection
This analysis is running on the egamma and on the muon stream separately and at least
one trigger object has to pass the corresponding trigger item.
In addition, a vertex with at least five tracks is required in order to suppress non
collisions background [95]. A vertex is reconstructed in two steps: With the first step
the associated tracks of a vertex candidate are identified. In the second step the position
of the vertex is determined by a fit. The requirements for the tracks are the following:
• pT > 400MeV.
• |d0| < 4mm
• At least four hits in the SCT detector.
• At least six hits in the pixel and SCT detectors.
The primary vertex is then defined as the vertex with the highest sum of the transverse
momentum of all track [96].
Then at least two jets with pT > 20GeV and at least one electron with ET > 25GeV or
at least one muon with pT > 20GeV are required. The cut on the transverse momentum
for the electron is higher as for muons due to a non negligible fake rate for electrons in
the pT range below 25GeV.
The missing transverse energy in every event has to be higher than ET > 40GeV.
Jets near the dead modules of the electromagnetic calorimeter can effect the calculation
of the missing transverse energy caused by a mis-reconstructed jet energy. Thus, on
data every event is removed if at least one jet is inside the area −0.1 < η < 1.5 and
−0.9 < φ < −0.5. Furthermore, events are rejected if there is at least one jet passing
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the bad quality criteria. The calculation of ET can be affected by a LAr noise burst as
well. In this case every event with a LAr noise burst, which is caused by calorimeter
defects, is not used.
Besides the basic top event selection requirements a cut on HT , which is the scalar sum
of the transverse energy momenta of all leptons and jets in every event, of HT > 350GeV
is applied. The value for this cut is optimized for two same-sign lepton events to reach
the maximum sensitivity for a b′ mass of m(b′) = 400GeV [97].
In events with two electrons or muons with any sign combination a cut on the invariant
mass of Ml±l±,l±l∓ > 15GeV is applied due to a cut on generator level for the Drell
Yan Monte Carlo sample. A further criterion for these events is the "Z-veto". Here,
the invariant mass of two electrons or muons has to be outside the Z mass window:
ml±l±,l±l∓ < 86GeV or ml±l±,l±l∓ > 96GeV.
Table 6.1 presents separately the event selection efficiency for above mentioned event
selection for the b′ signal sample with m(b′) = 400GeV and all background categories
described in chapter 4.1.4. The cut called "Trigger" includes the efficiency of the gen-
erator filter and the efficiency of the trigger item EF_e20medium, which presents the
real trigger efficiency for Monte Carlo samples. The efficiencies, where the muon trigger
EF_mu18 is required, are presented in table A.1 in the Appendix A. The cut efficiency
for the b′ and for every single background sample (separate for every number of additional
partons and every decay into lepton) is calculated as follows:
i =
ni
ni−1
, (6.7)
where ni present the number of events passing the criteria i and all previous ones and
ni−1 stands for the number of events fulfilling the applied cuts before. The corresponding
errors for the cut efficiencies are determined with the following equations [19]:
lo =
niF
−1
F [αlo;2ni,2(ni−1−ni+1)]
ni−1−ni+1+niF−1F [αlo;2ni,2(ni−1−ni+1)]
(6.8)
up =
(ni+1)F−1F [1−αup;2(ni+1),2(ni−1−ni)]
(ni−1−ni)+(ni+1)F−1F [1−αup;2(ni+1),2(ni−1−ni)]
, (6.9)
where lo and up are the upper and lower limit for the efficiency at confidence level
1 − αlo and 1 − αup, respectively. These equation are based on the frequentist approach
for binomial distributed data and results in asymmetric errors for efficiencies close to
zero or one. The situation for very low efficiency is realistic for tights cuts. In equation
(6.9), F−1F is the quantile of the Fisher-Snedecor distribution and αlo = αup = 0.16
is used for a 68% confidence level. For more details see [19]. In Table 6.1 the several
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Monte Carlo background samples are summarize in categories. For example, the category
”W+jets” contains the processes: W → eνe, μνμ and τντ and each with different numbers
of additional partons. The efficiency is then calculated via the sum of the weighted
efficiency wi · i of every subsample:
 =
∑
i
wi · i (6.10)
wi =
ni∑
j nj
, (6.11)
where ni/j stands for the number of events passing the cuts of the subsample i/j. With
the following equation:
σ± =
√∑
i
w2i
(
σ±i
)2
, (6.12)
the upper (σ+) and lower (σ−) limit for the combined efficiency is computed with the
corresponding upper (σ+i ) and lower (σ−i ) limit of the subsample i.
The requirement of a single electron trigger chain has for some samples like the signal
sample a large effect as shown in Table 6.1. For example, for the signal sample the
efficiency is  ≈ 0.39, while for the Z + bb¯ + jets sample the efficiency is  ≈ 0.74.
In the following, the requirement of at least one lepton (e or μ) almost all events are
selected, which is the same for the criteria PLeadLepT and P
2ndLeadLep
T . When applying the
cut on the missing transverse energy background samples without ET in the final state
(Z + jets, Z + bb¯+ jets and Drell-Yan) are suppressed very well. As already described,
the criteria on HT > 350GeV is optimized for the signal sample and shows in this case in
Table 6.1 for this signal sample the highest efficiency. With the event selection criteria
on the variables NJets and Minv and a Z mass veto the efficiencies for the signal and
all backgrounds are very high,  ≈ 0.99. The signal sample has the highest total event
selection efficiency, while for the background samples the efficiency is   0.05, which is
mainly caused by the ET and HT requirement.
The event selection efficiencies when using a muon trigger chain are listed in Table
A.1 in the Appendix A. There, the efficiency for the trigger requirement is very high,
 ≈ 0.99, while applying at least one muon with and without an additional lepton (e
or μ) the efficiency for the signal is  ≈ 0.24 and for background samples like Z + jets,
tt¯ + jet very high,  ≈ 0.9. As shown in Table 6.1 the requirement on the variables
PLeadLepT , P
2ndLeadLep
T , NJets and Minv and a Z mass veto do not show a difference in
the efficiency between the signal and the background. Using a cut on ET and HT the
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background is suppressed well. The total event selection efficiency for the signal in every
is  ≈ 0.17, while for the background it is less than 0.05.
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6.2.2. Optimized event selection
The event selection in the chapter before is optimized for the tt¯ analysis to suppress the
background efficiently. To improve the event selection criteria in order to get an optimal
significance for the fourth generation signal the Toolkit for Multivariate Data Analysis
with ROOT (TMVA) [98] is used. Due to the search signature of two same-sign leptons
the optimization is done in such events.
The choice of the input variables are based on the top event selection criteria.Figure
6.3 presents the input distributions, after requiring two same-sign leptons, for the signal
(blue) and for the combination of every background sample (red). The W bosons from
heavy quark decays have a larger boost transverse to the beam direction than the W
boson in the Standard Model processes. Thus, the leptons from W decay in the signal
samples mainly move along the central direction (|η|  1.5) as shown in Figure 6.3(e) and
6.3(f). The background distribution has its maximum in the eta range 1.5  |η|  2.5.
Due to this the variables |ηLeadLep| and |ηSecondLeadLep|, which is the pseudorapidity of
the lepton with the highest and second highest transverse momentum, respectively, are
also applied for the optimization. For other variables like NJets, HT or ELeadJetT the
signal distribution has its maximum at higher values than the background distribution.
The TMVA package provides several algorithms for performing the multivariate anal-
ysis. For this case the "Cuts" method with the "Genetic algorithm" (GA) as minimization
algorithm is chosen for the optimization. In this method the signal efficiency εS is set
to a specific value and then the background rejection r = 1 − εB, with εB as the back-
ground efficiency, is maximized. The algorithm iterates over signal efficiencies between
0% and 100% and for each signal efficiency it varies the cuts on the input variables
until the background rejection reaches its maximum. For a given signal efficiency the
result are an optimal minimal and maximal cut value for each input variable. Figure 6.4
shows the background rejection as a function of the signal efficiency, which presents the
correlation between an increase of the signal efficiency and a decrease of the background
rejection. The distribution fluctuates for values of the signal efficiency between the 0.4
and 0.9, which can be caused by low statistics of background samples like W+jets. The
background rejection is very high for low signal efficiencies, but for a signal efficiency of
εS ≈ 0.6 the background rejection decreases.
The signal (εS) and background (εB) efficiency as a function of the obtained cut value
for every input variable is presented in Figure 6.5. The signal efficiencies after the cut
optimization have their maximum at lower cut values for every variable and decrease with
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(a) ET (b) ELeadJetT
(c) pLeadLepT (d) p
SecondLeadLep
T
(e) |ηLeadLep| (f) |ηSecondLeadLep|
(g) HT (h) NJets
Figure 6.3.: Input variables for the cut optimization with TMVA. The red distribution
present the sum over all background samples and the blue one shows the
signal distribution with a b′ mass mb′ = 400GeV
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Figure 6.4.: Background rejection depending on the signal efficiency after the cut
optimization.
higher values, except in the case of HT , where the highest efficiency is at HT ≈ 400GeV.
The same behavior is visible the background efficiencies, but their decrease is very sharp
and is lower than 0.05 for every variable.
TMVA produces a set of cuts to a corresponding signal and background efficiency.
For the optimization of the selection criteria a cut value has to be choose, for which the
significance reaches its maximum. With following definition of the significance [99]:
Sign = S√
B
(6.13)
the standard deviation between signal and and expected background is measured, where
S and B are the signal background yields after applying the optimized cuts, respec-
tively, and scaled to a available data luminosity of L = 2.05 fb−1 for this analysis. The
significance in equation (6.13) is plotted in Figure 6.8 as a function of the optimized
cut values and in Figure 6.6 as a function of the signal efficiency. In Figure 6.6 the
significance is zero for efficiency values between 0.0 and 0.2, and has then its maximum
for εS ≈ 0.25 and finally decrease for higher efficiencies. The significance as a function
of the optimized cut values (Figure 6.8) fluctuates between 5 and 25 for all distributions,
which can be caused by low statistics of the background samples. For HT and NJets,
the significance increase with higher values of HT and NJets.
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Another definition of a significance is the following [99]:
Sign′ = S√
S + B
. (6.14)
If one measure a signal, 1/Sign′ describe the relative uncertainty of the measure number
of events. The significance as a function of the signal efficiency and the optimization
cut values for the input variables are plotted in Figure 6.7 and 6.9, respectively. The
significance in Figure 6.7 increase with higher signal efficiencies and has its maximum
at εS ≈ 0.95. The significances for the input variables  ET , ELeadJetT , pLeadLepT and
pSecondLeadLepT fluctuate, between one and five for low values of the input variables, but
they reach their maximum at certain values, which are chosen as their new cut values
for this analysis. In Figure 6.9(e) and 6.9(f) the significance is plotted for |ηLeadLep| and
|ηSecondLeadLep|, respectively, and has its maximum at |η| ≈ 0 and becomes smaller for
higher |η| values. A cut on |η| ≈ 0 cannot be chosen and due to that |η| < 1.37 , where
the gap appears between the barrel and endcap of the electromagnetic calorimeter, is
applied in this analysis. In the case of HT and NJets the significance increase first and
then decrease again. The values, for which the behavior changes, are used for the new
selection criteria as well. The following list shows the summary of the chosen cut values
for every variable:
• ET > 50GeV
• ELeadJetT > 70GeV
• pLeadLepT > 40GeV
• pSecondLeadLepT > 20GeV
• ηLeadLep < 1.37
• ηSecondLeadLep < 1.37
• HT > 400GeV
• NJets ≥ 4
After applying the optimized cut the event selection efficiencies change. The new
values are listed in Table 6.2 using an egamma trigger chain. In the case of a muon
trigger chain the efficiencies are presented in Table A.2 in the Appendix A. With a higher
cut value on pLeadLepT than for the top event selection the efficiency for the background is
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lower than for the signal sample. The new criteria for the transverse energy and HT shows
a very small improvement, while the cut on ELeadJetT suppresses all background samples
very well, except tt¯+jets. Applying ηLeadLep < 1.37 also suppresses the background well,
but with ηSecondLeadLep < 1.37 no effect is visible. The total event selection efficiency
for the background samples is lower than with the top event selection efficiency, but for
the signal the value is lower as well.
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Figure 6.5.: Signal (εS , red) and background efficiency (εB, blue) as a function of the
the cut values after the optimization with TMVA. The mass of the b’ is
mb′ = 400GeV.
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Figure 6.6.: Significance S/
√
B as a function of the signal efficiencies after the optimiza-
tion with TMVA.
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Figure 6.7.: Significance S/
√
S + B as a function of the signal efficiencies after the opti-
mization with TMVA.
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Figure 6.8.: Significance S/
√
B as a function of the cut values for the input variables
optimized with TMVA.
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Figure 6.9.: Significance S/
√
S + B as a function of the cut values for the input variables
optimized with TMVA.
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6.3. Background fake estimation
Electroweak processes can produce real leptons passing the tight selection, which are
used in this analysis. These processes are listed in the following:
• Semi leptonic b-hadron decays
• Long lived weakly decaying states such as π± or K mesons
• Reconstruction of a π0 shower as an electron
• Reconstruction of electrons from conversion or direct photons
Fake leptons from processes like semi leptonic b-hadron decays can be studied with
multijet events. But due to the event selection the probability of such QCD multijets
events passing the event selection criteria is very low. Thus, data driven methods are
applied for the fake estimation in the analysis and are add as the "Fake" contribution
in the final histograms in chapter 6.4. The final results are discussed in events with one
electron or muon and events with two leptons, which have the same or the opposite-sign
charge. For every category one method for the fake estimation is presented. For the
single lepton and the opposite-sign dilepton category the methods are developed by the
TopFake group [76]. The estimation for the two same-sign leptons category is based on
the ATLAS note "Search for Same-Sign Top Pairs and Fourth Generation Bottom-like
Quarks in Same-Sign Dilepton Final States with 1 fb−1 of Data" [97].fake sources are
included like the reconstruction of electrons from conversion or direct photons or the
reconstruction of leptons with the wrong charge.
Single electron category
The anti-electron method [76] is applied for the fake estimation in events with one
electron1 and with at least one jet. To determine the fake estimation events need to be
selected which contain predominantly fake electrons. These electrons have to pass all
criteria described in chapter 6.1.1 but with the medium quality criteria and without an
isolation cut. This amount of events is called QCD template (Ndataevents). Due to the
change of the electron selection the missing transverse energy is recalculated with these
electrons. With this selection the data events can be contaminated with events of physics
processes like tt¯, W± + jets and Z + jets and need to be removed: Ndata events −∑MCii
with i for the Monte Carlo sample. For the normalization of the QCD template a
1Positrons are also taken into account.
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control region is chosen, for which the electrons have to pass an isolation criteria with
Econe20T > 3.5GeV (N
QCD events
Econe20T >3.5GeV
). Then the QCD events in the signal region of one
electron or positron are determined by an extrapolation with applying the isolation of
Econe20T < 3.5GeV (N
QCD events
Econe20T <3.5GeV
). The final equation for the QCD fake prediction
(NQCD events) is given by:
NQCD events = NQCD events
Econe20T <3.5GeV
· N
data events −∑MCii
NQCD events
Econe20T >3.5GeV
(6.15)
The QCD event rate is calculated with a luminosity of L = 689 pb−1 and is presented
in table 6.3 as a function of the jet multiplicity [76]. Then these yields are scaled to a
luminosity, which is used for this thesis, and are added to the histograms for the single
electron category (chapter 6.4). The error on the QCD yields is obtained by propagating
the error on each term of the formula and is calculated with the square root of the number
of events.
Njets N
QCD events · 100%/NL=689 pb−1events
2 (11.7 ± 1.3) %
3 (13.0 ± 1.7) %
4 (12.2 ± 2.8) %
≥ 5 (9.0 ± 3.2) %
Table 6.3.: Calculated QCD event rate as a function of the jet multiplicities for the single
electron category with a luminosity of L = 689 pb−1 [76].
Single muon category
The fake estimation for events with one muon and at least one jet is calculated with the
matrix method and is based on the selection of two categories of leptons: loose and tight
lepton selection [76]. Generally for a single lepton analysis, the number of events, which
contains one loose lepton can be written as:
N loose = N loosereal + N loosefake (6.16)
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where N loosereal and N loosefake are the number of events containing real and fake leptons, which
pass the loose lepton requirements. The ratio of events within the tight and loose lepton
selection criteria can be expressed as an efficiency. The efficiency differs for real and
fake lepton components. Therefore, the number of selected events with the tight lepton
criteria are written as:
N tight = εrealN loosereal + εfakeN loosefake (6.17)
where εreal and εfake are the efficiencies of real and fake loose leptons being selected as
tight leptons. These efficiencies are defined as:
εreal =
N realtight
N realloose
and εfake =
Nfaketight
Nfakeloose
, (6.18)
where N realtight and N
fake
tight are the fractions of real and fake lepton events passing the tight
selection criteria. Finally, the number of events with one fake lepton passing the tight
selection criteria is calculated as follows:
N tightfake =
fake
real − fake (N
loosereal − N tight) (6.19)
This way of background estimation can only be used if the values of εreal and εfake are
significantly different. Generally, εreal is measured from the signal region with the tag
and probe method, while εfake is determined from a control region, where the contribu-
tion of the fake leptons is significantly higher than the real lepton contribution. εfake is
determined with the ratio between loose and tight muons in this region.
Monte Carlo events with the process Z → μ+μ− are applied for the measurement of
the signal efficiencies with the tag and probe method. For the extraction of the fake
efficiency a control region with the following criteria is used: MT (W ) < 20GeV and
ET + MT (W ) < 60GeV, where MT (W ) is calculated as follows:
MT (W ) =
√
2 · pleptonT · ET · (1 − cos(Δφ)) (6.20)
and describe the transverse W boson mass. Loose muons have to pass the same criteria
as described in 6.1.2 but without an isolation criteria, while tight muons have to fulfill all
of them. The muon contribution from W±+jets and Z+jets events in the control region
is determined from Monte Carlo and subtracted to obtain a purer QCD estimation. The
final QCD yields are obtained with a luminosity of L = 697.9 pb−1 and than scaled to
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the luminosity used for this thesis. The QCD yield rate in the signal region as a function
of the jet multiplicity is presented in table 6.4 [76]. The uncertainties are obtained by
using a Gaussian with a 68% CL interval.
Njets N
tight
fake · 100%/NL=689 pb
−1
events
1 (5.5 ± 0.4) %
2 (9.4 ± 0.8) %
3 (10.4 ± 0.8) %
4 (9.3 ± 0.7) %
≥ 1 (9.6 ± 0.7) %
Table 6.4.: Calculated QCD event rate as a function of the jet multiplicities for the single
muon category with a luminosity of L = 689 pb−1 [76].
Opposite sign dilepton category
For the fake estimate in the opposite-sign dilepton category the matrix method is used
as well. Generally, the number of selected events for the different lepton categories with
two leptons is defined as follows:⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
N tt
N tl
N lt
N ll
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ = M ×
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
N llrr
N llrf
N llfr
N llff
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (6.21)
with N tt as the number of events with two tight leptons and N ll with the number of
event with two loose leptons, while N tl and N lt are the evens with one tight and one
loose lepton. N llrr is the number of events with two real leptons passing the loose selection
and N llff is the number of events with two fake leptons passing the tight selection, while
N llrf and N llfr is the counted number of events with one fake and one real lepton, where
both leptons pass the loose selection. With equation (6.18) the updated matrix is given
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by:
M =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
ε1realε
2
real ε
1
realε
2
fake ε
1
fakeε
2
real ε
1
fakeε
2
fake
ε1real(1 − ε2real) ε1real(1 − ε2fake) ε1fake(1 − r2) ε1fake(1 − ε2fake)
(1 − ε1real)r − 2 (1 − ε1real)ε2fake (1 − ε1fake)ε2real (1 − ε1fake)ε2fake
(1 − ε1real)(1 − ε2real) (1 − ε1real)(1 − ε2fake) (1 − ε1fake)(1 − ε2real) (1 − ε1fake)(1 − ε2fake)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
(6.22)
The probability εreal is determined for electrons and muons separately in Z → l+l−
event in data with the tag and probe method. εfake is measured in single loose lepton
events in data and also in this case for electrons and muons separately. Tight leptons
pass the selection criteria described in chapter 6.1.1 and 6.1.2. Loose electrons also fulfill
the cut in chapter 6.1.1 but with the medium quality criteria, Econe20T < 6GeV and a
hit in the b-layer. Loose muons pass also the criteria in chapter 6.1.2 but without an
isolation in the calorimeter and in the inner detector. The determined events contain
leptons from physics processes like tt¯, W± + jets and Z + jets, which are determined
with Monte Carlo and subtracted from the data events. With the matrix M in equation
(6.22) the final number of QCD events (N ttfake) can be calculated as follows:
NQCD events = N ttrf + N ttfr + N ttff , (6.23)
where N ttrf and N ttfr is the number of events, in which one real lepton and fake lepton
pass the tight selection and N ttff is the measured number of events with two leptons
passing the tight selection.
Table 6.5 shows the final fake lepton yields for the categories e+e−, e+μ− and μ+μ− as
a function of the jet multiplicity [76]. In the case of same-flavour events (e+e− and μ+μ−)
a cut on the invariant mass is applied: Ml+l− > 15GeV and |Ml+l− − 91| > 10GeV.
For events with zero and one jet a systematic uncertainty of 100% has been determined,
while for events with two jets the systematic uncertainty is 50%. Further details are
available in this ATLAS note [76].
Same-sign dilepton category
For the determination of the fakes in same-sign dilepton category the matrix method is
used [97] as well. For the tight definition of an electron all selection criteria as described
in 6.1.1 have to be passed. The electrons for the loose definition need to pass the medium
isEM quality criteria and a b-layer hit. The real electron control region is created with
the selection of one tight electron and one opposite loose electron. The invariant mass
of both electrons has to be in the Z-mass range of 86 − 96GeV. The fake control region
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Njets N
QCD events
e+e− N
QCD events
e+μ− N
QCD events
μ+μ−
0 3.3 ± 3.3 3.8 ± 3.8 0 ± 0
1 4.1 ± 4.1 19 ± 19 0.4 ± 0.4
2≥ 4 ± 2 44 ± 22 6.3 ± 3.2
Table 6.5.: Measured QCD event yields as a function of the jet multiplicities for the
opposite-sign dilepton category with a luminosity of L = 689 pb−1. For
events with zero and one jet a systematic uncertainty of 100% has been
determined, while for events with two jets the systematic uncertainty is 50%
[76].
is obtained by requiring two loose electrons in the event and one of them has to pass the
trigger selection criteria of the item EF_e20_medium. To reduce the real electrons from
the W- and Z-decay in the fake control region the following additional cuts are applied:
• The distance in φ between any jet and the missing transverse energy has to be
lower than 0.1, because the angle between the neutrino and the lepton from the
W boson decay is very small if the W boson is boosted. In the other case it is a
back-to-back decay of both particles.
• The transverse mass calculated from the electron and the missing transverse energy
with equation (6.20) has to be lower than 30GeV. If there are W decays into
electrons and neutrinos the distribution of the transverse mass has its maximum
at the W boson mass (mW ≈ 80GeV) and decreases sharply with lower values.
The contributions at lower values are caused by fake electrons.
• The impact parameter d0 needs to be greater than |d0| > 0.02mm for the electron,
because then the electron tracks from a W or a Z boson decay are very close to
the primary vertex and have a very small value for d0 in comparison to electrons
from hadron decays inside jets.
The rate of produce faked electrons coming from hadron decays in a b-jet is higher
than for light quark jets. With a b-tagging algorithm a jet can be identified as a b-jet
and the electron fake estimation caused by a b-jet and a light quark jet can be done
separately. For the identification of a b-jet the recommended b-tagging algorithm by
the ATLAS Top Group is used and is called JetProb [76]. The requirement for a b-jet
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is: − log10(weightjetprob) > 3.25, while a light quark jet is identified with the criterion:
− log10(weightjetprob) < 0.6 [76]. The distinction between a b-jet and a light quark jet is
done for a jet, which is closer than ΔR < 0.4 to an electron. The measured probabilities
εreal (blue) and εfake (red with b-jets and green with light quark jets) are presented
in Figure 6.10 as a function of pT , η φ and HT . εreal shows in every histogram a flat
behavior and has an efficiency of around 99%. εfake measured with b-jets has a higher
efficiency for lower values for the variables pT and HT and decreases with an increasing
value of pT and HT . The behavior of all efficiencies as a function of φ is flat, while for
η the efficiency is low in the region 1.3  |η|  1.5.
(a) pT (b) η
(c) φ (d) HT,all
Figure 6.10.: εreal and εfake of real electrons and fake electrons from light flavor and
heavy flavor jets, as a function of electron pT , η, φ and HT,all [97].
Tight muons pass all criteria, which are described in chapter 6.1.2, while the loose
muons have to pass all criteria like the tight ones except the isolation selection. As for
the electrons the control samples with the real muons are filled with two leptons with the
opposite-sign. One of these muons has to fulfill the tight selection and the other one the
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loose selection. The invariant mass of both muons has to be in the range of the Z mass:
86−96GeV. The fake control region is obtained by requiring one loose muon together
with another muon, which passed the selection criteria of the trigger item EF_mu18.
Additional requirements to reduce real muons from W and Z decays are the same as for
electrons except the distance in φ between any jet and the missing transverse energy,
which has to be lower than 0.5. To measure εfake near a b-jet and a light quark jet the
same requirements are used as for a jet near an electron. Figure 6.11 shows εreal (blue)
and εfake (with b-jet in red and with a light quark in green) as a function of pT , η φ and
HT . As for the electrons εreal has a flat behavior in every histogram and an efficiency of
99%. Figure 6.11(a) and Figure 6.11(d) presents a high fake probability for lower values
of pT and HT than for higher values. εfake as a function of η and φ with a light quark
jet is very low, εfake < 0.05, while εfake measured near a b-jet is between 0.3 and 0.4
and has its minimum at |η| ≈ 0.
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(a) pT (b) η
(c) φ (d) HT
Figure 6.11.: Loose-to-tight rates of real muons and fake muons, as functions of muon
pT , η, φ and HT,all(the pT -sum for all jets, leptons) [97].
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6.4. Data and Monte Carlo distributions
6.4.1. Top event selection
Figures 6.12 - 6.16 show the Monte Carlo prediction together with data from the egamma
stream with exactly one electron or positron in every event. In these Figures and for
the several following lepton categories, which are discussed below, the distributions ET ,
NJets, EJetsT , HT and p
Leptons
T are presented. The uncertainties of the Monte Carlo
distributions are not shown, because the uncertainty calculation are not available yet.
The uncertainty of the data are calculated with the square root of the entries in the
corresponding bin, while in the case of zero entries the Feldman-Cousins method is used
[100]. For every distribution the Monte Carlo processes W + jets and tt¯ + jets are the
dominating contributions. The Monte Carlo together with the fakes describe the data
very well as shown for the ET , HT and pLeptonsT . For the NJets and EJetsT the Monte
Carlo underestimate the data, which can be caused by the missing correction factors for
the W + jets or by an overestimation of the fake contribution.
The distribution for events with exact two electron with the opposite-sign are presented
in Figures 6.12 - 6.16. Here, the dominating background samples are Z+jets and tt¯+jets
and the Monte Carlo describe the data well, except pLeptonsT and HT distribution.
For the category of exactly two leptons with the opposite-sign and different flavor the
distributions are shown in Figures 6.22 - 6.26. In this case the dominating background
process is tt¯ + jets. The disagreement between Monte Carlo and data for the  ET
distribution can be caused by the underestimation of the fake contribution. Also the
other distribution show a small disagreement between Monte Carlo and data, which can
be also caused by an underestimation of the fake contribution in this category.
Figure 6.27 and 6.28 show the NJets distribution for exactly two same-sign electrons
and exactly one electron and one muon with the same-sign, respectively. In both his-
tograms the dominating background processes are Diboson + jets and tt¯ + jets. The
contribution of the process tt¯ + jets can be caused by a wrong reconstructed charge or
the identification of an electron coming from a hadron decay inside the jet, than the
decay tt¯ can produce only two leptons with the opposite-sign. The contribution of the
process Z + jets in Figure 6.27 is caused by the same reason as for the process tt¯+ jets.
Diboson + jets contains also the process pp → WZ → l±νll±l∓ and contribute via this
process to this lepton category.
In the Figures A.1 - A.5 in Appendix A the distributions for exactly one muon and the
data from the muons stream are plotted. Also in this case W + jets and tt¯+ jets are the
dominated background samples. With the single muon category the agreement between
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Monte Carlo and data is very well for the ET distribution. For the other distributions
the Monte Carlo underestimate the data, which can be caused by an overestimation of
the fake contribution or the missing correction factors for the W + jets process.
The distributions for exactly two muon with the opposite-sign are presented in Figures
A.6 - A.10 (Appendix A) and show a disagreement between Monte Carlo and data for
few bins for every distribution. In these bins the Monte Carlo underestimate the data.
As for two electrons with the opposite-sign Z + jets and tt¯ + jets are the dominated
background samples.
Figures A.11 - A.15 in the Appendix A with events containing one electron and one
muon with the opposite-sign show small discrepancies between Monte Carlo data. The
dominating process is tt¯ + jets.
Events with two same-sign muons and one electron and one muon with the same-sing
as a function of the jet multiplicity are plotted in Figure A.16 and A.17 (Appendix A),
respectively. The dominated background sample is in the case of two same-sign muons
only Diboson + jets, while for events one electron and one muon Diboson + jets and
tt¯ + jets are the dominated ones. As already mentioned above tt¯ + jets can contribute
only due to a wrong charge of the reconstructed lepton or due to a reconstructed electron
coming from a hadron decay inside the jet. In Figure A.16 also W + jets contribute
caused by the reconstruction of a muon from the hadron decay inside the jet.
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Figure 6.12.: ET for the category e+/e− with the top event selection cuts and the re-
quirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.13.: NJets for the category e+/e− with the top event selection cuts and the
requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.14.: EJetsT for the category e+/e− with the top event selection cuts and the
requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.15.: HT for the category e+/e− with the top event selection cuts and the re-
quirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.16.: pLeptonsT for the category e+/e− with the top event selection cuts and the
requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.17.: ET for the category e+e− with the top event selection cuts and the require-
ment of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.18.: NJets for the category e+e− with the top event selection cuts and the
requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.19.: EJetsT for the category e+e− with the top event selection cuts and the
requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.20.: HT for the category e+e− with the top event selection cuts and the require-
ment of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.21.: pLeptonsT for the category e+e− with the top event selection cuts and the
requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.22.: ET for the category e+μ−/e−μ+ with the top event selection cuts and the
requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.23.: NJets for the category e+μ−/e−μ+ with the top event selection cuts and
the requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.24.: EJetsT for the category e+μ−/e−μ+ with the top event selection cuts and
the requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.25.: HT for the category e+μ−/e−μ+ with the top event selection cuts and the
requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.26.: pLeptonsT for the category e+μ−/e−μ+ with the top event selection cuts and
the requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.27.: NJets for the category e+e+/e−e− with the top event selection cuts and
the requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.28.: NJets for the category e+μ+/e−μ− with the top event selection cuts and
the requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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6.4.2. Optimized event selection
In this chapter the agreement between Monte Carlo and data with the used optimized
event selection are discussed. Also in this case the uncertainties on the Monte Carlo
prediction are not presented due to the missing implementation in the analyses frame-
work. The uncertainty of the data are calculated with the square root of the entries in
the corresponding bin, while in the case of zero entries the Feldman-Cousins method is
used [100].
In the single electron/positron category (Figures 6.29 - 6.33) the dominating back-
ground processes are W + jets and tt¯ + jets as for the top event selection criteria. In
this case the Monte Carlo underestimates the data. The reason for this underestimation
could be the missing correction for the W +jets contribution or the missing recalculation
of the missing transverse momentum after applying the scale factors for the electrons.
With events containing exactly two opposite-sign electrons (Figure 6.34 - 6.38) there
is a disagreement between Monte Carlo and data. Due to improved cut values for the
event selection the contribution of Z + jets is smaller than with the top event selection
criteria.
Figure 6.29 - 6.33 show the distribution for events with one electron and one muon
with the opposite-sign and a disagreement between Monte Carlo and data is visible.
When applying a muon trigger chain and when using the data from the muons stream
the dominating background samples are the same as for the electron channels. Events
with exactly one muon are presented in Figure A.18 - A.22 in the Appendix A. There,
the Monte Carlo underestimates the data, which can also be caused by the missing
correction for the W + jets contribution or the missing recalculation of the missing
transverse momentum after applying the scale factors for the electrons. In the case of
two muons with the opposite-sign in every event the distributions are shown in Figure
A.23 - A.27 in the Appendix A. For these distributions the agreement between Monte
Carlo and data is good except for few bins, where the Monte Carlo underestimates or
overestimates the data. The dominating Monte Carlo process is tt¯+ jets. In the Figures
A.28 - A.22 in the Appendix A the distributions are plotted for events with one electron
and one muon with the opposite-sign. Here, the agreement between Monte Carlo and
data is good except for few bins.
With the improvement of the event selection cuts no data events passed the criteria
when using the data from the muons stream for events with exactly two same-sign muons
(Figure A.33 in the Appendix A), while three events pass the optimized event selection
criteria for events, which contain one muon and one electron with the same-sign (Figure
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A.34 in the Appendix A). Applying an egamma trigger chain and with the data from
the egamma stream only one event passed the event selection criteria in events with
exactly two same-sign electrons (Figure 6.44) and one electron and one muon with the
same-sign(Figure 6.45). This shows that the improvement of the event selection cuts has
a better background suppression, but also less data events pass these criteria.
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Figure 6.29.: ET for the category e+/e− with the optimized event selection cuts and the
requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.30.: NJets for the category e+/e− with the optimized event selection cuts and
the requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.31.: EJetsT for the category e+/e− with the optimized event selection cuts and
the requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.32.: HT for the category e+/e− with the optimized event selection cuts and the
requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.33.: pLeptonsT for the category e+/e− with the optimized event selection cuts and
the requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.34.: ET for the category e+e− with the optimized event selection cuts and the
requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.35.: NJets for the category e+e− with the optimized event selection cuts and
the requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.36.: EJetsT for the category e+e− with the optimized event selection cuts and
the requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.37.: HT for the category e+e− with the optimized event selection cuts and the
requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.38.: pLeptonsT for the category e+e− with the optimized event selection cuts and
the requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.39.: ET for the category e+μ−/e−μ+ with the optimized event selection cuts
and the requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.40.: NJets for the category e+μ−/e−μ+ with the optimized event selection cuts
and the requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.41.: EJetsT for the category e+μ−/e−μ+ with the optimized event selection cuts
and the requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.42.: HT for the category e+μ−/e−μ+ with the optimized event selection cuts
and the requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.43.: pLeptonsT for the category e+μ−/e−μ+ with the optimized event selection
cuts and the requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.44.: NJets for the category e+e+/e−e− with the optimized event selection cuts
and the requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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Figure 6.45.: NJets for the category e+μ+/e−μ− with the optimized event selection cuts
and the requirement of an electron trigger chain.
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The final yields in single and dilepton events with the top and optimized event selection
criteria are discussed in the chapter 6. With the measured data and Monte Carlo yields
in the signal region of two same-sign leptons the signal can be extracted (chapter 8).
For the extracted of the signal and the lower mass limit determination it is necessary to
consider the sources of the systematic uncertainties.
For example, systematic uncertainties are caused by the reconstruction algorithms
used for the physical objects and by defects from the experiment itself. A list of the
systematic uncertainties and their effect on the signal (b′ with mb′ = 400GeV) and the
complete background contribution is given in Table 7.1. They were determined with
the analysis in the ATLAS note [97]. For the systematic studies the top event selection
criteria were used. The reconstruction efficiencies of the muons and electrons contains
the uncertainties of the reconstruction algorithm as well as the uncertainties from the
trigger object selection and scale factors. For the signal and background an upper and
a lower bound of the uncertainty on the acceptance are listed in Table 7.1.
The effect of uncertainties from the jet energy scale were studied with a rescaling of
the jet momentum as a function of its transverse momentum (pT ) and its pseudorapidity
(η). The size of this uncertainty was determined with the relative difference between
the acceptance with the jet energy rescaling and the acceptance without the jet energy
rescaling.
The jet energy scale resolution was measured with dijet events. The effect on the
signal and background was studied with a smearing based on a Gaussian distribution of
the jet momentum depending on its transverse momentum and its pseudorapidity. The
effect of this uncertainty is determined from the difference between the counted events
with a smearing and the counted events without a smearing.
The effects on the counted events by the uncertainties coming from the reconstruction
algorithm, which also takes into account the uncertainties from the trigger identifica-
tion and the scale factors, were measured by varying the lepton selection inside the
uncertainties.
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Source Uncertainty on signal Uncertainty on
acceptance (%) background acceptance (%)
Jet energy scale +0.7,−0.8 +7.1,−5.5
Jet energy resolution +0.7,−0.8 +4.1,−4.2
Jet reconstruction efficiency +0.1,−0.1 +0.1,−0.1
Electron energy scale +0.3,−0.4 +1.1,−1.2
Electron energy resolution +0.1,−0.1 +0.8,−0.8
Muon energy scale +0.1,−0.1 +0.1,−0.1
Muon energy resolution +0.2,−0.3 +0.6,−0.7
Electron reconstruction efficiency +3.4,−4.9 +1.8,−2.0
Muon reconstruction efficiency +4.4,−5.3 +2.3,−3.0
Missing Transverse Momentum +0.8,−0.8 +0.9,−0.9
Broken LAr Calorimeter modules +2.0,−3.0 +1.0,−2.0
Table 7.1.: Sources of systematic uncertainties and their contributions to the uncertainty
on signal and background acceptance. Lepton reconstruction efficiencies
takes also into account the trigger and scale factor uncertainties. For these
studies the top event selection criteria were used [97].
The energy scale uncertainty of the electrons was studied by rescaling the transverse
energy of the cluster. With the relative difference between the selected events with an
energy rescaling and the selected events without a rescaling is used for the determination
of the effect on the signal and the background. This is also done for the muons, but in
this case the transverse momentum of the muons is used. To study the effect coming
from the energy resolution a smearing on the transverse momentum for the muons and
on the transverse energy of the electron cluster is applied, which is based on a Gaussian
distribution. The relative difference between the selected events with a smearing and
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without a smearing gives the uncertainty.
If the energy or the momentum of any physical object in the event is modified by
a smearing or rescaling the missing transverse energy needs to be recalculated. The
uncertainty from the missing transverse energy can also be studied with a 1σ shift in
the CellOut and SoftJet term in the ET calculation. Using the relative difference between
the counted events with the recalculated ET and the events with the original ET the
uncertainty is determined.
As shown in Table 7.1, the biggest uncertainties are coming from the jet energy scale
and the jet energy resolution.
The signal extraction and the lower mass limit determination also depend on the the
Monte Carlo estimation, which is affected by the configuration of the Monte Carlo gen-
erator. Changing the configuration can lead to an effect on the event selection efficiency.
In the following, I discuss the effect on the event selection efficiency coming from re-
placing the PDF and from varying the parameters for the ISR and FSR simulation. For
these systematic studies a b′ signal samples is used generated with Pythia6.
7.1. PDF uncertainties
As already described in chapter 4.1.1 the parton distribution function defines the prob-
ability density for finding a parton (quark or gluon) in the proton with a certain longi-
tudinal momentum fraction x at a squared momentum transfer q2. Thus, changing the
PDF can lead to an effect on the cross section for the simulated process or the simulation
of the underlying event.
The underlying event in the Monte Carlo samples are dominated by multi-parton
interactions (MPI) caused by the interaction of the partons beside the hard scattering.
The MPI is modelled phenomenologically and a set of parameters in the generator can
be used to optimize the Monte Carlo estimation for a comparison to experimental data,
which is know as ”tuning”.
The calculation of the partonic cross section for the MPI can lead into divergences
and, thus, for modeling the MPI a cuttoff parameter is needed, which is based on the
scattering pT and is called pminT . In Pythia6 this parameter is evolved as function of the
center-of-mass energy and the calculation is given by [101]:
pmin⊥ (
√
s) = pmin⊥ (1800GeV) ·
( √
s
1800GeV
)e/2
, (7.1)
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where pmin⊥ (1800GeV) is set to 1800GeV due to the parameter optimization with the
Tevatron Run I data in the past. In ATLAS pmin⊥ (1800GeV) and the exponent e are
used for the optimization of the parameters in Pythia6 labeled PARP(82) and PARP(90),
respectively. For example, a higher value of e produce a higher pmin⊥ (
√
s) at LHC energies
and reduce the MPI activity.
The MPI model also uses the color reconnection mechanism, which needs to be tuned
to LHC data. The color reconnection mechanism modeled in Pythia6 is connected to
the probability Pkeep that a string does not participate in this process and is given by:
Pkeep = (1 − PARP (78))nMPI , (7.2)
where nMPI is the number of additional parton-parton interactions, which occur in the
event. It shows, that the probability for color reconnection goes up with an increasing
of the interaction. Furthermore, the parameter PARP(77) in Pythia6 is used for the
Pythia6 tuning, which is needed to suppress reconnections of high pT strings.
The geometrical overlap of the colliding protons is modeled using a double Gaussian
(”hot spot model”) with parameters PARP(84) and PARP(83), which determine the
inner radius and the outer radius for the master density. Both parameters were tuned
to data.
With the parameters discussed above Pythia6 was tuned to set of data with a center-
of-mass energy of
√
s = 0.9TeV and
√
s = 7TeV taken with ATLAS in 2010 [102].
Further data sets from the experiments D0 and CDF were included for the tuning. This
tune is called ATLAS Minimum Bias Tune 1 (AMBT1).
In AMBT1 the PDF MRST 2007LO* [103] is used, which is a modified leading-order
PDF. The reason for using a modified leading-order PDF is that Pythia6 is a leading-
order generator, which cannot take into account a next to leading-order loop correction
for the event generation and the cross section calculation. For leading-order generators
only corresponding leading-order PDFs can be applied. To get a more realistic descrip-
tion of the simulation of proton-proton collisions together with the gluon radiations a
modified leading-order PDF is used in ATLAS for the MC10 production.
For the uncertainty study of the event selection efficiency coming from the PDF choice
CTEQ6L [104] and CTEQ6LL [104] are used. CTEQ6LL is also a modified leading order
PDF, while CTEQ6L is a leading-order PDF. Inside ATLAS studies have been shown
that the agreement between the Monte Carlo estimation and the data is very sensitive to
the PDF and the corresponding Pythia6 tune [102]. Thus, replacing the PDF requires
a retune of the parameters. For the PDFs CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL the parameters in
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Pythia6 were optimized with the same data set used for AMBT1 [105] using the Profes-
sor [106] tool. The tool is based on a definition and minimization of a goodness of fit
function between experimental data and parametrized generator responses. The genera-
tor response is obtained using Rivet [107], which mimics experimental data analysis with
Monte Carlo generators. The final tuned parameter values for the new PDFs together
with the values of the MC10 setup of Pythia6 are listed in Table 7.2.
Parameters MC10 Retuned CTEQ6L Retuned CTEQ6LL
Parp(77) 1.016 0.63 0.59
Parp(78) 0.538 0.33 0.31
Parp(82) 2.292 2.18 2.06
Parp(84) 0.651 0.40 0.45
Parp(90) 0.250 0.23 0.24
Table 7.2.: Tune parameters and values for MC10, CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL [102], [105].
With these new PDFs and the corresponding tuned parameter values Monte Carlo
samples were produced (labeled as ”new tune”) with the signal process and a b′ mass,
mb′ = 350GeV. Monte Carlo samples using the other PDFs but with the MC10 generator
setup (labeled ”no tune”) were simulated as well. The idea of using the MC10 setup
with a different PDF is to study the effect on the event selection efficiency coming from
replacing the PDF without optimizing parameter values, then non optimized parameters
can lead to an over- or underestimation of the MPI model with respect to the data. Every
sample were produced with a different random seed start value and the configuration
of the Monte Carlo generator filter as described in chapter 4.1.4. Table 7.3 presents
the leading-order cross section, which were calculated by Pythia6 without the generator
filter efficiency. The cross section calculated with the PDF in the MC10 setup for mb′ =
350GeV is higher than calculated with CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL. Figure 7.3(a) presents
the gluon density function f(x,Q2 = 2 × 105 GeV2) multiplied with the momentum
fraction x for the PDFs MRST 2007LO* (MC10), CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL as a function
of the momentum fraction of the gluon. The distributions for the other type of partons
are plotted in Figure B.1 in the Appendix B and all flavors together are plotted in Figure
7.3(b). Within a proton-proton collision f(x, q2) defines the probability that a parton
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from the proton will interact in the hard scattering process with a parton from the other
proton. For a low mass of the b′ a low momentum fraction is needed. In Figure 7.3(b) at
low values of x the gluon has the highest value for f ·x and thus, the gluon fusion channel
is dominating production channel. The differences of the cross section in Table 7.3 is
caused by a higher f · x value for MRST 2007LO* than for CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL.
The cross sections calculated with CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL are equal due to the similar
behavior of f · x for both PDFs as a function of x.
PDF σ (mb′ = 350GeV) [pb]
MC10 1.122
CTEQ6L (new tune) 0.878
CTEQ6LL (new tune) 0.865
CTEQ6L (no tune) 0.861
CTEQ6LL (no tune) 0.886
Table 7.3.: The leading-order cross section σ is presented for the MC10 setup and for
CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL with the MC10 setup (no tune) and with the re-
tuned parameter values (new tune).
Another way to study the PDF effect on the event selection efficiency is to use a
"reweighting" method [109]. With this tool a new weight is calculated for the new PDF
with respect to the PDF in MC10 for every event. This depends on the flavor f of the
parton in the proton, which is used for the hard process, the momentum fraction of
this parton x and the momentum transfer q2. With the LHAPDF interface [110] the
PDF momentum density f for for a given PDF, x and q are calculated and used in the
following equation
c = f
MRST 2007LO∗
1 (x1, q) · fMRST 2007LO
∗
2 (x2, q)
f i1(x1, q) · f i2(x2, q)
, (7.3)
where i is the new PDF, which is used for the reweighting with respect to MRST 2007LO*
and 1 and 2 are the partons, which interacts in the hard scattering process. The multipli-
cation of the initial event weight w and c results in the new weight: wnew = w · c. Figure
7.2 presents the new weight wnew for the PDFs CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL together with
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(a) gluon (b) all
Figure 7.1.: Parton density function multiplied with the momentum fraction x as func-
tion of the momentum fraction for the gluon the PDF MRST 2007LO*
(MC10), CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL ((a)) and all partons for the PDF MRST
2007LO* ((b)) [108]
the weight of the simulated Monte Carlo samples with Pythia6 and the MC10 setup.
The calculated weights with the reweighting method have values between 0.3 and 1.0,
while the standard weight with the MC10 setup in the simulated samples has always the
value 1.0.
Table 7.5, 7.7 and B.1 in the Appendix B present the event selection efficiencies for
the produced samples with the different PDF setup and for the reweighted samples. The
number of generated events are scaled to the available luminosity of L = 2.05 fb−1 and
the event selection efficiencies and uncertainties are calculated with equation (6.7). For
the determination of the lower and upper limit for the efficiency equation (6.9) is used.
For the selection of the event the top event selection is applied.
As shown in Table 7.5 selecting events with a trigger requirement or a cut on PLeadLepT ,
P 2ndLeadLepT and NJets do not show any differences on the event selection efficiencies
between the several samples. Applying exactly two same-sign electrons in every event
shows very small differences, but these differences are within the upper and lower limit
of the efficiencies. In Figure 7.4 the multiplicity and the transverse momentum of the
electron and muon on generator level are plotted. For this no event selection criteria
are used the distribution are normalized to L = 2.05 fb−1. The distribution coming
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Figure 7.2.: Monte Carlo event weight of Pythia6 samples and the weight calculated by
the reweighting method. All distributions are normalized to a luminosity of
L = 2.05 fb−1.
from the sample with the default MC10 setup is higher than the other distributions,
which is caused by the higher cross section of this sample. But the shape is for every
samples the same and shows that replacing the PDFs does not have a visible effect on the
leptons multiplicity and transverse momentum. Small differences on the event selection
efficiencies are visible, but the differences are within the upper and lower limit of the
efficiencies. It is similar for the missing transverse momentum requirement. The event
selection efficiency for the PDF CTEQ6LL with the MC10 setup has the highest event
selection efficiency, which is not understood yet and needs to be studied. The components
for the  ET calculation are not available in the analysis framework. Also the event
selection efficiency for HT is different between the default MC10 setup and the new PDFs,
while the efficiencies for the samples with the new weight are similar. The differences
are caused by the overlap removal between electron and jets. The overlap removal is
made before the calculation of HT . Table 7.4 shows the event selection efficiencies for
HT without applying the overlap removal and the event selection efficiencies are similar.
With applying CTEQ6L more jets are removed than for the default MC10 setup, which
results in a lower value for HT , while using CTEQ6LL less jets jets were removed and
HT is higher. Without the overlap removal the differences in the total event selection
efficiency is smaller than with the overlap removal. The small differences in total event
selection are caused by the missing transverse momentum requirement.
In Table 7.6 the event selection efficiencies are listed requiring exactly two same-sign
electrons in every event and the optimized event selection. The differences between
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Sample HT
Default 0.99341+0.00305−0.00493
CTEQ6L new tune 0.99440+0.00328−0.00615
CTEQ6LL new tune) 0.99814+0.00162−0.00501
CTEQ6L no tune) 0.99266+0.00402−0.00717
CTEQ6LL no tune) 0.99894+0.00103−0.00479
CTEQ6L reweight) 0.99145+0.00386−0.00615
CTEQ6LL reweight 0.99145+0.00390−0.00626
Table 7.4.: Event selection efficiency after applying the cut on HT for the samples with
the different PDF setups. Events with two same-sign electrons and the top
event selection cuts are used. No overlap removal is made.
the efficiencies are small and within the upper and lower limit of the efficiencies. The
total event selection efficiencies are higher for ”CTEQ6LL new tune” and ”CTEQ6LL
no tune” than for ”Default”, while for ”CTEQ6L new tune” and ”CTEQ6L no tune”
the efficiencies are lower than for ”Default”. The behavior between the efficiencies are
caused by a cut on HT , but the event selection efficiencies for the other cuts, which are
applied before HT requirement like ET , show a different behavior. A reason could be
the small jet multiplicity between the different samples. Removing the overlap removal
between electrons and jets in the analysis show a very small difference between the
total event selection efficiencies of the different Monte Carlo samples and the efficiencies
are within the upper and lower limit of the efficiency. In this case the event selection
efficiency after applying the HT requirement is ≈ 0.99. Figure 7.3 presents the NJets
and the EJetsT distribution for events with two same-sign electrons. Both distributions
are scaled L = 2.05 fb−1. Only the object selection criteria for jets are applied and the
no event selection. The differences between the several samples are very small. The
maximum of the NJets distribution for the default signal sample has a higher maximum
than the other samples, but between the samples with the changed PDF the behavior of
the distributions are the same. For the EJetsT distribution the behavior of the different
samples with the replaced PDF are the same. But the distribution for the default
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sample is higher than the other ones for EJetsT < 100GeV. In the case of the reweighting
method the differences between the total event selection efficiencies (”Default”, CTEQ6L
reweight” and ”CTEQ6LL reweight”) are smaller than for using the top even selection
cuts. This is caused by the calculated weight, than with the default weight value, which
is one, event selection efficiencies are equal. The shape of the NJets, EJetsT and p
Leptons
T
in the Figures B.2 - B.4 (used top event selection) and in the Figures B.11 - B.13 (used
optimized event selection) in the Appendix B are equal for ”Default”, CTEQ6L reweight”
and ”CTEQ6LL reweight”.
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Figure 7.3.: NJets and EJetsT for events with two same-sign electrons. Only the jet selec-
tion criteria and no event selection criteria are applied. The distributions
are scaled to a luminosity of L = 2.05 fb−1.
requires further investigations.
The event selection efficiencies for events with two same-sign muons and the top event
selection criteria are listed in Table 7.7. Also here, the efficiencies are small and within
the upper and lower of the efficiencies. The total event selection efficiency for ”CTEQ6L
new tune” is lower than for ”Default” and for ”CTEQ6LL new tune” the total event
selection efficiency is higher than ”Default”. Replacing the PDF and use the MC10
values for the parameters the behavior is the different. The efficiency for ”CTEQ6L new
tune” and ”CTEQ6LL new tune” are higher than for ”Default”. These behaviors are
visible with the requirement of two same-sign muons in the event, which can be caused
by reconstructed muons coming from a hadron decays inside the jet. The efficiencies
for the samples ”CTEQ6L reweight” and ”CTEQ6LL reweight” has a smaller difference
between each other and also with respect to ”Default”. This effect is also caused by the
new calculated for these samples, then with the default weight, for which the value is
one, the event selection efficiencies are equal. Using the optimized event selection criteria
in events with two same-sign muons (Table 7.8) the same behavior between the different
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efficiencies are visible. In the Figures B.5 - B.7 in the Appendix B the NJets, EJetsT and
pLeptonsT are plotted and do not any differences between the behaviors. In the case of the
used optimized event selection criteria no differences are visible for the distributions in
the Figures B.14 - B.16 in the Appendix B.
The event selection efficiencies for events with one electron and one muon and the used
top event selection are listed in Table B.1 in the Appendix B. The total event selection
efficiency for ”CTEQ6LL new tune” is lower than for ”Default”, while for ”CTEQ6L new
tune” the efficiency is higher than for ”Default”. Using only a new PDF the opposite
behavior is visible. The same effect already visible with requiring one electron and one
muon. This can be caused by the different rate of reconstructed leptons near a jet. In the
case of ”CTEQ6L reweight” and ”CTEQ6LL reweight” both efficiencies are similar, but
higher than for ”Default”, caused by the new calculated weight, then also here with the
default weight the event selection efficiencies are equal. In Table B.2 selected event with
the optimized event selection criteria are listed. Requiring the optimized event selection
the same behavior is visible as for using the top event selection. With using the top event
selection criteria and the optimized event selection criteria no differences are visible for
the distributions (NJets, EJetsT and p
Leptons
T ) between the samples ”Default”, ”CTEQ6L
reweight” and ”CTEQ6LL reweight” in the Figures B.8 - B.10 and Figures B.17 - B.19,
respectively.
the jet multiplicity. The differences between the event selection efficiencies are also
caused by overlap removal and the values are simialr without the overlap removal.
setup. The differences between total event selection efficiencies of the samples are
smaller than with the applied event selection efficiencies.
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Figure 7.4.: Nel and Nμ on generator level together with their transverse momentum (pelT
and pmuT ) scaled to a luminosity of L = 2.05 fb−1. There are no requirements
for the production channel of the electron and muons. The distributions are
presented for the Monte Carlo samples with the several PDF configuration
and the MC10 setup.
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7.2. ISR/FSR uncertainties
A higher FSR and ISR activity leads to more jets, while a lower FSR and ISR activity
leads to a lower jet multiplicity. As this is important for the event selection. Monte Carlo
samples with varying the ISR and FSR were produced following the ATLAS top group
recommendation and with m(b′) = 500GeV. Also a different start random seed value is
used for the production of the several samples together with the Monte Carlo generator
filter setup described in chapter 4.1.4. The recommended parameters by the ATLAS
Top group with the updated parameters for higher and lower ISR and FSR activity are
listed in Table 7.9 and 7.10, respectively [76].
Parameter MC10 Less ISR activity More ISR activity
PARP(64) 3.0 4.0 0.25
PARP(67) 1.0 0.5 6.0
Table 7.9.: Parameter values for more and less ISR on generator level.
Parameter MC10 Less FSR activity More FSR activity
PARP (72) 0.192 0.096 0.384
PARJ (82) 1.0 2.0 0.5
Table 7.10.: Parameter values for more and less FSR on generator level.
In general, the the gluon radiation depends on αs and varying the scale for αs changes
the ISR activity in Pythia6. For the ISR evolution in Pythia6 the αs scale is not modified
directly, instead the energy scale of the process E is used and multiplied with a factor
called PARP(64), which does not have any physical correspondence. Figure 7.5 presents
schematically the evolution of αs as a function of the energy E and with a high value of
PARP(64) αs has a low value. A high αs value increases the ISR activity, while with a
low αs value the ISR activity decreases.
As introduced in chapter 4.1.1 the ISR evaluation starts at the hard scattering scale
with q2max and ends at the cutoff parameter scale, where q20 is defined. With varying the
range between q2max and q20 the ISR activity can be regulated. It is not recommended
to move q20 to lower values, than it is used for suppressing the divergences. Thus, q2max
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Figure 7.5.: Schematic αs evolution as a function of the process energy E. In the Pythia6
model the energy is multiplied with the tune parameter PARP(64) for the αs
definition, instead of defining the energy scale directly for the ISR evolution
[111].
is used for the regulating the ISR activity. With moving to higher values of q2max the
ISR activity is higher than with a lower values of q2max. In the Pythia6 model q2max is
multiplied with a factor labeled as PARP(67).
For the uncertainty studies coming from varying the corresponding FSR parameters
the upper scale limit, from where the FSR evaluation started, is changed. For this the
parameter PARP(72) in Pythia6 is used and is multiplied with q2max defined by the
momentum of radiated gluon or created quark-anti-quark pair by the ISR evolution. A
higher value of PARP(72) leads to a higher FSR activity than a smaller value.
The FSR activity in Pythia6 also depends on the invariant mass of the radiating parton
and varying the value of the invariant mass changes the FSR activity. This parameter
is implemented in Pythia6 in such a way that partons with a lower invariant mass than
the defined value are not allowed to radiate. Thus, a low values leads to a high FSR
activity, while a high value suppresses the FSR activity. The value of the parameter
PARJ(82) represents the invariant mass cut in units of GeV.
In Figure 7.6 the electron and muon multiplicity together with their transverse mo-
mentum on generator level are plotted. Due to the generator filter only leptons with
pT > 10GeV and |η| < 2.7 are selected. Every distribution is scaled to a luminosity of
L = 2.05 fb−1. It show that varying the values for ISR and FSR does not change the
electron and muon multiplicity.
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Figure 7.6.: Nel and Nμ on generator level together with their transverse momentum (pelT
and pmuT ) scaled to a luminosity of L = 2.05 fb−1. There are no requirements
for the production channel of the electron and muons. The distributions are
presented for the Monte Carlo samples with varied ISR and FSR parameters
and the MC10 setup.
In Table 7.11 the event selection efficiencies for applying the top selection criteria and
requiring exactly two same-sign electrons in every event are listed. Default stands for the
MC10 setup on generator level. In general, the differences between the event selection
efficiencies are very small and are within the upper and lower limit of the efficiencies.
The small differences for the total event selection efficiencies are caused by applying two
same-sign electrons, because the same behavior of the differences are visible there. For
the samples ”FSR up” and ”ISR up” the event selection efficiencies are higher than for
the ”Default” sample. The samples with ”FSR down” and ”ISR down” have a lower
efficiency with respect to ”Default” one. The reason for this are misidentified electrons
near the jet, because a higher jet multiplicity leads to a higher number of misidentified
electrons and thus a higher event selection efficiency. This is visible in the Figures B.20
and B.21 in the Appendix B. There, the NJets and the EJetsT distributions are plotted
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with the applied object selection and no event selection criteria. The Figures show, that
the jet multiplicity is higher for ”ISR up” and ”FSR up” than for the other samples.
The same behavior between the efficiencies is also visible with the cut on HT . With
removing the overlap removal from the analysis the calculated HT increases and due to
that the event selection efficiencies are for every samples 1.00. In this case the difference
between the total event selection efficiencies are the same as with an overlap removal in
the analysis. Applying a ET cut leads to a higher efficiency for ”FSR down” and ”ISR
down” with respect to ”Default”. For ”FSR up” and ”ISR up” the opposite behavior is
visible. Higher FSR and ISR activity cause a higher value for ET CellOut, ET SoftJets, or
ET Jets in the event. This leads to a smaller calculated ET and a lower event selection
efficiency than for the ET in the case of ”Default”.
Table 7.12 presents the event selection efficiencies for events with exactly two same-
sign electrons and for the used optimized event selection criteria. The differences between
the efficiencies are small and withing the upper and lower limit of the efficiency. For the
total event selection efficiencies, the event selection efficiencies for applying same-sign
electrons and a cut on the missing transverse energy are same as in Table 7.11, for which
the top event selection criteria are used.
The efficiencies for events with two same-sign muons and with the top event selection
cuts are listed in Table 7.13. The total event selection efficiencies for ”ISR down” is lower
than for ”Default”, while ”FSR up”, ”FSR down” and ”ISR up” has a higher total event
selection efficiency than ”Default”. The same behavior is also visible without an overlap
removal in the analysis. This is caused by the cut on the transverse momentum of the
leading muon. A lower ISR activity leads to more reconstructed muons with a lower
transverse momentum and a lower event selection efficiency with respect to ”Default”.
This is supported by Figure B.23, where the the NJets distribution of ”ISR down” has
the highest maximum and a high jet multiplicity leads to a high number of misidentified
leptons. For ”FSR up”, ”FSR down” and ”ISR up” more muons with a higher transverse
momentum are reconstructed than for ” Default”. Using the optimized event selection
efficiencies (Table 7.14) for ”ISR down” the total event selection efficiency is the same as
for ”Default”, while for the other samples the efficiencies are higher than for ”Default”
caused by the cut on the transverse momentum of the muon.
In the attachment B the event selection efficiencies for events with one electron and
one muon are listed in Table B.3 and Table B.4 for the top event selection criteria and
the optimized event selection criteria, respectively. For both event selection criteria the
differences between the efficiencies are small and within the upper and lower limit of the
efficiencies. Applying the top event selection criteria the total event selection efficiencies
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for ”ISR up” is higher than for ”Default”. For ”FSR down”, ”FSR up” and ”ISR down”
the total event selection efficiencies are smaller than for ”Default”. The same behavior
is visible for selecting events with one electron and one muon with the same-sign. The
reason for this is that ”ISR up” causes more electrons and muon, which passes the
object selection, than ”FSR up”, ”FSR down” and ”ISR down”. Using the optimized
event selection criteria ”FSR down”, ”FSR up” and ”ISR up” has a higher total event
selection efficiency than ”Default”, while for ”ISR down” the efficiency is lower than
”Default” caused by the same reason as in Table B.3. Figure B.26 in the Appendix
shows the NJets distribution for events with one electron ane muon with the same-sign.
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8. Signal extraction and mass limit
calculation
The signal is extracted in events with two same-sign leptons by a simple counting method
developed in this master thesis [20]. With the extracted signal events a lower mass limit
for the down-type fourth generation quark can be determined. In this chapter, the
counting method is introduced briefly together with the method for the limit calculation
as well.
8.1. Counting Analysis
For the extraction of the signal events in the signal region (SR) of two same-sing leptons
with the counting method a distribution with a significant difference between the signal
and the background needs to be chosen. Therefore, the distribution NJets is a good
candidate. The counting method counts all observed data events, NObs, SRData , in the
signal region and subtracts then the sum of all Monte Carlo background events NBG, SRMC .
Finally, the remaining events NSig should be the number of measured signal events in
the signal region:
NSig = NObs, SRData − NBG, SRMC . (8.1)
However, equation (8.1) provides only an unbiased result if the background is well esti-
mated. For this the background needs to be controlled. In the first step, the counted
number of events of a Monte Carlo sample i with the integrated luminosity Li is rescaled
to the collected data luminosity L∗ via:
wi =
L∗
Li
= σi
Ni
· L∗ (8.2)
with Ni being the total number of events in the sample and σi being the used cross section
for the corresponding Monte Carlo process. For example, if the used cross section is not
equal to the one in nature then the weight wi is over- or underestimated by a factor c
and changes to wi/c. Therefore, the Monte Carlo estimation needs to be corrected by a
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scaling factor Ri taken from data with the assumption c ≈ Ri:
wi
c
→ wi
c
· Ri (8.3)
Ri is determined from the ratio of the measured data and the generated Monte Carlo
events to correct the contribution from the background i:
Ri =
NData
NMC,i
. (8.4)
This is done in a region, where the corresponding background i is dominant.
Figure 6.27, 6.28 and A.17 (Appendix A) shows the NJets distribution for events with
the lepton category e+e+/e−e−, e+μ+/e−μ− and μ+μ+/μ−μ− with the data of the
egamma and muons stream, respectively. The background process tt¯ + jets contributes
in every histogram, while Z → e+e− is only significant visible in the histogram of the
lepton category e+e+/e−e− with the top event selection criteria. Thus, only tt¯+jets and
Z → e+e− are corrected and both background processes can be measured in a control
region. For the correction of tt¯+ jets the lepton region e+μ−/e−μ+ is used and with the
lepton category e+e− the process Z → e+e− is corrected. Other background processes
are not controlled and therefore are combined in the category ”other”.
To obtain the correction factor in equation 8.4 via comparing the measured data with
the Monte Carlo prediction in the corresponding control region (CR) equation 8.1 needs
to be modified to the form
NSig = NObs,SRData −
∑
i
(
NBG,SRMC,i · Ri
)
−
∑
iother
NBG,MC , i
SR
other (8.5)
and the correction factor Ri is as follows:
Ri =
NCR,iData
NCR,iMC,i
(8.6)
calculated in the corresponding control region. The background summation is done for
the sum over the controlled backgrounds i. The index iother contains all other background
processes.
The NJets distributions for the lepton categories e+e− (Figure 6.18) and e+μ−/e−μ+
(Figure 6.23) also show contributions from other background processes and the signal
in this control regions. Due to that these contributions have to be taken into account
for the calculation of the correction factor Ri. This is done by a subtraction of these
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additional background processes and the signal. This estimation needs to be controlled
as well and leads to an iterative procedure of the calculation. Thus, for the first iteration
step equation (8.5) is applied for the calculation of the number of signal events together
with the control ratios Ri. Then in the following iteration steps k, the correction factors
are obtained using
Rki =
NCR,iData −
∑
m=i Rk−1m · NCRMC,m
NCR,iMC,i
, (8.7)
with the ratios Rk−1i of the previous iteration step, k−1. The index m = i stands for the
summation over all samples except the process for the correction. Due to the additional
subtraction of the signal in the control region the correction factor Rki is calculated also
in the signal region. The final equation for the determination of the number of signal
events in the iteration step k is as follows
NkSig = N
Obs,SR
Data −
∑
i
⎛⎝NBG,SRMC,i · NCR,iData −
∑
m=i Rk−1m · NCRMC,m
NCR,iMC,i
⎞⎠− ∑
iother
NBG,SRMC,iother
(8.8)
In Table 8.1 the counted yields of the background processes without any correction
are listed with the applied top event selection criteria with the data of the egamma
and muons stream. For the counting method ten iteration steps are used. Figure 8.1
shows the scale factors for every iteration for the dominant background process (tt¯ and
Z → e+e−) in the signal regions. The ratio for Z → e+e− are shown only for the
lepton category e+e+/e−e− due to it being the only contribution in this category. At
the iteration step zero the values are small and fluctuate around the final value with
the second or third step. Then with the third or fourth iteration the method converges.
The final extracted yields are listed in Table 8.2 together with the number of observed
events. Here, the signal sample with a b′ mass of mb′ = 400GeV is used. The extracted
yields with other masses of the b′ are listed in Appendix C. The corrected values of the
background are higher than for the values in Table 8.1 caused by an underestimation
of the Monte Carlo contribution in the signal region. The higher value of the expected
signal yields in comparison to the final signal yields shows that more events are expected
than measured.
Using the optimized event selection criteria the counted background yields are listed
Table 8.3. The control ratios are plotted in Figure 8.2 and the extracted yields are pre-
sented in Table 8.4. The control ratios are smaller than one caused by an overestimation
of the background contribution in the signal region. Also with the applied optimized
event selection more signal events are expected than measured.
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For the ratios and the yields in Table 8.2 and 8.4 no errors are determined because
the errors are not applied for the mass limit calculation (see chapter 8.2). A possible
way for the error calculation is described in [20].
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Figure 8.1.: Control ratios depending on the iteration step for the different lepton cate-
gories with the egamma and the muons stream. The top event selection is
applied.
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Figure 8.2.: Control ratios depending on the iteration step for the different lepton cate-
gories with the egamma and the muons stream. The optimized event selec-
tion is applied.
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e+e+/e−e− e+μ+/e−μ− e+μ+/e−μ− mu+μ+/mu−μ−
Egamma stream Muons stream
Observed 8 14 6
Z → e+e− 0.589314 0 0 0
tt¯ 1.78086 3.57763 2.81857 0
Other BG 1.82883 3.81874 2.91497 2.74957
Table 8.1.: Counted events of the dominated background in the signal region. The data
of the egamma and muons stream are used separately and the top event
selection criteria are applied.
e+e+/e−e− e+μ+/e−μ− e+μ+/e−μ− mu+μ+/mu−μ−
Egamma stream Muons stream
Observed 8 14 6
Z → e+e− 0.308712 0 0 0
tt¯ 1.953 3.96859 2.88094 0
Other BG 1.82883 3.81874 2.91497 2.74957
Final signal yields 3.90946 6.21266 5.20409 3.25043
Expected signal yields 10.955 26.7219 20.9909 15.3614
Table 8.2.: Measured events and determined final and expected signal yields in the dom-
inated background in the signal region. The data of the egamma and muons
stream are used separately and the top event selection criteria are applied.
For the signal a b mass of mb′ = 400GeV is used.
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e+e+/e−e− e+μ+/e−μ− e+μ+/e−μ−
Egamma stream Muons stream
Observed 1 3 3
Z → e+e− 0 0 0
tt¯ 0.603296 1.29812 1.03722
Other BG 0.230059 0.0162672 -0.00552478
Table 8.3.: Counted events of the dominated background in the signal region. The data
of the egamma and muons stream are used separately and the optimized
event selection criteria are applied.
e+e+/e−e− e+μ+/e−μ− e+μ+/e−μ−
Egamma stream Muons stream
Observed 1 3 3
Z → e+e− 0 0 0
tt¯ 0.611614 1.29124 0.928771
Other BG 0.230059 0.0162672 -0.00552478
Final signal yields 0.158327 1.69249 2.07675
Expected signal yields 7.14418 15.5235 11.6977
Table 8.4.: Measured events and determined final and expected signal yields in the dom-
inated background in the signal region. The data of the egamma and muons
stream are used separately and the optimized event selection criteria are
applied. For the signal a b mass of mb′ = 400GeV is used.
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8.2. Limit
With the extracted numbers of background, signal and observed events the lower mass
limit of the b′ can be determined. For this the modified frequentist method (or called
CLS method) [112] is used. This method is recommended by the ATLAS Statistics
Group [97] and is optimal for excluding a signal even with an insufficient sensitivity.
The CLs method is based on a log-likelihood ratio (LLR), which is defined as a ratio of
the probabilities p of a given experimental result with two alternative hypotheses: H0
and H1, and is given by [113]:
LLR = −2 ln p(data|H1)
p(data|H0) . (8.9)
H1 is the test hypothesis, which describes the presence of the Standard Model back-
ground together with a signal of a fourth generation quark. H0 is for the null hypothesis
describing the Standard Model background without a signal. For both hypothesis the
probability calculation is based on a best-fit value and uses a Poisson probability of ob-
serving the data multiplied by a Gaussian prior. This is done for each pseudo-experiment.
With the CLs method two p-values are calculated: CLs+b and CLb and are defined as
follows:
1 − CLb = p(LLR ≤ LLRobs|H0) , (8.10)
CLs+b = p(LLR ≥ LLRobs|H1) . (8.11)
Observing signal and background without the presence of a signal is defined by the
probability 1 − CLb and is calculated with a value of a test statistic LLRobs with usage
of the data. The probability 1 − CLb is determined as the upward fluctuation of the
background, which is the signal-plus-background response as observed in data. CLb itself
can be seen as the confidence level for the background-only hypothesis. CLs+b describe
the downward fluctuation of the sum of the background together with the signal in data.
In the case of no signal in data it is still possible to get a downward fluctuation. CLs+b
can also have small values even if it is difficult to test the results with the experiment.
For a low sensitivity of the signal, the following equation is used:
CLs =
CLs+b
CLb
. (8.12)
From the frequentist point of view a mistake is being made at the rate of 5% even
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if there is no sensitivity for the experiment and the signal is excluded. Thus, the un-
certainties of the exclusion potential of CLs+b is 5% even for very small signal rates.
In this case CLs is determined as CLs < 0.05 for H1 and this hypothesis is defined as
excluded at 95% confidence level.
Based on the CLs method the final mass limits are calculated with the "MC Limits"
tool [114] recommended by the ATLAS Statistics Group [97]. For this, the yields in
the tables 8.2 - 8.4 and C.1 - C.12) are used. Figures 8.3 - 8.6 show the calculated
values for the expected and observed limit at 95% confidence level as a function of the
b′ mass, for every lepton category separately. For the limit calculation a branching ratio
of 100% for the decay b′ → t+W is assumed. This limit is calculated with 5000 pseudo-
experiments with variations in the model to account for the uncertainties. In this case
only the uncertainty from the luminosity is used, which is 3.7%. Then the green and
the yellow band represent the 1σ (yellow) and 2σ (green) range of the expected limit.
The observed limit is measured with the data. In general, the observed limit should be
inside the range of 1σ and 2σ, which demonstrates an agreement of the data with the
Standard Model. In every histogram the observed limit is higher than the expected limit
and shows a worse limit than expected due to a high fluctuation in the data. The point
where the observed limit curve cross the line at σ/σSM = 1 defines the observed lower
bound of the b′ mass. σ/σSM = 1 implies the identification of one b′ at 95% confidence
level. The final expected and observed mass limits in every lepton category are listed in
Table 8.5 and 8.6, respectively. The highest observed mass limit is 461.161GeV for the
category e+μ+/e−μ− applying the optimized cut values, while the expected mass limit
is 505.241GeV. In general, an improvement of the limits is visible with the optimized
selection criteria especially in the case of the egamma stream.
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(a) e+e+/e−e−
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(b) e+μ+/e−μ−
Figure 8.3.: Expected and observed mass limit as a function of the b′ mass. The green
and the yellow band represent the 1σ (yellow) and 2σ (green) range of the
expected limit. The point where the expected limit curve cross the line at
σ/σSM = 1 defines the observed mass limit of the b′. The top event selection
are applied for the lepton categories e+e+/e−e− and e+μ+/e−μ−. The data
from the egamma stream is used.
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(a) e+μ+/e−μ−
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(b) μ+μ+/μ−μ−
Figure 8.4.: Expected and observed mass limit as a function of the b′ mass. The green
and the yellow band represent the 1σ (yellow) and 2σ (green) range of the
expected limit. The point where the expected limit curve cross the line at
σ/σSM = 1 defines the observed mass limit of the b′. The top event selection
are applied for the lepton categories μ+μ+/μ−μ− and e+μ+/e−μ−. The data
from the muons stream is used.
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(a) e+e+/e−e−
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(b) e+e+/e−e−
Figure 8.5.: Expected and observed mass limit as a function of the b′ mass. The green
and the yellow band represent the 1σ (yellow) and 2σ (green) range of the
expected limit. The point where the expected limit curve cross the line at
σ/σSM = 1 defines the observed mass limit of the b′. The optimized event
selection are applied for the lepton categories e+e+/e−e− and e+μ+/e−μ−.
The data from the egamma stream is used.
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Figure 8.6.: Expected and observed mass limit as a function of the b′ mass. The green
and the yellow band represent the 1σ (yellow) and 2σ (green) range of the
expected limit. The point where the expected limit curve cross the line at
σ/σSM = 1 defines the observed mass limit of the b′. The optimized event
selection are applied for the lepton category e+μ+/e−μ−. The data from
the muons stream is used.
Lepton channel Lower mass limit [GeV] Lower mass limit [GeV]
(Top evt cuts) (Opt. evt. cuts)
e + e + /e − e−
439.802 443.158
(Egamma stream)
e+μ+/e−μ−
497.921 505.241
(Egamma stream)
e+μ+/e−μ−
483.007 476.307 GeV
Muons stream
μ+μ+/μ−μ−
465.357
Muons stream
Table 8.5.: Expected lower mass limit calculated with the CLs method for every same-
sign dilepon category.
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Lepton channel Lower mass limit [GeV] Lower mass limit [GeV]
(Top evt cuts) (Opt. evt. cuts)
e + e + /e − e−
402.504 443.141
(Egamma stream)
e+μ+/e−μ−
443.465 461.141
(Egamma stream)
e+μ+/e−μ−
433.306 434.193
Muons stream
μ+μ+/μ−μ−
429.114
Muons stream
Table 8.6.: Observed lower mass limit calculated with the CLs method for every same-
sign dilepon category.
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9.1. Summary and conclusion
With the start of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) a new energy frontier in proton-
proton collisions can be explored. This provides the possibility for the exclusion or
discovery of new particles, which rules out or confirms new theories. In this thesis,
a search of a down-type fourth generation quark is presented. The extension of the
Standard Model with the model of a fourth generation leads to a possible ansatz for the
generation of the baryogenesis or the unification of the three fundamental forces. From
the theoretical point the model is not excluded. If the Higgs boson will be discovered
with a mass of mH ≈ 125GeV, and with the same branching ratio as evidence was found
for ATLAS and CMS, this model is excluded for many mass scenarios of the fourth
generation particles [24], [25]. Searches at other experiments could only set a lower mass
bound for these particles. The searches have been done with several assumptions for the
decay channel.
Generally, the decay channel depends on the masses of the heavy quarks and the
CKM matrix elements. With the assumption of a unitary V 4x4CKM matrix many scenarios
are possible inside the uncertainties of the V 3x3CKM elements. As I discussed in chapter
two a final state of four W bosons and two b quarks is available in all possible mass
scenarios. This shows that this final state is independent on the mass scenario. With a
pair production of the b′ the decay channel and the assumption of a branching ratio of
100% for the decay into t + W is as follows:
pp → b′b¯′ + X → tt¯ + W+ + W− + X → bb¯ + W+ + W− + W+ + W− + X
Assuming a leptonic decay of two W bosons into electrons and muons a search signature
of two same-sign leptons with any flavor combination can be chosen. This is a rare
Standard Model signature and provides the possibility for suppressing the background
efficiently. The background suppression can be improved by exploiting the high jet
multiplicity caused by the other two W decays into quarks in addition to the the b quarks.
Furthermore, this is supported by applying a cut on the missing transverse energy.
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Further requirements for the jet selection like b-tagging are not used for this analysis
due to rather low identification efficiency and in order to suppress the uncertainties
coming from this algorithm.
For the analysis in this thesis the top selection criteria developed by the ATLAS Top
Group are used due to similar properties of this final state. To improve the background
suppression and the signal selection the tool TMVA has been applied. This optimization
leads to less background in the signal region with two same sign leptons. In chapter six
it has been shown that applying the optimized event selection leads to less selected
event in the signal region and in the lepton category μ+μ+/μ−μ− no data events have
passed these criteria. For a better optimization further studies are recommended and
the optimization of the event selection should be done for every final state separately.
For example, the optimization is done for the number of jets and transverse momentum
of the leading lepton. Furthermore, the jet and lepton multiplicity is affected by the
overlap removal between jets and leptons and can lead to different final states between
events with two same-sign electrons or two same-sign muons.
The leptons, which pass the object selection, could also be coming from hadron decays
inside the jets. Therefor, the fake estimation needs to be determined. In general, a Monte
Carlo sample with QCD jets produced via gluon fusion or quark-anti-quark annihilation
could be used for this study. Due to the tight object and event selection criteria the
probability that such an event passes the event selection is very low, which leads to low
statistics for the estimation and high uncertainties. To solve this problem a data driven
method is applied for the determination of the fake estimation. This has been done for
every lepton category separately by the ATLAS Top Group and for the publication in
[97]. The results of these methods shows that the fake estimation in every lepton category
is very low. The disagreement between data and Monte Carlo, which is discussed in
chapter six, can be caused by an underestimation of the fake contribution.
In chapter six the object and event selection are introduced and with the requirements
on ET and HT the background could be suppressed very well. The total event selection
efficiency  for the signal with applying the top event selection criteria in every same-
sign dilepton category is  ≈ 0.15, while for the background   0.05. After applying
the optimized event selection criteria both efficiencies are lower. In this chapter also the
agreement between Monte Carlo and data has been discussed for several distribution like
the transverse momentum of the leptons, transverse energy of the jets or the numbers
of jets. It turns out that in events with one electron or positron for pLeptonsT and HT
the Monte Carlo describe the data very well, while for the NJets distribution the Monte
Carlo is overestimated. In events with two opposite-sign electrons there is a agreement
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between Monte Carlo and data. The distribution for events with one electron and
one muon with the opposite-sign show small discrepancies between the Monte Carlo
estimation and the data. With using the optimized event selection criteria, the Monte
Carlo is underestimated. In events with two electrons or one electron and muon, both
with the opposite sign, also show small discrepancies between the Monte Carlo and the
data. This can be caused by the missing corrections for the missing transverse energy
or the W + jets Monte Carlo. Also a wrong estimation of the fake contribution can
cause the disagreement. In the signal region of two same-sign leptons with any flavor
combination Diboson + jets and tt¯ + jets are the dominating background processes.
With using the optimized event selection criteria the Monte Carlo background is more
suppressed than for the top event selection criteria, but also less signal and data events
pass the event selection criteria.
In this thesis also the uncertainties on the event selection coming from changing the
PDF and varying the Pythia6 parameters for the ISR and FSR activity are studied
with signal Monte Carlo sample. In general, the Monte Carlo estimation depends on
the setup of the generator. ATLAS studies have been shown that the data and Monte
Carlo agreement depends on the tuning of the Pythia6 parameter for the MPI model.
Monte Carlo samples have been produced with the PDFs (CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL)
and with the parameter values tuned for the corresponding PDF. Further samples have
been used with a new PDF but with the default MC10 setup of the generator. The
total event selection efficiencies are higher for the PDF CTEQ6LL with and without the
optimized Pythia6 parameters with respect to the default MC10 Monte Carlo sample
if two same-sign electrons are applied in every event. Replacing the PDF by CTEQ6L
the total event selection efficiencies are smaller than for the Monte Carlo sample with
the MC10 setup. This is caused by a higher electron fake rate for CTEQ6LL and lower
electron fake rate for CTEQ6L than for the MC10 setup. Using events with two same-
sign muons the behavior of the total event selection efficiencies is different. Here, the
total event selection efficiencies is lower for CTEQ6L with the MC10 setup than for the
sample with default MC10 setup. The efficiencies for all other configurations are higher
than for the sample with default MC10 setup. When using optimized event selection
criteria the sample with CTEQ6L and the MC10 setup has a lower event selection than
the samples with the default MC10 setup, while for all other samples the efficiencies are
higher. This can be caused by reconstructed fake muons coming from hadron decays
inside the jet. Requiring one electron and one muon with the same-sign the total event
selection efficiencies are higher for the PDF CTEQ6L with the tuned parameters and
also for CTEQ6LL without the tunes parameters than for the default MC10 sample.
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For the other setups the efficiencies are smaller than for the default MC10 setup. This
could also be caused by the different rates of reconstructed leptons coming from hadron
decays. The uncertainties on the event selection efficiency have also been studied with
Monte Samples, for which the event weight has been changed via a tool for the applied
PDFs: CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL. In every same-sign lepton leptons category differences
are observed between the samples with the new PDF and the new event weight and with
respect to the MC10 setup. This is caused by the new weight, than with the default
weight the event selection efficiencies are equal. Changing the parameters values for
the ISR and FSR leads to an effect on the total event selection efficiencies. Applying
the top event selection or the optimized event selection and requiring two same-sign
electrons in every event, the total event selection efficiencies decrease with a lower ISR
and FSR activity with respect to the default MC10 generator setup. In events with
two same-sign muons and the top event selection the total event selection efficiency is
lower for ”ISR down” than for the sample with the MC10 setup, while for the other ISR
and FSR configurations the efficiencies are higher. In the case of the optimized event
selection the efficiency for ”ISR down” is similar with respect to the default MC10 setup
and for all other configurations the efficiencies are higher. In events with one electron
and one muon with the same-sign the event selection efficiency is higher for ”ISR up”
than for the default MC10 setup, while for the other ISR and FSR configuration the
efficiencies are lower with repect to the default MC10 sample. The same behavior is also
visible for applying the optimized event selection. These differences between the event
selection efficiencies are caused by the misidentification rate for the reconstructed muons
and electrons coming from hadron decays inside the jet.
With the passed data and Monte Carlo events in the signal region of two same-sign
leptons the signal is extracted via a counting method [20]. With this method the Stan-
dard Model backgrounds in the signal region are also corrected with respect to a control
region. It shows that for applying the top event selection criteria the Monte Carlo in
the signal region is underestimated, while with the optimized event selection criteria the
Monte Carlo is overestimated. Furthermore, the expected number of signal events is
higher than for the measured events. With the extracted signal in every lepton cate-
gory a lower mass bound is determined via a modified frequentist method [112]. The
expected mass limit is higher than the observed limit and with the optimized event se-
lection the mass limit could be improved. The highest observed mass limit for the b′
of mb′ = 461GeV is determined in the lepton category e+μ+/e−μ− with the applied
optimized event selection criteria, while the expected mass limit is mb′ = 505GeV. For
this determination a branching ratio of BR = 100% for the decay b′ → t+W is assumed.
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9.2. Outlook
The determination of the mass limit is made with a luminosity of L = 2.05 fb−1. In
the year 2012 the LHC is running with a center-of-mass energy of
√
s = 7TeV, and
it is planned to collect a luminosity of L ≈ 15 fb−1. This provides the possibility to
discover the fourth generation or to rule out a large mass range for the fourth generation
quarks. For this analysis and the lower mass bound determination a branching ratio of
BR = 100% for the decay b′ → t + W is assumed. If the branching ratio is smaller in
nature, less events would be expected for the signal and the observed mass limit will
move to lower values. In addition, a short lifetime is assumed for the quark. With a
longer lifetime the particle pass the cuts without detection. For this a different analysis
needs to be done and can lead to a different mass limit.
The results of the analysis can be improved with a better method for the fake es-
timation, since one reason for the disagreement between Monte Carlo and data is an
underestimation of the fakes contribution. The agreement between Monte Carlo and
data can also be improved with the implementation of the missing correction like for the
missing transverse energy or the W + jets
In the case of the uncertainty studies, there are further investigations required concern-
ing the event selection efficiencies coming from PDF and ISR/FSR, since the behavior
of some event selection is not yet fully understood.
In the case of the signal extraction, this can be improved by using a fit instead of
a counting method. This is more precise due to the determination of the agreement
between data and Monte Carlo via the shape of the distribution, which is used for the
fit. A more precise signal extraction leads to a better mass limit. Furthermore, the
mass limit is determined in this analysis without including any uncertainties and the
implementation of the uncertainties leads to better sensitivity of the mass limit.
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A.1. Data and Monte Carlo distributions
A.1. Data and Monte Carlo distributions
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Figure A.1.: ET for the category μ+/μ− with the top event selection cuts and the re-
quirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.2.: NJets for the category μ+/μ− with the top event selection cuts and the
requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.3.: EJetsT for the category μ+/μ− with the top event selection cuts and the
requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.4.: HT for the category μ+/μ− with the top event selection cuts and the re-
quirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.5.: pLeptonsT for the category μ+/μ− with the top event selection cuts and the
requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.6.: ET for the category μ+μ− with the top event selection cuts and the require-
ment of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.7.: NJets for the category μ+μ− with the top event selection cuts and the
requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.8.: EJetsT for the category μ+μ− with the top event selection cuts and the
requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.9.: HT for the category μ+μ− with the top event selection cuts and the re-
quirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.10.: pLeptonsT for the category μ+μ− with the top event selection cuts and the
requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.11.: ET for the category e+μ−/e−μ+ with the top event selection cuts and the
requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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A.1. Data and Monte Carlo distributions
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Figure A.12.: NJets for the category e+μ−/e−μ+ with the top event selection cuts and
the requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.13.: EJetsT for the category e+μ−/e−μ+ with the top event selection cuts and
the requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.14.: HT for the category e+μ−/e−μ+ with the top event selection cuts and the
requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.15.: pLeptonsT for the category e+μ−/e−μ+ with the top event selection cuts and
the requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.16.: e+e+/e−e− for the category e+μ−/e−μ+ with the top event selection cuts
and the requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.17.: e+μ+/e−μ− for the category e+μ−/e−μ+ with the top event selection cuts
and the requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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A.1. Data and Monte Carlo distributions
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Figure A.18.: ET for the category μ+/μ− with the optimized event selection cuts and
the requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.19.: NJets for the category μ+/μ− with the optimized event selection cuts and
the requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.20.: EJetsT for the category μ+/μ− with the optimized event selection cuts and
the requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.21.: HT for the category μ+/μ− with the optimized event selection cuts and
the requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.22.: pLeptonsT for the category μ+/μ− with the optimized event selection cuts
and the requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.23.: ET for the category μ+μ− with the optimized event selection cuts and the
requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.24.: NJets for the category μ+μ− with the optimized event selection cuts and
the requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.25.: EJetsT for the category μ+μ− with the optimized event selection cuts and
the requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.26.: HT for the category μ+μ− with the optimized event selection cuts and the
requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.27.: pLeptonsT for the category μ+μ− with the optimized event selection cuts and
the requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.28.: ET for the category e+μ−/e−μ+ with the optimized event selection cuts
and the requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.29.: NJets for the category e+μ−/e−μ+ with the optimized event selection cuts
and the requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.30.: EJetsT for the category e+μ−/e−μ+ with the optimized event selection cuts
and the requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.31.: HT for the category e+μ−/e−μ+ with the optimized event selection cuts
and the requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.32.: pLeptonsT for the category e+μ−/e−μ+ with the optimized event selection
cuts and the requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.33.: NJets for the category μ+μ+/μ−μ− with the optimized event selection cuts
and the requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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Figure A.34.: NJets for the category e+μ+/e−μ− with the optimized event selection cuts
and the requirement of an muon trigger chain.
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(a) u quark. (b) d quark.
(c) d¯ quark. (d) s quark.
(e) c quark (f) b quark
Figure B.1.: Parton density function multiplied with the momentum fraction x as func-
tion of the momentum fraction for the up, down, d¯, s, c, b for the PDF
MRST 2007LO* (MC10), CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL [108].
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B.1. PDF uncertainties
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B.1. PDF uncertainties
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B.1. PDF uncertainties
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B. Additional information for the systematic studies
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Figure B.2.: NJets distribution for the default signal sample and the reweighted samples
with the PDFs: CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL. Events with same-sign electrons
and the optimized event selection are applied.
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Figure B.3.: EJetsT distribution for the default signal sample and the reweighted samples
with the PDFs: CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL. Events with same-sign electrons
and the optimized event selection are applied.
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Figure B.4.: pLeptonsT distribution for the default signal sample and the reweighted sam-
ples with the PDFs: CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL. Events with same-sign elec-
trons and the optimized event selection are applied.
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Figure B.5.: NJets distribution for the default signal sample and the reweighted samples
with the PDFs: CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL. Events with same-sign muons
and the optimized event selection are applied.
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Figure B.6.: EJetsT distribution for the default signal sample and the reweighted samples
with the PDFs: CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL. Events with same-sign muons
and the optimized event selection are applied.
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Figure B.7.: pLeptonsT distribution for the default signal sample and the reweighted sam-
ples with the PDFs: CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL. Events with same-sign muons
and the optimized event selection are applied.
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Figure B.8.: NJets distribution for the default signal sample and the reweighted samples
with the PDFs: CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL. Events with one electron and one
muon with same-sign and the optimized event selection are applied.
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Figure B.9.: EJetsT distribution for the default signal sample and the reweighted samples
with the PDFs: CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL. Events with one electron and one
muon with same-sign and the optimized event selection are applied.
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Figure B.10.: pLeptonsT distribution for the default signal sample and the reweighted sam-
ples with the PDFs: CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL. Events with one elec-
tron and one muon with same-sign and the optimized event selection are
applied.
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Figure B.11.: NJets distribution for the default signal sample and the reweighted samples
with the PDFs: CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL. Events with same-sign electrons
and the optimized event selection are applied.
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Figure B.12.: EJetsT distribution for the default signal sample and the reweighted samples
with the PDFs: CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL. Events with same-sign electrons
and the optimized event selection are applied.
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Figure B.13.: pLeptonsT distribution for the default signal sample and the reweighted sam-
ples with the PDFs: CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL. Events with same-sign elec-
trons and the optimized event selection are applied.
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Figure B.14.: NJets distribution for the default signal sample and the reweighted samples
with the PDFs: CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL. Events with same-sign muons
and the optimized event selection are applied.
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Figure B.15.: EJetsT distribution for the default signal sample and the reweighted samples
with the PDFs: CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL. Events with same-sign muons
and the optimized event selection are applied.
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Figure B.16.: pLeptonsT distribution for the default signal sample and the reweighted sam-
ples with the PDFs: CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL. Events with same-sign
muons and the optimized event selection are applied.
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Figure B.17.: NJets distribution for the default signal sample and the reweighted samples
with the PDFs: CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL. Events with one electron and
one muon with same-sign and the optimized event selection are applied.
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Figure B.18.: EJetsT distribution for the default signal sample and the reweighted samples
with the PDFs: CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL. Events with one electron and
one muon with same-sign and the optimized event selection are applied.
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Figure B.19.: pLeptonsT distribution for the default signal sample and the reweighted sam-
ples with the PDFs: CTEQ6L and CTEQ6LL. Events with one elec-
tron and one muon with same-sign and the optimized event selection are
applied.
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B.2. ISR/FSR uncertainties
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Figure B.20.: NJets distribution for the lepton category e+e+/e−e− for the ”Default”
and the different Monte carlo samples with the different ISR/FSR con-
figuration. Only the opject selection are applied and no event selection
criteria. The distribution are scaled to a luminosity of L = 2.05 fb−1
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Figure B.21.: EJetsT distribution for the lepton category e+e+/e−e− for the ”Default”
and the different Monte carlo samples with the different ISR/FSR con-
figuration. Only the opject selection are applied and no event selection
criteria. The distribution are scaled to a luminosity of L = 2.05 fb−1
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Figure B.22.: pLeptonsT distribution for the lepton category e+e+/e−e− for the ”Default”
and the different Monte carlo samples with the different ISR/FSR con-
figuration. Only the opject selection are applied and no event selection
criteria. The distribution are scaled to a luminosity of L = 2.05 fb−1
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Figure B.23.: NJets distribution for the lepton category μ+μ+/μ−μ− for the ”Default”
and the different Monte carlo samples with the different ISR/FSR con-
figuration. Only the opject selection are applied and no event selection
criteria. The distribution are scaled to a luminosity of L = 2.05 fb−1
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Figure B.24.: EJetsT distribution for the lepton category μ+μ+/μ−μ− for the ”Default”
and the different Monte carlo samples with the different ISR/FSR con-
figuration. Only the opject selection are applied and no event selection
criteria. The distribution are scaled to a luminosity of L = 2.05 fb−1
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Figure B.25.: pLeptonsT distribution for the lepton category μ+μ+/μ−μ− for the ”Default”
and the different Monte carlo samples with the different ISR/FSR configu-
ration. Only the opject selection are applied and no event selection criteria.
The distribution are scaled to a luminosity of L = 2.05 fb−1
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Figure B.26.: NJets distribution for the lepton category e+μ+/e−μ− for the ”Default”
and the different Monte carlo samples with the different ISR/FSR con-
figuration. Only the opject selection are applied and no event selection
criteria. The distribution are scaled to a luminosity of L = 2.05 fb−1
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Figure B.27.: EJetsT distribution for the lepton category e+μ+/e−μ− for the ”Default”
and the different Monte carlo samples with the different ISR/FSR con-
figuration. Only the opject selection are applied and no event selection
criteria. The distribution are scaled to a luminosity of L = 2.05 fb−1
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Figure B.28.: pLeptonsT distribution for the lepton category e+μ+/e−μ− for the ”Default”
and the different Monte carlo samples with the different ISR/FSR con-
figuration. Only the opject selection are applied and no event selection
criteria. The distribution are scaled to a luminosity of L = 2.05 fb−1
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C. Additional information for the signal
extraction and mass limit calculation
e+e+/e−e− e+μ+/e−μ− e+mu+/e−mu− mu+μ+/mu−μ−
Egamma stream Muons stream
Observed 8 14 11 6
Z → e+e− 0.317445 0 0 0
tt¯ 1.94176 3.95611 2.86895 0
Other BG 1.82883 3.81874 2.91497 2.74957
Final signal yields 3.91197 6.22515 5.21608 3.25043
Expected 39.1598 97.8529 76.1663 57.7261
Table C.1.: Measured events and determined final and expected signal yields in the dom-
inated background in the signal region. The data of the egamma and muons
stream are used separately and the optimized event selection criteria are
applied. For the signal a b mass of mb′ = 300GeV is used.
e+e+/e−e− e+μ+/e−μ− e+mu+/e−mu− mu+μ+/mu−μ−
Egamma stream Muons stream
Observed 8 11 6
Z → e+e− 0.309807 0 0 0
tt¯ 1.94453 3.96564 2.87738 0
Other BG 1.82883 3.81874 2.91497 2.74957
Final signal yields 3.91683 6.21562 5.20766 3.25043
Expected 20.251 53.9163 41.8725 28.2287
Table C.2.: Measured events and determined final and expected signal yields in the dom-
inated background in the signal region. The data of the egamma and muons
stream are used separately and the top event selection criteria are applied.
For the signal a b mass of mb′ = 350GeV is used.
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e+e+/e−e− e+μ+/e−μ− e+mu+/e−mu− mu+μ+/mu−μ−
Egamma stream Muons stream
Observed 8 14 11 6
Z → e+e− 0.306709 0 0 0
tt¯ 1.94832 3.96538 2.87842 0
Other BG 1.82883 3.81874 2.91497 2.74957
Final signal yields 3.91614 6.21588 5.20662 3.25043
Expected 5.2338 13.1748 10.3248 7.09934
Table C.3.: Measured events and determined final and expected signal yields in the dom-
inated background in the signal region. The data of the egamma and muons
stream are used separately and the top event selection criteria are applied.
For the signal a b mass of mb′ = 450GeV is used.
e+e+/e−e− e+μ+/e−μ− e+mu+/e−mu− mu+μ+/mu−μ−
Egamma stream Muons stream
Observed 8 14 11 6
Z → e+e− 0.306626 0 0 0
tt¯ 1.94978 3.97105 2.88283 0
Other BG 1.82883 3.81874 2.91497 2.74957
Final signal yields 3.91477 6.21021 5.2022 3.25043
Expected 2.81925 7.42322 5.81612 3.69279
Table C.4.: Measured events and determined final and expected signal yields in the dom-
inated background in the signal region. The data of the egamma and muons
stream are used separately and the top event selection criteria are applied.
For the signal a b mass of mb′ = 500GeV is used.
e+e+/e−e− e+μ+/e−μ− e+mu+/e−mu− mu+μ+/mu−μ−
Egamma stream Muons stream
Observed 8 14 11 6
Z → e+e− 0.30705 0 0 0
tt¯ 1.95592 3.96758 2.87891 0
Other BG 1.82883 3.81874 2.91497 2.74957
Final signal yields 3.90821 6.21368 5.20612 3.25043
Expected 1.65975 3.82127 2.95765 1.98625
Table C.5.: Measured events and determined final and expected signal yields in the dom-
inated background in the signal region. The data of the egamma and muons
stream are used separately and the top event selection criteria are applied.
For the signal a b mass of mb′ = 550GeV is used.
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e+e+/e−e− e+μ+/e−μ− e+mu+/e−mu− mu+μ+/mu−μ−
Egamma stream Muons stream
Observed 8 14 11 6
Z → e+e− 0.305189 0 0 0
tt¯ 1.96023 3.96983 2.8822 0
Other BG 1.82883 3.81874 2.91497 2.74957
Final signal yields 3.90576 6.21142 5.20284 3.25043
Expected 0.537039 1.18135 0.926647 0.594124
Table C.6.: Measured events and determined final and expected signal yields in the dom-
inated background in the signal region. The data of the egamma and muons
stream are used separately and the top event selection criteria are applied.
For the signal a b mass of mb′ = 600GeV is used.
e+e+/e−e− e+μ+/e−μ− e+mu+/e−mu−
Egamma stream Muons stream
Observed 1 3 3
Z → e+e− 0 0 0
tt¯ 0.61149 1.28677 0.922748
Other BG 0.230059 0.0162672 -0.00552478
Final signal yields 0.158451 1.69696 2.08278
Expected 22.971 45.5686 34.3734
Table C.7.: Measured events and determined final and expected signal yields in the dom-
inated background in the signal region. The data of the egamma and muons
stream are used separately and the optimized event selection criteria are
applied. For the signal a b mass of mb′ = 300GeV is used.
e+e+/e−e− e+μ+/e−μ− e+mu+/e−mu−
Egamma stream Muons stream
Observed 1 3 3
Z → e+e− 0 0 0
tt¯ 0.611511 1.29253 0.929962
Other BG 0.230059 0.0162672 -0.00552478
Final signal yields 0.15843 1.69121 2.07556
Expected 12.59 29.4981 21.8968
Table C.8.: Measured events and determined final and expected signal yields in the dom-
inated background in the signal region. The data of the egamma and muons
stream are used separately and the optimized event selection criteria are
applied. For the signal a b mass of mb′ = 350GeV is used.
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e+e+/e−e− e+μ+/e−μ− e+mu+/e−mu−
Egamma stream Muons stream
Observed 1 3 3
Z → e+e− 0 0 0
tt¯ 0.611798 1.28953 0.927131
Other BG 0.230059 0.0162672 -0.00552478
Final signal yields 0.158143 1.6942 2.07839
Expected 3.92254 7.58935 5.74744
Table C.9.: Measured events and determined final and expected signal yields in the dom-
inated background in the signal region. The data of the egamma and muons
stream are used separately and the optimized event selection criteria are
applied. For the signal a b mass of mb′ = 450GeV is used.
e+e+/e−e− e+μ+/e−μ− e+mu+/e−mu−
Egamma stream Muons stream
Observed 1 3 3
Z → e+e− 0 0 0
tt¯ 0.611815 1.2911 0.929225
Other BG 0.230059 0.0162672 -0.00552478
Final signal yields 0.158126 1.69264 2.0763
Expected 2.15296 4.34397 3.30531
Table C.10.: Measured events and determined final and expected signal yields in the
dominated background in the signal region. The data of the egamma and
muons stream are used separately and the optimized event selection criteria
are applied. For the signal a b mass of mb′ = 500GeV is used.
e+e+/e−e− e+μ+/e−μ− e+mu+/e−mu−
Egamma stream Muons stream
Observed 1 3 3
Z → e+e− 0 0 0
tt¯ 0.6118 1.29111 0.928191
Other BG 0.230059 0.0162672 -0.00552478
Final signal yields 0.158141 1.69262 2.07733
Expected 1.16777 2.36993 1.77802
Table C.11.: Measured events and determined final and expected signal yields in the
dominated background in the signal region. The data of the egamma and
muons stream are used separately and the optimized event selection criteria
are applied. For the signal a b mass of mb′ = 550GeV is used.
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e+e+/e−e− e+μ+/e−μ− e+mu+/e−mu−
Egamma stream Muons stream
Observed 1 3 3
Z → e+e− 0 0 0
tt¯ 0.61204 1.29135 0.928912
Other BG 0.230059 0.0162672 -0.00552478
Final signal yields 0.157901 1.69238 2.07661
Expected 0.388648 0.726695 0.546675
Table C.12.: Measured events and determined final and expected signal yields in the
dominated background in the signal region. The data of the egamma and
muons stream are used separately and the optimized event selection criteria
are applied. For the signal a b mass of mb′ = 600GeV is used.
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